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Executive summary
The task
1.

This report responds to directions from the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) and Acting CEO of Australian Customs
and Border Protection Service (Customs and Border Protection) that an Internal Review ('the Review') be
conducted into the whole of government response to search and rescue incidents 4106/2012 and 4259/2012.
The Review has been supported by the Australian Maritime Safety Authority (AMSA) and Department
of Defence (Defence).

2.

In summary the work of the internal review involved four elements:
(i) Collect all documents relating to the two incidents;
(ii) Prepare a chronology and narrative for each incident;
(iii) Identify the relevant policies, processes and procedures — determining whether they were
applied, whether they were effective and whether any changes are required; and
(iv) Identify those issues requiring further analysis.

3.

Senior officers from the three organisations were asked to verify the chronologies and narratives.
They were also provided with an opportunity to comment on the remainder of the report.

The narratives
4.

The Review received in excess of five thousand documents and related media from the three agencies. This
material was used to generate key events chronologies (Attachments B and C) and narratives for each incident
(Chapters 2 and 3). Short one page summaries for each incident appear on the following two pages.

Review of the policies, processes and procedures
5.

The Review went about this part of its role through two approaches. The first was an 'audit like' assessment
as to whether there had been compliance with the relevant policies, processes and procedures. The
conclusion drawn from this work was that Customs and Border Protection (including Border Protection
Command), AMSA and Defence substantially complied with all identified policies, processes and procedures.
Minor non-compliances did not materially affect the outcome of the search and rescue efforts.

6.

In terms of the policies requiring revision only one particular document stood out. This was the
'Protocol for Vessels with a Changed State'. Although generally sound, this document would
benefit from revision to reflect the lessons learned from the recent Safety Of Life At Sea (SOLAS)
events. Revisions to the document were being finalised at the time of writing this report.

7.

The second and more substantial approach to this part of the review of policies, processes and procedures
was the exploration of the key issues arising from the two search and rescue incidents. This approach allowed
for a more careful assessment as to the effectiveness of each of the policies, processes and procedures
and what changes might be recommended. This work comprised the bulk of the effort for the Review.
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Summary of key events for SAR 2012/4106

• On Tuesday 19 June at 2152 AEST, AMSA's Rescue Coordination Centre (RCC Australia)
started to receive a series of calls from a vessel indicating it was experiencing difficulties.
• Shortly thereafter (0004 AEST 20 June 2012) AMSA informed BASARNAS of the calls from the vessel.
• On Wednesday 20 June 2012 at 0106— 0128 AEST, AMSA received further calls from the
SIEV and a GPS location was obtained. The vessel was about 40 nm from Indonesia. AMSA
advised the vessel to return to Indonesia if it was experiencing difficulty. AMSA provided this
information to BASARNAS which subsequently accepted coordination responsibility.
• During the course of Wednesday 20 June, the vessel made further calls to RCC Australia indicating
it needed assistance — although it continued to make steady progress southward.

At 1716 AEST a Customs and Border Protection surveillance aircraft sighted the vessel
heading due south at about 4 knots. Australian agencies collectively assessed that the vessel
was not in distress at that time. AMSA reported the vessel's position to BASARNAS.
• At 0047 AEST on Thursday 21 June, BASARNAS advised RCC Australia that an Indonesian Navy
vessel had departed at 1800 AEST on 20 June and was proceeding to the area.
• At approximately 0800 AEST the boat began taking on water from one side. Many people panicked
and rushed to one side of the vessel causing it to capsize.

• In response, Border Protection Command (BPC) confirmed that its scheduled 1300 AEST surveillance
flight should relocate the vessel. At 1453 AEST the Customs and Border Protection Dash-8 sighted the
vessel 113nm NNW of Christmas Island with approximately 75 people in the water and on the upturned
hull. Some of the people were as far as 3 nm from the vessel. Some had life vests and some did not. This
information was conveyed to BPC and RCC Australia which commenced Mayday relays to shipping.
• The Customs and Border Protection aircraft continued to monitor the situation. A Royal Australian Air Force
• (RAAF) AP-3C Orion (AP-3C Orion) maritime patrol aircraft was diverted to attend the scene. The RAAF
aircraft arrived at approximately 1700 AEST and commenced dropping air sea rescue kits (life rafts).
• The first vessel to arrive at the scene was a merchant vessel at approx 1730 AEST. This was shortly followed
by two more merchant vessels responding to the ROC Australia request for assistance. HMAS Larrakia and
Wollongong arrived on the scene at approximately 1920 AEST, joining in the search and rescue operations.
• At 2221 AEST 21 June AMSA assumed responsibility for the search and rescue at the request of
BASARNAS. The search and rescue operation continued another two days.
• Calls from the vessel had included a claim that there were 204 persons on board. The
search and recovery effort saw the rescue of 110 survivors (all males) and the recovery
of 17 deceased men. There were approximately 75 people unaccounted for.
• The survivors are predominately Pakistanis and Afghans with two Indonesian crew members.
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Issues requiring further analysis
8.

The Review identified six key issues arising from these two incidents. A brief explanation
of these issues and the Review's findings are set out below. Recommendations in relation
to these issues are grouped into related themes and appear in the last Section.

•
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•
Issue 2: Search and rescue assets
12.

The second issue examined the positioning of assets such as vessels, aircraft and
life rafts for the search and rescue efforts north of Christmas Island.

13.

The Review concluded that BPC assets were appropriately located consistent with their civil maritime security
mission and to support the two SAR incidents. The short term variations against the Commander's quarterly
plan increased BPC's capacity to respond. These variations reflected both good intelligence and good
judgement on the part of BPC officers.

14.

The positioning of the AMSA aviation search and rescue capability has not been formally reassessed
during the period of the increased SOLAS risk in relation to SIEVs approaching from the north-west
of Australia. The review makes a recommendation concerning the need for such an assessment.

16. The Review looked at the use of life rafts off Christmas Island, and identified two concerns:
(i) the limited numbers of aircraft that are capable of deploying them; and
(ii) the limited numbers of available life rafts.
16.

On the first matter, the Review makes a recommendation concerning the installation of In-flight Operable Doors
into the Customs and Border Protection Dash-8s. On the second matter, AMSA advised that it has recently
preposition twelve life rafts to Christmas Island.

17.

The Review was informed of a number of concerns regarding space limitations at Christmas Island airport and
the risks that this poses for periods of intense activity such as search and rescue incidents. A recommendation
is made in relation to these concerns.

Issue 3: SIEVs making unnecessary calls
18.

The third issue concerns SIEVs claiming to be in distress whilst continuing to make good progress
towards Australia. SIEVs do not meet any of the most basic requirements that a passenger vessel
(more than 12 passengers) would be required to meet under the SOLAS Convention in the way
of safety, survivability, and emergency communications. In contrast they are overloaded, underequipped, under-skilled and they act contrary to safe practice. This complicates judgements
about what are necessary or unnecessary calls for assistance. Examining the statistics in relation
to these incidents suggests that the number of unnecessary alerts has increased in 2012 (in line
with the increased number of SIEVs), but the proportion of unnecessary alerts has not.

19.

The statistics also reveal that the percentage of search and rescue incidents where SIEVs have
initiated communication with Australian authorities has steadily increased over the last three
years. The vast majority of all maritime SIEV SAR incidents are now being self reported.

20.

The Review considered the possibility of developing guidelines to help distinguish a genuine or false request
for assistance. This would be an extremely difficult and hazardous exercise which would introduce new risks
of such guidance being used too simplistically. The development of such "guidance" is not supported.
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21. Another possible response to S1EVs seeking assistance is for AMSA to task commercial vessels to
undertake some form of 'health check' on SIEVs. This is already an option for AMSA where they
are coordinating the response. However, this option presents a number of practical difficulties such
as language barriers, lack of SIEV communications equipment, lack of ability to assist in some
cases (eg the design of a vessel may prevent access) and the risks associated with large vessels
approaching a SIEV that may be low in the water. These practical difficulties mean that the tasking
of commercial vessels to check on SIEVs is unlikely to be a common solution to the problem.

The conclusion drawn was that the
information known on the material state of the 4106 vessel prior to being found capsized was almost the
same at RCC Australia, BPC

24. The situational awareness pictures on both incidents varied between BPC operations centres, RCC Australia
and BASARNAS because of their varying functions and access to classified systems. However, the differences
in situational awareness between agencies did not have a material effect on the outcome of either SAR.

•
Issue 6: Appropriateness and timeliness of the Australian response
27.

This issue involved examining the appropriateness and timeliness of all other aspects of the Australian
response to SAR 4106 and SAR 4259 — other than those already addressed in previous issue.

28.

was
The Review concluded that the timeliness of the response by BPC, RCC Australia
reasonable. Although some actions could have taken place earlier, this would have been unlikely to have
accelerated the critical path for the arrival of search and rescue assets. The one exception to this conclusion
was the time taken to relocate the 4106 vessel after a heightened level of concern was established.
The time taken could have been reduced by 30-60 minutes had the Dash-8 been tasked to proceed
immediately to relocating the vessel rather than being allowed to continue with its scheduled flight plan.

29.

The Review concluded that whilst the handover of SAR 4106 to BASARNAS was appropriate on 20 June,
it would also have been appropriate for RCC Australia to have adopted a more forward leaning posture in
assisting BASARNAS in areas where they lacked capability. For example RCC Australia could have assisted
BASARNAS in making an 'Urgency Broadcast' to commercial vessels that were likely to be beyond the reach
of Indonesian coastal radio.

30.

The Review considered that the surveillance undertaken by BPC on 20 June was a reasonable course of action.
The Review concluded that the actions of BPC in not searching for the 4106 vessel any earlier on 21 June were
also reasonable.
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Recommendations

Support to Indonesian Authorities
This capability would be
substantially enhanced by the following measures:
Recommendation 5.1

Subject to funding being provided, Australia assist BASARNAS by providing support for greater access to a maritime
shipping picture and Inmarsat satellite communications capability through capacity building.
Recommendation 5.2

Pending Indonesia obtaining the enhanced capability referred to in Recommendation 5.1, RCC Australia should be
pro-active in offering and making Inmarsat satellite broadcasts when the circumstances of the SAR incident dictate
that it is the appropriate action.
Recommendation 5.4

Subject to funding being provided, the operational exchange program be expanded between BASARNAS
and RCC Australia.
Recommendation 10.3

Up until and following the transfer of SAR coordination to BASARNAS, RCC Australia should proactively provide
support to BASARNAS in areas of capability not held by Indonesian authorities, such as broadcasts to shipping and
contacting the telecommunications provider.

Improved Operational Communications
The Review identified a number of areas in which agencies' operational communications could be improved. These
areas included:
Recommendation 5.3

The Customs and Border Protection Jakarta Post be given a formal authorisation by AMSA to serve as a local point of
liaison during SAR incidents of concern to Australia.
Recommendation 5.5

AMSA, Customs and Border Protection and Defence should work with BASARNAS and other Indonesian agencies
as appropriate to establish an Indonesian process to provide rapid clearance for SAR aircraft to refuel at Indonesian
airports during SAR operations. This process should apply to both ADF and State aircraft.
Recommendation 8.1

The Department of Defence and AMSA should explore the options available for providing AMSA with greater
awareness about the location of relevant Defence assets during search and rescue incidents.
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Recommendation 10.4

AMSA should put in place arrangements for Senior Executives to approve the transfer or acceptance of SAR
coordination between RCC Australia and BASARNAS for SIEVs requesting assistance in the Indonesian SRR - both
during and after normal working hours. Part of these arrangements should include collaboration with BPC

Recommendation 10.5

AMSA should proactively attempt to communicate with SIEVs requesting assistance or where this is not possible,
to locate the SIEVs using arrangements with telecommunications providers.

Improved Search and Rescue Capability
The Review considered that the search and rescue capability north of Christmas Island would be marginally improved
by undertaking the following measures:
Recommendation 4.1

The Department of Defence and Customs and Border Protection should produce Standard Operating Procedures
for dealing with the recovery of bodies from the water and their storage.
Recommendation 6.1

AMSA should reassess whether its aviation search and rescue capabilities are appropriately located having regard to
the workloads, the risks associated with SIEVs and the potential impact on other SAR operations within Australia.
Recommendation 6.2

Subject to funding being provided, Customs and Border Protection should proceed with the installation of In-flight
Operable Doors into its Dash-8s in support of search and rescue activity.
Recommendation 6.3

Customs and Border Protection and AMSA should enter into discussions with Regional Australia in order to address
the concerns identified by the acting IOT Program Manager regarding space limitations at Christmas Island airport.
Recommendation 8.5

AMSA should investigate improved teleconferencing arrangements during calls for assistance.
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Recommendation 8.2

Recommendation 8.3

Recommendation 8.4

Recommendation 9.1

Recommendation 10.1

Recommendation 10.2
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Introduction
Terms of reference
1.

On 21 June 2012, a vessel carrying approximately 204 persons experienced distress and subsequently
capsized approximately 110 nm north of Christmas Island. Whilst 110 people survived, and 17 bodies
were recovered, the remainder were unaccounted for. This incident has become known as Search
and Rescue 2012/4106 (SAR 4106).

2.

On 25 June 2012, the CEO of Customs and Border Protection, .Mr Michael Carmody, directed the reviewing
officer, Mr Jeff Buckpitt to conduct an internal review of the response to SAR 4106. His direction was with
the support and endorsement of the Secretary of Defence, Chief of the Defence Force and CEO of AMSA.

3.

On 27 June 2012, another vessel known as SAR 2012/4259 experienced distress and sank
north of Christmas Island. On 29 June 2012, Acting CEO of Customs and Border Protection,
Mr Michael Pezzullo, directed that the terms of reference be expanded to include this additional
incident. While there were a number of people from this vessel that were rescued, there was at
least one life lost. The terms of reference for the expanded internal review were supported and
endorsed by the Secretary of Defence, Chief of the Defence Force and CEO of AMSA.

4.

5.

This review was not intended to be a substitute for a detailed external investigation or coronial inquiry, the
reviewing officer was therefore asked to ensure that all reasonable measures were taken to ensure that there
was no conflict between the review and those potential enquiries.

6.

The Terms of Reference originally stated a final report should be provided on or before Friday 3 August
2012. In view of the extensions to the terms of reference the due date was extended to 27 August
2012. The original Terms of Reference and the subsequent amendments appear at Attachment A.
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Constraints and limitations
7.

This examination of the response to the search and rescue incidents SAR 4106 and 4259 has
been conducted, in a short timeframe, as a review rather than an in-depth inquiry. By examining
the facts and circumstances surrounding the response to the two incidents, it is intended to
provide a narrative for each incident from the time that the first information of each venture
was received to the point when search and recovery operations ceased (`the period').

8.

The review draws from documentary material from all available Commonwealth Government sources, namely
Customs and Border Protection, including BPC, Defence, AMSA, and other relevant Federal Government
agencies with any relevant material, appropriately verified by relevant senior officials. The review team
considered some draft unsettled witness statements, and had access to a small number of interviews
conducted by the Department of Immigration and Citizenship (DIAC) on Christmas Island, but did not seek
to have witness statements available to it. The review team relied on the documentary material and answers
provided by agencies in response to specific questions raised. The narrative drafted for this review outlines
those events that are relevant to the review, which can be drawn from key documentary material. This was
considered sufficient for the purposes of this review and was not intended to be a conclusive finding of facts.

9.

The review took into account that the events will be the subject of a coronial investigation and therefore
makes no findings about the conduct of individuals or agencies. The report identifies only issues
surrounding the response to the two incidents which can be identified from the material provided.

Methodology
10.

Given the constraints and limitations detailed above, the following approach was taken to report against
the Terms of Reference.

11.

A review team comprising a total of five officers from Customs and Border Protection, Defence and AMSA
was established on Wednesday 27 June 2012 and commenced work immediately. The review team was
supported by a coordination team, comprising a total of four officers from various Divisions within Customs
and Barder Protection, also established on 27 June 2012. Nominees from Defence and AMSA represented
their agencies by way of consultation and support to the reviewing officer in conducting the review.

12.

The first step for the Review was to collect up all of the relevant documents and related media for
each incident. Requests were sent to BPC, Intelligence and Targeting Division of Customs and Border
Protection, AMSA, Defence, AFP and DIAC. In response the Review received in excess of 5,000
documents and related media. All documents received by the Review were registered, allocated a
reference number and stored in a secure location in Customs and Border Protection offices.

13.

Upon receipt of the documents, the focus of the review was separated into four elements - preparation of a key
events chronology for each incident; preparation of a narrative for each incident; an audit of policies, processes
and procedures relevant to the two incidents; and exploration of the issues identified as requiring further
investigation or analysis by the review team.

14.

The key events chronologies were developed following a review of each agency's chronologies and relevant
documents. Key events were extracted and included in an overarching chronology for each incident.

15.

Development of each narrative drew upon the overarching key events chronology as supported by the
underlying source documents from each agency.

16.

The relevant policies, processes and procedures applicable to the response to each incident were
provided to the review team from Defence, AMSA and appropriate areas of Customs and Border
Protection, including BPC. These documents were registered, allocated a reference number and stored
in a secure location in Customs and Border Protection offices. A list of relevant non-national security
classified policies, processes and procedures considered are set out at Attachment D.
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17.

The Review Team considered each of the identified policies, processes and procedures and determined
a prioritisation based on applicability to the response to the two incidents. An assessment was then
made as to whether application of the document would make a material difference in the outcome
of the incidents. Compliance with Very High' priority documents was carefully assessed on a
clause by clause basis, with a reducing scale of scrutiny for High, Medium and Low priorities. The
purpose of this exercise was to ascertain whether these policies and procedures had been applied
and taking into consideration their effectiveness to identify opportunities for improvement.

18.

The review team identified six issues requiring further investigation. Each of
these issues is addressed in a separate chapter of the report:
- the Indonesian response;
- the positioning of assets for the search and rescue;
- the incidence of Suspected Irregular Entry Vessels (SIEVs) issuing distress
calls whilst still capable of travelling under their own steam;
- the extent to which a fused approach to information sharing was in
place for the purpose of search and rescue efforts;
and
- the timeliness and appropriateness of all other aspects of the Australian response.

Key source documents for the chronology and narrative
19. The narrative and chronology of key events, communications and actions for each incident was compiled
from the following source documents and records:
Customs and Border Protection

- BPC Intelligence Centre Log
- BPC Operations Incident Log
- Email Communications
- People Smuggling Intelligence Analysis Team Chronology
- Australian Maritime Security Operations Centre (AMSOC) Files
- AMSOC Voice Recordings
Defence

- Logs
- Situation Reports
Headquarters Joint Task Force 639 (HOJTF639) Watch keeper Narrative (Operations Log)
- Email Communications
- ADF Messages
- Wyvern Log
AMSA

AMSA Incident Timeline
- Excerpts from the AMSA RCC Australia Log
- Email Communications
- Voice Recordings AMSA
Other

- AFP Watch floor records in relation to SAR 4259, including telephone calls

Internal Review - Maritime Incidents of 21 and 27 June 2012
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Consultation
20.

Senior officers from relevant agencies were provided with a draft of the key events chronology and
narrative for each incident. They were asked to verify the accuracy of the entries and if necessary suggest
amendments. The final verified chronologies for SAR 4106 and 4259 (the Chronologies) appear at
Attachments B and C of this Report. The final verified narratives appear as Chapters 2 and 3 of this report.

21.

Senior officers were also provided with the opportunity to comment on a draft copy of each
of the issues chapters. Although their contributions have been taken into consideration in
finalising these papers, it cannot be said that they are agreed documents in every case.

Timings
22.

12

All time references are to Australian Eastern Standard Time (AEST ie Coordinated Universal Time +10 hours),
which is 3 hours ahead of local Christmas Island Time (CXT) (Coordinated Universal Time +7). Many of the
events, notifications and communications referred to in the narrative of events are based on more than one
source record. For example, the time of a single phone call may have been recorded and logged by the
maker of the call, the receiver of the call and by electronic means. The recorded times of some calls vary by
up to two or three minutes due to differences in time pieces, whether the time noted was at the beginning
or end of a call and the duration of the call. For the purposes of developing the narrative of events, a single
indicative time has been specified for any communication to best reflect the overall sequence of events.

Chapter 2: Narrative for the venture of
21 June 2012 - SAR 2012/4106

1.

2.

The first series of calls from the vessel - 19 June
3.

Starting at 2152 AEST on 19 June AMSA received the first of a series of seven telephone calls from
the vessel. The caller was difficult to understand and the quality of the line was very poor with the
noise of wind in the background. Over a period of nearly an hour, the caller communicated;
• No life jackets;
• "No good conditions";
• No water;
• Don't know where we are;
• Danger;
• Don't have much time;
• "Help me, help me";
• Come from Indonesia;
• 250 people in small boat;

Internal Review — Maritime Incidents of 21 and 27 June 2012
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4.

AMSA's Rescue and Coordination Centre (RCC Australia) advised BPC at 2221 AEST that they had received
a number of calls from a vessel indicating it was in distress. At 0004 AEST 20 June, a message was also
sent to BASARNAS, informing them of the content of the calls received. The message asked BASARNAS to
provide information regarding any vessel departures which may fit this description of the vessel. They were
also asked to acknowledge receipt of the communication —

The second series of calls -20 June
5.

Between 0106 and 0128 AEST on 20 June RCC Australia received two more
calls from a different person on the vessel indicating that:
• We are in trouble;
• Ship is broken on one side;
• 204 people on board;
• Lot of water in the boat;
• Three days from Jakarta;
• Help me;
• No women or children — all men;
• I speak Persian;
• Don't know number of phone;
• Situation bad;
• Water high, water coming into ship;
• Will ask captain for GPS and call you back;
• Vessel position is 07 27.873 South 105 07.481 East. First known position of 4106 vessel.
105" E

First Known Position of 4106 Vessel
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6.

During this series of calls RCC Australia unsuccessfully attempted to use the services of a translator on
two occasions. These attempts involved RCC Australia placing the caller on hold for periods of three
minutes and one minute 13 seconds by which time the caller from the boat had disconnected.

7.

In response to the information concerning the location of the vessel, RCC Australia advised the caller that
the vessel was still in Indonesian waters and that they needed to turn back. The caller responded
with the words "ok, ok, ok" and then hung up.

8.

At 0131 AEST RCC Australia advised BPC that it had received further calls from a vessel claiming
to be in distress.

BASARNAS takes responsibility for the incident
9.

At 0200 AEST RCC Australia sent an email to the Jakarta First Secretary from Customs and
Border Protection suggesting that he 'contact people you know and push where you can'.

10.

At 0201 AEST on 20 June AMSA sent BASARNAS a message containing the latest details received about
the vessel including its location. AMSA formally requested that BASARNAS take coordination of the incident
given that it was within their search and rescue region. Five minutes later an officer from BASARNAS
rang to advise that he needed to confirm with his supervisor about acceptance of the incident. The RCC
Australia log indicates that the officer advised that confirmation would be provided by email or facsimile.

ili

El

13.

At 0501 AEST on 20 June RCC Australia sent a second message to BASARNAS asking for their confirmation of
acceptance of the incident. BASARNAS responded by telephone at 0745 and 0831 AEST. The RCC Australia
log indicates that BASARNAS verbally confirmed that they would be coordinating the search and rescue
response to the incident at 0745 AEST. A facsimile was subsequently received from BASARNAS at 0900
on 20 June AEST. It stated that:
"Ref all your information Ausar [sic] 2012/4106 about distress vessel, was following
BASARNAS action:- give urgency broadcast to all vessel closed [sic] the distress
position by Indonesia Coast Radio Station, Navy and Marine Police.
BASARNAS still investigate this position and take coordination for this vessel and request
your assistance if the distress vessel is going to Christmast [sic] Island closely."

Two more calls from the vessel on 20 June
14.

At 0521 and 0650 AEST 20 June RCC Australia received two more calls from the vessel. The caller
provided updated coordinates for the vessel (42 nautical miles south of the Sunda Strait) and again
indicated that the boat was "going down in the water" and "slow because of water". The caller also stated
that he didn't know the number of the phone that he was calling from. This information (including the
updated coordinates) was sent to BASARNAS at 0615 AEST following the 0521 AEST phone call.

15.
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A vessel in distress - Or is it?
16.

17.

At 1316 AEST on 20 June RCC Australia received another call from the vessel providing an
update as to its location and indicating that it was taking on water and people were crying.
The updated coordinates were em ailed and faxed to BASARNAS at 1345 AEST.

18.
At 1715 AEST on 20 June a Customs and Border Protection Dash-8 surveillance aircraft reported that the
vessel was heading due south at four knots. The position of the vessel indicated that it had been travelling
at an average speed of 2.6 knots. At 1731 AEST the Customs and Border Protection Dash-8 contacted
BPC to advise that the aircraft had obtained an image of the vessel but it was difficult to assess. At that
point the aircraft had remained at a covert position of five nm from the vessel. BPC directed the aircraft
obtain a clearer image, and get as close as possible without being overt. By 1746 AEST the Customs
and Border Protection aircraft had manoeuvred to a different position and obtained three additional
still images which were returned to BPC in real time for assessment. The aircraft also advised that the
vessel was low in the water, that a person was observed climbing onto the roof of the vessel, and that
the vessel was heading in a southerly direction at approximately four knots. The Information concerning
the Location and passage of the vessel was conveyed by AMSA to BASARNAS at 1819 AEST.
19.

A meeting of the People Smuggling Operations Group chaired by Customs and Border Protection
collectively assessed that the vessel was not in immediate need of assistance on 20 June.

20.

At 2012, 2027, 2033 and 2049 AEST on 20 June RCC Australia received four more calls from the vessel —
all of which were very difficult to hear the caller — largely due to the loud humming of what sounded like an
engine in the background. The caller indicated that their vessel was taking on water and that they had no
(drinking) water. He indicated that they were heading to Christmas Island and that there were 206 persons
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on board. On the second occasion the caller provided their phone number, which was repeated by RCC
Australia. The caller said "can you please searching" and "are we now in Australian waters?" RCC Australia
advised the caller that they were not in Australian waters and that they needed to come further south. The call
ended abruptly. RCC Australia then attempted (2058 AEST) to ring the caller back — but without any answer.
The information related to the
attempt to call was conveyed to BASARNAS at 2129 AEST along with an offer to issue a maritime broadcast
to shipping on HF DSC and INMARSAT C Safety Net, Later advice from BASARNAS indicated that they too
had attempted to ring the vessel on the number provided by RCC Australia — but without success. (RCC
Australia's next logged attempt to ring the vessel was at 1432 AEST on 21 June — again with no response.)
21.

In summary the information received during the course of 20 June was anything but consistent. On the one
hand calls from the vessel consistently indicated a state of distress whereas the vessel's slow but steady
rate of progress, the humming of an engine in the background
suggested that such claims were either exaggerated or simply untrue. In addition, imagery from the Dash-8
did not indicate the vessel was in distress. The other consideration was the incidence of similar ventures where
distress claims had been made — although they were able to continue to make their way towards Australia.

Communications with BASARNAS
22.

Based on the facsimile message received by RCC Australia from BASARNAS and an earlier telephone
call, the AMSA log was recorded as showing that BASARNAS accepted responsibility for the
search and rescue effort at 0745 AEST on 20 June.

23.

As previously noted RCC Australia provided BASARNAS with regular updates of information received —
including sighting of the vessel by a Customs and Border Protection aircraft on 20 June, positional details,
details of the calls received from the vessel (including the telephone number) and the projected routes
as of 21 June. BASARNAS advised at 2018 AEST on 20 June that they had been unable to contact
the vessel and that they had initiated coordination with BAKORKAMLA and the Indonesian Navy.

24.

At 0047 AEST on 21 June BASARNAS rang ROC Australia on two occasions to advise that an Indonesian
Navy vessel had departed at 1800 AEST (ie 1500 local time) on 20 June and was proceeding to the search
area.

25.
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26.

Deployment of assets
27.
As a consequence,
a Dash-8 flight had been scheduled to conduct routine surveillance of approaches to Christmas Island
. At 1138 AEST a pre-mission brief was held between BPC
AMSOC and the Dash-8 with directions to conduct normal surveillance of the
region and overtly
relocate the vessel reported to be in distress which was sighted the previous day. By 1300 AEST the
Dash-8 was already in pre flight preparations, departing Christmas Island at approximately 1321 AEST
and was expected in the area of the vessel reported to be in distress at approximately 1430 AEST.
28.

Informed by a heightened level of concern following a briefing from BPC Intelligence staff, Commander
BPC at approximately 1300 AEST directed, that the two Christmas Island response vessels preposition towards the northern area of the Contiguous Zone, in order to be immediately available
for SAR tasking if required. This direction was provided in advance of confirmation on the status of
the reported vessel in distress and in advance of any request for assets from RCC Australia.
The lead up to 21 June at Christmas Island
In the 36 hours prior to 21 June, HMAS Wollongong and HMAS Larrakia were busy
responding to SIEVs in the vicinity of Christmas Island.
On 20 June HMAS Wollongong and Larrakia intercepted three SIEVs (354 - 356) carrying
a total of 249 people. The associated patrolling, interception, boarding and transportation
back to Christmas Island required the two vessels to work around the clock. By the time
they completed transferring the people onboard the third vessel it was 0230 AEST on
Thursday 21 June.
Following the offload of passengers from SIEV 366 at Christmas Island HMAS Wollongong
was positioned

29.

By 1305 AEST both HMA Ships Wollongong and Larrakia had been tasked by HOJTF639 to
proceed to the edge of the Contiguous Zone. Up until this point HMAS Wollongong and Larrakia
had been dealing with the work associated with three SIEV interceptions on the previous day.

30.

At 1250 AEST BPC requested the AMSA RCC Australia liaison officer to attend BPC for a
briefing. This briefing took place at 1330 AEST

Sighting of the vessel and subsequent response on 21 June
31.

At 1321 AEST the Dash-8 surveillance aircraft took off from Christmas Island to undertake
its programmed surveillance of the
area — as well as to locate the vessel.

32.

At 1458 AEST 21 June the Dash-8 located the vessel 113nm NNW of Christmas Island capsized
with approximately 75 people in the water and on the upturned hull. The vessel was 109 nautical
miles (ie about 200 kms) south of the Sunda Strait which is within the Indonesian Search and
Rescue Region. The Dash-8 located a large number of groups of people (one being as large as 10
people) and individuals in the water in approximately a three nautical mile radius. Some groups and
individuals were wearing life jackets and some were not. Some were clinging to floating debris.
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33.

After several photo passes the Dash-8 aircraft tried to alert an Indonesian fishing vessel that was approximately
three nm to the north. The aircraft conducted several passes at 200 ft near the vessel in the direction of the upturned hull whilst rocking its wings to draw attention to the aircraft. Despite seeing the aircraft the foreign fishing
vessel did not respond to the attempts to hail it. The Dash-8 reported all of this to BPC AMSOC.
AMSA was advised of the capsize at 1500 AEST

34.

The Customs and Border Protection surveillance aircraft remained in the search area and HMAS Wollongong
and Larrakia were tasked by HQJTF639 at 1505 AEST to proceed to the location at best speed.

35.

At 1514 AEST Headquarters Joint Operations Command (HQJOC) advised ROC Australia that HMAS
Wollongong and Larrakia would not be able to pick up all persons onboard the vessel and requested
confirmation from ROC Australia that they were sending a broadcast to merchant vessels (MV). They also
requested that RCC Australia provide a tasking should they end up coordinating the incident. RCC Australia
provided a verbal request for HMAS Wollongong and Larrakia and one AP-3C Orion at 1520 AEST.

36.

The Customs and Border Protection Dash-8 aircraft reported to BPC AMSOC at 1522 AEST that
MVs Cape Oceania and WSA Dragon were nearby and that Cape Oceania was waiting
for authorisation from AMSA to assist.

37.

Details of the sighting were passed by AMSA to BASARNAS at 1523 AEST including a request
for details regarding any Indonesian assets that may be en route to the incident, RCC Australia
also issued its first distress broadcast request to shipping at 1529 AEST 21 June. In response
to the broadcast three merchant vessels responded — the container vessel WSA Dragon at
1540 (ETA approximately two hours), the bulk carrier Cape Oceania at 1616 (ETA of 1945
AEST) and the container vessel JP0 Vulpecula at 1635 (ETA of approximately 3 hours).

38.

By 1522 AEST it was being reported that there were people up to four nautical miles from the hull. From
this fact alone, it was clear that an enduring search and rescue effort would be required. A map showing the
course taken by the vessel and its final location appears below.

39.

At 1552 AEST an AP-3C Orion en route to Townsville was diverted by HQJOC to assist
with the SAR.
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40.

At 1611 AEST ACC Australia made a formal request to Defence for assistance in relation to the air and sea
assets, having been re-directed from a routine surveillance task, that were by now already on their way.
By 1630 AEST an AP-3C Orion (Rescue 253) had arrived on scene. This aircraft commenced the search and
subsequently dropped two Air and Sea Rescue Kits (ASRKs), each containing two life rafts at 1703
and 1733 AEST.

41.

By 1750 AEST the first merchant vessel, WSA Dragon had arrived at the scene of the incident
and commenced rescuing people.

43.

At approximately 1920 AEST HMAS Wollongong arrived at the scene and commenced recovery
operations, closely followed by HMAS Larrakia at 1929 AEST. HMAS Wollongong was designated on
scene commander. An AMSA Dornier aircraft and a RAAF AP-3C Orion provided assistance throughout
the night. The AMSA Dornier dropped a fifth life raft at approximately 0027 AEST on 22 June.

44.

Over the period 1750 AEST to 2155 AEST 21 June HMAS Wollongong, HMAS Larrakia, merchant vessels
WSA Dragon, Vulpecula and Cape Oceania and aircraft provided by Customs and Border Protection,
RAAF and AMSA were involved in searching for survivors in the vicinity of the upturned hull.

45.

At 1956 AEST on 21 June BASARNAS sent RCC Australia a facsimile message that read:

•

'Ref your fax No R 210542Z dated 21 June 2012 Subject SIEV with 206 POB, BASARNAS
suggest to AMSA to declare a joint SAR operation with some conditions as follows:
• The main SMC is RCC Australia
• The supporting SMC is RCC Jakarta
• OSC is Australian asset
• BASARNAS will facilitate to arrange flight approval SAR assets from Australian that deployed to search area.'
46.

The RCC Australia response was sent at 2221 AEST accepting overall coordination for this SAR incident.
As part of this response, RCC Australia again sought advice as to any Indonesian vessel may be heading
for the search and rescue area, including estimated time of arrival. No response was received.

47.

By 2140 AEST 110 survivors and three deceased persons had been recovered. The breakdown of these
numbers was:
• HMAS Wollongong — 55 or 54 survivors and one deceased
note: HMAS Wollongong reported 54 survivors however DIAC records 55 survivors following
post incident processing on Christmas Island. The correct number has not been reconciled
between the two agencies;
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• HMAS Larrakia - 16 survivors and two deceased;
• Cape Oceania — four survivors;
• WSA Dragon — eight survivors; and
• JPO Vulpecula — 27 survivors (including with two injuries).

48.

At 2155 AEST all vessels involved in the rescue, other than HMAS Larakia were released from search
and rescue tasking to proceed directly to Christmas Island to land the survivors and deceased.

49.

22 June and thereafter
50. Early on 22 June, RCC Australia tasked four merchant vessels to relocate to the search area and to assist in
the search and rescue effort (the container vessel Margaret River Bridge, the Bulk Carrier Conti Selenit, the
general cargo vessel BBC iceland and gas carrier Gaschem Pacific). Two searches were undertaken that day:
• the first involving three aircraft (the AMSA Dornier, one AP-3C Orion and a civilian aircraft VH —
FMG), HMAS Larrakia and the four merchant vessels. The search achieved coverage of 1298
square nautical miles (Sq nm) of the 1946 Sq nm allocated to the search area as the Dornier
and AP- 3C were not able to complete their search areas due to multiple sightings; and
• the second involving six aircraft (the AMSA Dornier, one AP-3C Orion and three civilian aircraft VH-RCA,
VH-TGG, VH-FMG and one Customs Dash-8) HMAS Larrakia and HMAS Wollongong and the four merchant
vessels. The search achieved coverage of 1100 Sq rim of the 1227 sq nm allocated search area.
51.

At 1443 AEST Jakarta First Secretary was advised by BASARANS that TNI-AL had deployed a
vessel that was en route to the SAR location. This information was passed onto RCC Australia.

52.

The search on the second day included checks to see whether there was any sign of life from within the
capsized hull. These checks identified "many cracks running along (the) bottom of (the) hull with significant
amounts of water coming out of them indicating that the hull is completely full of water" and one side of (the)
hull is damaged but not necessarily missing" . Water ingress was evident through cracks in the hull planking.

53.

On 23 June RCC Australia continued the search effort with another two extensive searches:
• The first involving five aircraft, HMAS Wollongong and two merchant
vessels. It covered an area of 1500 square nautical miles; and
• The second involving two aircraft, HMAS Wollongong and HMAS Larrakia and the
two merchant vessels. It covered an area of 683 square nautical miles.

54.

Weather conditions deteriorated during the search period (ie increasing wind and swell) —
although the aviation search conditions were assessed as good. This assessment was based
on the number of sightings reported of life jackets, debris, marine life and deceased persons.
Unfortunately there were no further sightings of survivors on either 22 or 23 June.

55.

Throughout this part of the search, the focus was on saving people still alive rather than retrieving
the deceased. Deceased persons were only being recovered where safe to do so as part of the
planned search effort. No bodies were recovered on 22 June. On 23 June HMAS Wollongong
recovered eight bodies and HMAS Larrakia recovered six — bringing the total across the three day
period to 17 bodies recovered. By the third day the physical condition of the bodies was quickly
deteriorating, making their recovery a difficult exercise for the crew of the two navy vessels.
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56.

Advice was sought from medical authorities concerning the likelihood of surviving in these conditions.
That advice indicated that the chances of survival were good on 21 and 22 June with a limited
chance of survival by 0600 AEST on 23 June. They assessed that there was no prospect of survival
past last light on 23 June 2012. Last light at search and rescue location was 2004 AEST.

57.

AMSA suspended the search at 2015 AEST on 23 June 2012. The Defence assets were formally released
from the SAR at 2306 AEST.

58.

In summary the search and rescue effort located 110 male survivors and 17 deceased persons, with
approximately 75 people unaccounted for.

What we have subsequently learnt about the venture
59.

Interviews of the survivors have confirmed this account — but with the following additions:
• The vessel was heavily overloaded and this was a cause of great
concern to both the crew and many of the passengers;
• The vessel experienced problems within days of its departure and was taking on water.
However, the bilge pumps were able to successfully pump water from the vessel;
• At around 0800 AEST 21 June the boat began taking on a lot of water from one side. Many
people panicked and rushed to the other side of the vessel causing it to capsize;
• From the time that they knew that they were in trouble it took only a few minutes for the boat to capsize;
• The passengers were in the water for around eight or nine hours before they saw a plane fly
overhead. It was about another four or five hours before the boats came and rescued them;
• The survivors from the vessel included 83 Pakistanis, 24 Afghans, one Iranian and two Indonesians.
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Pages 23-24 have been redacted in full.
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Pages 27-36 are in relation to SAR 2012/4259.

Chapter 4: Assessment against
policies, processes and procedures
Findings
Customs and Border Protection, AMSA and Defence substantially complied with all identified policies, processes
and procedures. Minor non-compliances did not materially affect the outcome of the search and rescue efforts.
The Protocol for Vessels with a Changed State, although generally sound, would benefit from revision to reflect the
lessons learned from the recent SAR events. Revisions to the document were being finalised at the time of writing
this report.
Navy crew members retrieving deceased bodies from the water were potentially put at risk by the lack of standard
operating procedures for this activity. These personnel would benefit from the documentation of a suitable
procedure addressing psychological screening, techniques and equipment for recovering bodies from the water and
their storage.

Introduction
1.

The Review's Terms of Reference (paragraphs 4b, c and d) require that an assessment be made as to whether
The relevant policies, processes and procedures were applied during the two incidents, whether they
were effective, and whether any changes should be made so as to improve the response to any future
similar occurrences.

2.

The Review went about this part of its role through two separate approaches. The first approach was
to undertake an `audit like' assessment as to whether there had been compliance with the relevant
policies, processes and procedures. The second approach was to examine the major issues that were
clearly relevant to the two incidents. The purpose of this chapter is to report on the first of these two
approaches. The result of the second approach is reported in Chapters 5 to 10 of the Report.

3.

The Reviewing officer requested Customs and Border Protection, the Defence and the AMSA
provide all relevant policies, processes and procedures applicable to the search and rescue and
response operations. Those considered relevant to the Review are listed in Attachment D.

4.

The Review considered each of the identified policies, processes and procedures and determined a prioritisation
based on applicability to the response to the two incidents. An assessment of whether application
of the document would make a material difference to the outcomes from the incidents was made. Compliance
with very high priority documents was assessed on a clause by clause basis, with a reducing level of scrutiny
for high, medium and low priorities.
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Very high importance policies, processes and procedures
5.

The policies, processes and procedures assessed as 'very high' direct the required responses to
SAR 4106 and 4259. The level of compliance with key requirements from these documents directly
influenced the likelihood of a successful search and rescue operation. These documents comprised:
• Australia's National Search and Rescue Manual NATSARMAN;
• Defence SAR Instructions: AFTP1(C) Chapter 205 and DI(G) OPS 47-1;
• Arrangement between Australia and Indonesia for the Coordination of Search and Rescue Services; and
• Classified Information Management Procedures including Protocol for Vessels
with a Changed State —
SOLAS Situations.

6.

International experience in maritime search and rescue over many years has been distilled into NATSARMAN.
It is a key document for AMSA, Customs and Border Protection and Defence, either directly or indirectly
as reflected in supporting documents such as Chapter 205 of AFTP1(C) 'Search and Rescue and
Salvage' and some of Customs and Border Protection Instructions and Guidelines. NATSARMAN and
these associated documents prescribe well proven and standardised procedures, authority chains, and
techniques that provide the most effective and timely response practices, compliant with international
and Australian law and agreements. They seek to minimise confusion by standardising terminology
and minimising duplication or nugatory effort through clearly defined roles and responsibilities.

7.

An assessment of the three main response agencies (AMSA, Customs and Border Protection and
Defence) determined a high degree of compliance with NATSARMAN and each organisation's
associated documents. Minor non-compliances were identified in reporting and record
keeping, but these were assessed as not having a material outcome on the events.

8.

The document 'Arrangement between Australia and Indonesia for the Coordination of Search and
Rescue Services' was assessed as being of very high importance as it is intended to facilitate timely
coordination and response to search and rescue incidents. Australian authorities were assessed
as largely compliant with the agreement. Records of communication from BASARNAS suggest
BASARNAS personnel sought to comply with the agreement by accepting coordination responsibility
of SAR 4106 from RCC Australia and consequently requesting assistance from suitable Indonesian
rescue assets. As the relationship between AMSA and BASARNAS is considered critical to search
and rescue efforts north of Christmas Island, this issue is considered in detail in Chapter 5.

9.

The chance of a successful outcome of a search and rescue operation significantly reduces with the passage
of time, making the speed with which an operation is planned and carried out critical. The flow of important
information from disparate sources is therefore critical if delays are to be avoided. Consequently, Defence
and Customs and Border Protection processes and policies associated with information flows are considered
to be of very high importance. These include the Protocol for Vessels with a Changed State MI
SOLAS Situations, and two relevant Defence Classified Information Management Procedures.
—

10.
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The Protocol for Vessels with a Changed State
SOLAS Situations was written
with the aim of ensuring that information giving rise to an apprehension or concern for the safety of a
vessel is appropriately communicated to AMSA as soon as possible. The Protocol
contains both a set of principles and
a detailed checklist of communications that should be observed
—

11.
The Internal Review found that the agencies involved
were mostly compliant with the Protocol. To the extent that there were differences, these were
not material in terms of the actual outcome. Areas of incomplete compliance included:
• Some of the logs and records of the incident were relatively basic lacking some of the detail that has
subsequently been identified; and
• AMSA did not categorise the information concerning a change of state into one of the three search and
rescue definitions (Distress/Alert/Uncertainty) at the time that the information was received. AMSA considers
that the categorisation information serves no useful purpose in the context of the protocol and has
recommended its removal.
12.

Although generally sound, the Protocol would benefit from revision to reflect the lessons learned from
the recent SAR events. The Review provided BPC with a number of suggestions as to how the Protocol
could be enhanced. Revisions to the document were being finalised at the time of writing this report.

13.

The Review also assessed the actions of relevant agencies sharing important information
leading up to and during the incidents against other policies, processes and procedures,
and concluded they materially complied with the policies identified as relevant.

14.

On the issue of timeliness,
the speed with which BPC conveyed this information to AMSA were considered appropriate. No
•
evidence was found of significant delays that could have been avoided by closer compliance or improved
policies. A more detailed assessment of the flow of information between agencies is provided in Chapter 9.

High priority policies, processes and procedures
15.

AMSA, Customs and Border Protection and Defence each have numerous instructions and procedures that
define responsibilities and internal processes associated with maritime search and rescue. These documents
were carefully assessed, recognising that their application usually requires a level of individual judgement.

16.

Only minor non-compliances against the various relevant Customs and Border Protection (including BPC)
Instructions and Guidelines were identified. These included deficiencies such as dates, times, names or other
details required by instructions and guidelines missing from message pads, communication records or logs. The
review team determined these omissions as not having a material impact on the outcome of the search and
rescue in the SAR 4106 or 4259. It was noted that Customs National Operations Centre (CNOC) has recognised
the possibility of key information being lost through poor recording of phone calls and has recently upgraded
their phone recording system to allow immediate review. A CNOC officer can now immediately review the
recording for information that might be relevant to a judgement about ship distress procedures being initiated.

17.

Defence elements, such as the Joint Command Centre (Joo) in HQJOC use internal procedures to simplify
application of more formal defence instruction (such as the DI(G) OPS and AFTP1(C) series. JCC Bench Level
Instructions (BLI) 135— Search and Rescue Operations, and JPRO Checkllist are examples of these. No
significant non-compliances from these documents were identified, nor were any inconsistencies identified with
the associated formal instructions.

18.

AMSA uses an electronic Emergency Procedures Manual (EPM) as its reference for SAR related procedures
and checklists. Eighteen (18) of these documents were assessed as relevant to the two incidents, of which the
Review considered 14 in some detail.
and a small number of other minor
non-compliances. It was assessed that none of these issues had a material impact on the SAR operations.
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Medium and low priority policies, processes and procedures
19.

A large number of policies, processes and procedures were assessed as medium or low importance
to these search and rescue incidents, including policies of a general nature with limited relevance to
the review, or that identified organisational responsibilities but provided limited specific direction.

20.

The Guide to Australian Maritime Security Arrangements (GAMSA) documents Australian
Governments' responsibilities for managing security maritime threats, and only peripherally mentions
responsibilities for BOLAS or search and rescue. Customs and Border Protection (including BPC)
and other agencies responsibilities for managing Irregular Maritime Arrivals (IMA) are identified, and
the Review Team assessed that these responsibilities were met during these incidents. Similarly,
the Agreement between Australia and the Republic of Indonesia on the Framework for Security
Cooperation only peripherally mentions maritime safety, with its primary focus on security.

Additional policies, processes and procedures
21.

The Review also considered whether additional Policies, Processes or Procedures should be developed
to benefit the response to future incidents.

22.

The Review noted that in SAR 4106 the recovery of deceased bodies from the water and their temporary
storage potential exposed ships' crews to a number of risks. These risks should be mitigated with suitably
documented Standard Operating Procedures addressing psychological screening to determine crew suitability
for operations that might require this activity, as well as techniques, equipment and supplies suitable
for recovering and storing deceased bodies.

Recommendation 4.1
It is recommended the Department of Defence and Customs and Border Protection should produce Standard
Operating Procedures for dealing with the recovery of bodies from the water and their storage.
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Chapter 5: The Indonesian response
Findings

Although $ASARNASacceptsd coordination of SAR 4106 from 0745 AEST on 20 June to 2221 AEST on 21 June,

Introduction
1.

Understanding the Indonesian search and rescue capability is important for two reasons. FirstV, Christmas Island
is geographically located within Indonesia's SRR. Although AMSA and BASARNAS have an understanding (set
out in the SAR Arrangement) that Australia will plan for local SAR response at Christmas Island —this does not
extend much beyond the territorial waters surrounding Christmas Island. Secondly, the Indonesian authorities
accepted responsibility for the search and rescue efforts in relation to SAFI 4106 for the most critical period of
recovery activity. The same cannot be said of SAR 4259; although the Indonesians did play a very small part.

2.

This chapter examines the Indonesian response to the SARs 4106 and 4259. It commences by explaining
the similarities and differences between Australian and Indonesian search and rescue capabilities
and then examines Indonesia's response to the two incidents.

Comparison of the Australian and Indonesian search and rescue capabilities
The similarities

3.

AMSA and BASARNAS, the Australian and Indonesian search and rescue agencies operate under a
common international framework for maritime search and rescue. Specifically the rendering of assistance
to mariners in distress is managed within a number of international conventions, including:
• the international Convention on Maritime Search and Rescue, 1979 (the SAR Convention)
(ch 2 2.1), to which AMSA is a signatory; Indonesia is not a signatory to this convention;
• the International Convention for the SOLAS 1974 (as amended) (the SOLAS Convention).
Both Australia and Indonesia are signatories to this convention; and
• the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea 1982 (UNCLOS) (see article 98).

4.

Australia is a Party to all these Conventions. Indonesia is a Party to SOLAS and UNCLOS but
not the Maritime SAR Convention (although it is understood that they now intend acceding
to this Convention.) The Maritime SAR Convention is much more specific about national
responsibilities and operating requirements for rescue coordination centres (RCCs).
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5.

Consistent with these Conventions, the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and the International
Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) sponsor the International Aviation and Maritime Search and
Rescue Manual (IAMSAR). This manual sets the international standard for search and rescue.
Both Australia and Indonesia have developed national procedures consistent with IAMSAR.

6.

A key document governing the Indonesian/Australian SAR relationship is the SAR Arrangement.
Australia aims to have a SAR Arrangement with which each country that it shares a common SAR
coordination boundary. The SAR Arrangement is developed consistent with the Maritime SAR
Convention and is used to confirm the coordinates of the SAR coordination boundary and to define
coordination arrangements for incidents on or near the boundary. The document also sets out how
the two nations will cooperate in SAR operations and support each other when requested.

7.

The arrangements between Indonesia and Australia require that the first SAR authority to learn of a
distress situation retains coordination and commences response action until coordination is passed
to the SAR authority responsible for the SRR. For incidents on or near the SRR boundary, it is to be
resolved through discussion between Search and Rescue Mission Coordinators (SMCs) which SAR
authority is best placed to take overall coordination with the other SAR authority acting in support.

The differences
8.

The mandate for BASARNAS is much broader than that of AMSA search and rescue program.
Their main focus is local emergency service activities much like our State Emergency Services.
This is reflected in the BASARNAS focus, provincial structure, equipment and capabilities.

9.

BASARNAS has many thousands of personnel spread across the provinces. Their organisation is
postured to respond to natural disasters rather than maritime and aviation SAR. Although the BASARNAS
headquarters has some operational capability, the normal practice is to delegate SAR response to one
of the many (20+) rescue coordination centres (RCCs) or rescue sub-centres (RSCs) spread across the
country.
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How AMSA and BASARNAS work together

15.

Communications during a SAR incident take place by telephone between the RCC Australia
SMC and Headquarters BASARNAS. To overcome any confusion or misunderstanding
each communication is followed by a facsimile message confirming the conversation.
RCC Australia has pre-formatted messages which are used for this purpose.

16.

The relationship with BASARNAS is positive and has developed over many years. AMSA has
been involved in running SAR training courses in Indonesia since the late 1990s. More recently
the SAR projects sponsored by the Indonesian Transport Safety Assistance Package (ITSAP)
since 2007 have added to our mutual understanding and cooperation. The ITSAP programme
has provided capacity building activities with AMSA providing technical assistance.

17.
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Recommendation 5,1
Subject to funding being provided, Australia assist BASARNAS by providing support for greater access to a
maritime shipping picture and Inmarsat satellite communications capability through capacity building.

Recommendation 5.2
Pending Indonesia obtaining the enhanced capability referred to in Recommendation 5.1 it is recommended that
ROO Australia should be pro-active in offering and making Inmarsat satellite broadcasts when the circumstances of
the SAR incident dictate that it is the appropriate action.

Liaison arrangements

26.

Throughout SAR 4106 ROC Australia kept BASARNAS informed of all new information which came to
hand including sighting reports and information from telephone calls. RCO Australia used the assistance
of a Customs and Border Protection officer at the Australian Embassy Jakarta to communicate with
BASARNAS and other Indonesian agencies throughout the incident. The initial communication to this
officer provided details of the incident and a request for assistance from BASARNAS. The involvement of
this officer was an informal arrangement, but one that was highly appropriate to a post such as Jakarta.
Given the patchy nature of the workload for an AMSA liaison role at Jakarta, it would be appropriate
that this task be formally adopted by an agency already located at the Jakarta Post. The relationships
that Customs and Border Protection has in Indonesia would make it well placed to serve this role.

Recommendation 5.3
That the Customs and Border Protection Jakarta Post be given a formal authorisation by AMSA
to serve as a local point of liaison during SAR incidents of concern to Australia.
27.

More effective coordination between BASARNAS and RCC Australia during SAR operations could also
be promoted by the exchange and embedding of operational SAR personnel. These personnel could
have a real impact during SAR operations, enhancing communications and mutual understanding.
Additionally, these officers can participate in a mentoring and information exchange program.

Recommendation 5.4
It is recommended that, subject to funding being provided, the operational exchange program be expanded
between BASARNAS and RCC Australia.
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28. The Review is aware that some of these proposals are also being considered as part of a separate exercise
aimed at developing a package of capacity building measures for Indonesian search and rescue activities.
The Review has not been involved in that work, but is supportive of the initiatives under consideration.

Recommendation 5.5
It is recommended that AMSA, Customs and Border Protection and Defence should work with BASARNAS and
other Indonesian agencies as appropriate to establish an Indonesian process to provide rapid clearance for SAR
aircraft to refuel at Indonesian airports during SAR operations. This process should apply to both ADF and State
aircraft.

SAR 4259 - Indonesian actions

•
•
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Chapter 6:
Positioning of assets for search and rescue
Findings
The Review finds that the BPC assets were appropriately located consistent with their mission and to support the
two SAR incidents, and the short term variations against the Commander BPC's quarterly plan increased BPC's
capacity to respond. These variations reflected both good intelligence and good judgement on the part of BPC
officers.
In view of these findings the Review makes no recommendations concerning the positioning of BPC assets.
The positioning of the AMSA aviation search and rescue capability has not been formally reassessed during the
period of the increased risk in relation to SIEVs approaching from the north west of Australia.

Introduction
1.

This paper considers the assets available to respond to search and rescue requests
north of Christmas Island. The paper is structured in three parts:
• The assets available to be tasked with search and rescue support north of Christmas Island;
• The positioning and use of assets for SARs 4106 and 4259; and
• Other related issues requiring comment.

PART ONE - The assets available for search and
rescue activity north of Christmas Island
2.

Figure 1 shows the incidence of SIEVs in distress or potential SOLAS situations as determined from
BPC records. Of particular note is the increasing number of SOLAS incidents in the vicinity of Christmas
Island as shown by the larger proportion of incidents in 2012 as compared to previous years.

3.

Responsibility for coordination of maritime search and rescue lies with local authorities (such as the
AFP) for incidents in the vicinity of port limits, with AMSA within Australia's SRR and BASARNAS within
Indonesia's SRR. However, the arrangements between Australia and Indonesia for the coordination of
search and rescue services recognises that one or other Rescue Coordination Centre may be more
favourably placed by reason of better communications, proximity to the search area, more readily
available SAR units or facilities, or any other reasons, even when it is not in their SRR, and this RCC
Australia should control the mission. It should be noted that the vast majority of the area north of
Christmas Island is within the Indonesian Search and Rescue Region (as shown in figure 1).

4.

By virtue of the limited time window available to effect a successful search and rescue, the assets for any
search and rescue activity north of Christmas Island will be the assets in the vicinity and will often include:
(i) Commercial vessels and aircraft;
(ii) ADF and Customs and Border Protection vessels conducting Border Protection tasks;
(iii) ADF and Customs and Border Protection aircraft conducting Border Protection Tasks;
(iv) AMSA Dornier aircraft; and
(v) Indonesian Government vessels and aircraft.
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Figure 1 — SIEV Potential SOLAS or Vessel in Distress 2010-2012

(i) Commercial vessels
5.

Maritime people smuggling ventures targeting Christmas Island typically transit in the vicinity of
major shipping routes. Hundreds of merchant vessels transit through Sunda Strait to Western
Australia every year. Numerous fishing vessels are also typically located in the vicinity.

6.

In the event of a SAR incident in the vicinity of Christmas Island, AMSA requests the assistance of merchant
vessels through a broadcast to shipping in the area of interest by both INMARSAT (International Maritime
Satellite) and HF radio.

7.

The international Maritime Organization's SOLAS Convention obliges merchant vessels in the vicinity of a
SOLAS incident to render assistance. Countries that have ratified the United Nations Conventions on the Law
of the Sea and the SOLAS Conventions are able to prosecute their flagged ships that fail to render assistance.

8.

Despite a general obligation under the SOLAS Convention, not all nearby merchant vessels will
render assistance in a SAR incident. The associated costs and time involved with assisting in
SAR incidents are often large deterrents. Negative experiences, such as those of MV Sea Fortune
in July 2012 (see the explanation in the box below), will likely elevate these concerns.
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On 16 July 2012, MV Sea Fortune responded to a request for assistance issued by AMSA's
RCC Australia. The MV Sea Fortune rescued 11 Sri Lankan nationals from their sinking
fishing boat in the Indian Ocean.
The MV Sea Fortune was carrying a full load of 65,000 mt of soya beans from Argentina,
destined for China. The intermediate bunkering port was Singapore — where the
MV Sea Fortune arrived on 22 July 2012.
Upon arrival in Singapore, a Sri Lankan consul official and the Singapore Immigration
Authority interviewed the Sri Lankan nationals and issued them with passports to
Sri Lanka. The Sri Lan kan nationals however refused to go back to their country,
seeking political asylum.
The Sri Lankan nationals were consequently prohibited from disembarking, and the
MV Sea Fortune was told to set sail. The vessel's crew and ship security and safety
was jeopardised, and remained in port suffering financial losses with each day it
remained stationary.
MV Sea Fortune remained in port for many days longer than it had originally intended.

(ii) ADF and Customs and Border Protection vessels
9.

Although BPC has no defined responsibility for coordination of search and rescue responses, its vessels
respond to safety incidents at sea in accordance with the IMO SOLAS convention. This is reflected in its
Practice Statement PS2012/03 which reads:

"The surveillance conducted by BPC is for law enforcement purposes and not as a safety
monitoring measure for ships at sea, nor for aviation security regulation purposes. ... BPC does
not coordinate search and rescue (SAR) response, but its assets do respond to emergencies
at sea in accordance with international obligations. When this occurs, BPC response assets are
under the control of the AMSA, who have statutory responsibility for coordination of SAR."
10.

BPC utilises vessels which are assigned from the Australian Defence Force (ADF) and Customs
and Border Protection for the purpose of conduction civil maritime security operations throughout
the Australian maritime domain (including the Southern Ocean). These vessels comprise:
• Eight Bay Class vessels funded for 2400 patrol days per year;
• ACV Ashmore Guardian providing a near permanent presence at Ashmore Reef;
• ACV Triton funded for 240 days patrol in northern waters;
• ACV Ocean Protector funded for 120 patrol days;
• Seven Armidale Class Patrol Boats (ACPB) per day surging to nine (currently six are assigned due to a
temporary but dedicated ACPB maintenance regime).

11. From time to time, ADF also assigns other surface assets, such as Hydrographic Ships (HS), Mine Hunter
Coastals (MHq or major fleet units (such as ANZAC Class frigates or Amphibious Ships) when required due to
non-availability of ACPBs or high operational tempo, predominantly for long haul transport to Christmas Island.
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12.

The number and location of the assets that will be positioned in the vicinity of Christmas Island during any
period is determined by an assessment of threat and documented in the Commander BPC's Scheme
of Manoeuvre. Planning commences up to nine months in advance based on input from BPC's 26 client
agencies regarding threats and priorities in the various areas. This information is collated with vessel, aircraft
and crew requirements (including maintenance periods) and the plans are agreed with client agencies.
From this, BPC Commander's Scheme of Manoeuvre (Intent) is developed to form the basis for short term
planning and daily positioning of ships and aircraft. The March 2012 Scheme of Manoeuvre states:

13.

The transit time for ships from Darwin to Christmas Island is four to five days. Consequently, it is necessary to
plan well in advance for operations out of Christmas Island which substantially reduce the capability to provide
surface vessel presence in other areas. The combination of transit time, maintenance and crewing requirements
means that in order to have one vessel continuously on station at Christmas Island, a total of up to three vessels
have to be dedicated to this activity. Similarly up to six vessels are required to maintain a presence of two
vessels at Christmas Island.
The ADF is required to provide one aircraft at 12 hours notice to move (NTM) for national
SAR duties. These duties rotate between C-1 30s and AP-3C Orions. Any need for more
than one SAR capable aircraft is above the national SAR responsibilities and those stipulated
within the relevant ADF preparedness directives. A C-130 response is normally from RAAF
Richmond, so for a SAR North of Christmas Island, the crew would struggle to make it without
a refuel and would provide minimal on-station time (if any) before they run out of crew duty.

(iii) ADF and Customs and Border Protection aircraft assigned to BPC
14.

Air surveillance and response assets currently available to BPC include ADF's AP-3C Orion maritime surveillance
and response aircraft (ADF assigns three AP-3C Orion aircraft and two crews to BPC) and Customs and Border
Protection leased Dash-8 surveillance aircraft.

15.

Customs and Border Protection contracts surveillance services from Cobham Aviation Services using ten
Dash-8 aircraft. These aircraft are assigned to BPC for the purpose of conducting civil maritime security tasking
and are normally based in Cairns, Broome and Darwin. Surveillance flights to the north of Christmas Island are
currently scheduled on a near daily basis in accordance with Commander BPC's Scheme of Manoeuvre and
daily threat assessment. The relevant part of Commander BPC Scheme of Manoeuvre
(02 (Apr-Jun) 2012 - COMBPC Intent - Aerial Surveillance) states:
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16. Note that

is one of the Designated Surveillance Areas (DSAs) as shown in figure 2.

(iv) AMSA Dornier aircraft
17. AMSA leases five dedicated Dornier 328 turbo-prop aircraft from AeroRescue. These aircraft are
based in Perth, Darwin, Melbourne, Cairns and Brisbane. They provide dedicated SAR services
contracted to be available at 30 minutes notice in daytime, one hour at night. They carry a standard
load of SAR equipment that includes two life rafts that can be air dropped to the distressed vessels and
survivors. AMSA also has arrangements with other aircraft operators for the provision of opportunity
SAR services. These include the provision of rescue capable helicopters with the capability to deploy
life rafts and fixed wing aircraft to undertake visual search and homing to distress beacons.
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18.

AMSA position their aircraft in accordance with their contracts and Joint Standard Operating Procedures
(JSOPs). The basing of aircraft is determined by the frequency, duration and location of incidents, the presence
of opportunity SAR assets and the ability of the aircraft operator to adequately support the aircraft. Figure 3
shows that during 2011/12, Dornier callouts tended to be along the eastern coast of Australia, from Cape
York to Tasmania; clustered around Darwin and Perth; the remainder was spread across the search and
rescue region. This is consistent with the distribution of the population and maritime and air traffic, although
recent mass SAR incidents (including 4106 and 4259) may suggest that there would be a greater focus to
the north-west of Australia if the number of lives in distress was indicated rather than individual callouts.

19.

In relation to search and rescue incidents north of Christmas Island AMSA normally calls on either the Perth or
Darwin based Dornier. Flying times from these locations to Christmas Island are typically five and five and a half
hours from Perth and Darwin respectively, although aircraft will usually refuel at Learmonth or Port Hedland,
adding approximately 30 minutes flying time, but reducing the requirement to use Christmas Island's limited
aviation fuel.

20.

The Review was advised that there has not been a formal assessment of the positioning of Dorniers within
the last few years.

Recommendation 6.1
AMSA should reassess whether its aviation search and rescue capabilities are appropriately located having
regard to the workloads, the risks associated with S1EVs and the potential impact on other SAR operations within
Australia.

PART TWO - Positioning and use of the assets for SARs 4106 and 4259
BPC assets on 21 June 2012 with reference to SAR 4106
21.

The assets that were released to AMSA for the purposes of supporting SAR 4106 included ADF assets: HMAS
Wollongong, HMAS Larrakia and an AP-3C Orion which had been assigned to BPC for civil maritime operations
immediately prior to release. A Customs and Border Protection Dash-8 was also released from BPC for the
purposes of the SAR response. The disposition of available BPC surface vessels and planned maritime
surveillance sorties on 21 June 2012 is shown in figures 4 and 5 below. HMAS Wollongong was restricted by
the unserviceability of one of its two Rigid Hull Inflatable Boats (RHIBs), which reduced its ability to
board vessels or retrieve survivors.
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The period leading up to SAR 4106
In the period leading up to SAP 4106, HMAS Wollongong and HMAS Larralda were tasked by BPC as the
Christmas island response vessels. The vessels maintained primary responsibility for interception of SIEVs in
vicinity of Christmas Island.
anticipated arrivals from 19 June
2012 combined with a significant number of un-alerted (i.e. unforecast) arrivals required response assets to be
available within the 24 nm Contiguous Zone at Christmas Island. On 20 June 2012 BPC Intelligence Centre
(BPCIC) assessed that four S1EVs were likely to arrive at Christmas Island between 20 - 25 June 2012 carrying
approximately 500 people. A further two ventures were being monitored for expected arrival immediately after
this period. By 21 June 2012 BPCIC assessed three imminent arrivals were likely at Christmas Island, with a
further three ventures being monitored for subsequent arrival. This assessment did not include any additional
allowance for potential un-alerted SIB/ arrivals.'
On the evening of Tuesday 19 June 2012, HMAS Wollongong was directed to maintain radar and visual watch
over the western approaches to Christmas Island with the support of HMAS Larrakia. The vessels were directed
to intercept two Contacts of Interest (COls) detected earlier by BPC surveillance aircraft, once they entered the
Australian Contiguous Zone. By midnight on 19 June 2012, the two earlier identified COls were still to the west
of Christmas Island and yet to reach the Australian Contiguous Zone.
At approximately 0605 AEST on 20 June 2012, HMAS Wollongong boarded the 'previously sighted COI, now
known as S1EV 354. At 0750 AEST HMAS Larralda boarded the second 001, now knovvn as SIEV 355. At
0947 and 1100 AEST HMA ships Wollongong and Larralda transferred the people from S1EVs 354 arid 355
respectively to Flying Fish Cove. By 1133, HMAS Larrakta had completed the transfer of the people from S1EV
354 and commenced preparation of a condition report for SIEV 355. HMAS Wollongong reconstituted in
preparation to head west and intercept a further COI identified as approaching the Australian Contiguous Zone
west of Christmas Island.
At 1400 on 20 June 2012 ! BPC directed the scheduled Dash-8 surveillance flight depart to relocate a COI in
order to expedite HMAS Wollongong interception. During this sortie, the Dash-8 also sighted a further COI (now
known as SAP 2012/4106) located approximately 165 nautical miles north of Christmas Island, and heading in a
southerly direction at approximately 4 knots.
At approximately 2007 AEST on 20 June 2012, HMAS Wollongong intercepted and boarded a 001, now known
as SIEV 356.
On arrival SIEV 356 was found to have
117 people onboard. On the basis of the large number of people expected, it was necessary to depioy both
ACPBs to conduct the interception and boarding to address the risks posed by the relatively large sized venture.
Post the intercept of SIEV 356, precautionary measures were initiated to ensure that both response vessels
would be available overnight if circumstances changed and a response vessel was required. This was also
regarded as necessary given the large number of ventures, and people, assessed as likely to arrive at the island.
Options were put to Christmas Island authorities to either achieve a night-time transfer of people from SIEV 356
or, in the event that the ACPBs were required to deploy from the island, be prepared to take custody of SIEV
356 and its passengers until a transfer of the people ashore could be achieved, Ultimately, a night-time transfer
was conducted, and HMAS Wollongong maintained custody of the hulk of SIEV 356 over night.
HMAS Wollongong planned to destroy the hulk of SIEV 356 on the morning of 21 June 2012. It was also
planned that HMAS Larralda would transit back to Darwin for other tasking.

I. The un-alerted arrival rate for Ane 2012 was 23% of total arrivals. In practice, tfis means asset disposition for law enforcement purposes
must provide residual capacity to respond to the real possibility of un-alerted arrivais.
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22. Given concerns in relation to the vessel approaching Christmas Island, HMAS Larrakia was retained at
Christmas Island and both vessels were ordered to be prepared to respond.
HMAS Wollongong secured SlEV 356
so it could be left and would not be a danger to navigation whilst HMAS Larrakia curtailed stand down for
fatigue management. This decision showed good judgement given the events that were about to unfold.

Figure 4 — Positioning of BPC Maritime Response Assets 21 June 2012

Figure 5 — Planned Maritime Surveillance Sorties 21 Jun 12
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23.

At 1300 AEST (1000 Christmas Island local time), Commander BPC directed HMAS Larrakia and HMAS
Wollongong proceed to the north of Christmas Island to the boundary of the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ)
towards the expected arrival path of the approaching vessel. Both HMA Ships Larrakia and Wollongong were
reconstituting after a 36 hour period of continuous operations/boardings, and a late night transfer of the people
from SIEV 356 at Christmas Island (See text box). HMAS Larrakia was at Flying Fish Cove buoys refuelling.
HMAS Wollongong was patrolling in vicinity of Flying Ash Cove but had a boarding party on the hulk of SIEV 356
to assess if the vessel was at risk of sinking at the buoys. HMAS Larrakia was required to slip from moorings,
and HMAS Wollongong needed to recover her boarding party from the hulk of SIEV 356. Despite tasking
associated with the earlier arrivals, the two ACPBs were near the northern edge of the Contiguous Zone as
ordered at the time when the vessel (now known as SAR 4106) was observed as capsized by the Dash-8.

24.

At 1505 AEST, the Dash-8 reported sighting of the capsized vessel, and both patrol boats were ordered to
proceed at best speed.

25.

In the lead up to SAR 4106 BPC had seen an increasing need to deploy an AP-3C Orion for surveillance
of the broadening of the approach corridors to include the Cocos Keeling islands. An Orion aircraft was
therefore regularly flying from Learmonth to the Cocos Keeling Islands conducting routine aerial surveillance.

26.

Consistent with the Commander BPC's assessment as to the risk associated with Christmas Island, a Customs
and Border Protection Dash-8 had been based at Christmas island since 18 June 2012 to maintain capability to
provide surveillance over Christmas Island approaches while the Orion was covering Cocos Keeling Islands. The
Dash-8 was undertaking daily surveillance flights of the Christmas Island approaches informed by the status
of threat on each day.

27.

On 20 June 2012 the Dash-8 surveillance flight for the Christmas Island approaches was scheduled to
depart Christmas Island at 1600 AEST However, at 1348 AEST BPC requested an early departure
This flight departed at approximately 1500 AEST
to investigate another vessel and then transit to the latest location of the vessel associated with SAR 4106.
It sighted the SAR 4106 vessel from a distance of about 3 nm at 1715 AEST, noting that it was underway.

28.

On 21 June 2012 the Dash-8 surveillance flight was scheduled to depart from Christmas Island at 1300
AEST. The aircraft departed at 1321AEST and detected the now capsized SAR 4106 vessel at 1458 AEST It
maintained station on the vessel until it refuelled at Christmas Island at 1810 AEST and returned to the incident
site at 1914 AEST.

29.

BPC diverted the AP-3C Orion from its planned surveillance of the Cocos Keeling Islands approaches to the
SAR 4106 area. The Orion dropped two Air and Sea Rescue Kits (each containing 2 life rafts and other supplies)
and maintained station over the capsized vessel until 2107 AEST.

AMSA Dorniers on 21 June 2012
30.

The Dorniers based at Perth and Darwin were both available on the ground at their respective
bases when AMSA requested assistance at 1510 AEST 21 June 2012. They had to transit
via Learmonth to refuel and collect additional crew and an engineer in order to be effective at
Christmas Island, requiring a total response time from tasking to on-station of nine hours for the
Perth aircraft. The aircraft responding to SAR 4106 also collected a life raft from Learmonth.

Life rafts on 21 June 2012
31.
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Five life rafts capable of carrying a total of approximately 40 people were depioyed by aircraft for SAR 4106.
The first four life rafts from aircraft were deployed approximately 10 hours after the assessed time of capsizing
— by which time it is assessed that most people would have been too exhausted to get themselves into the life
rafts. However, dropping a life raft, regardless of time in the water, is a morale booster for survivors. Life rafts
are configured so that those who don't have the energy to board them can hold onto the outside webbing.

Commercial vessels on 21 June 2012
32. Five commercial vessels offered assistance to SAR 4106 in response to the Dash-8 relaying the
Mayday at 1500 AEST 21 June 2012. MVs MV Cape Oceania, WSA Dragon and JP° Vulpecula
assisted while MV Lampang and MV Marta offered assistance but were informed they were not
required by AMSA.

33.

34.

BPC aircraft surveillance records also indicate that there were numerous fishing vessels that were very close
to the SAR location. These include five Type 4 vessels (motorised fishing vessels greater than 20m length)
and two Type 3 vessels (up to 15m motorised vessels) that were located between where the SAR 4106
vessel capsized and where it had drifted by 22 June 2012.
None of these vessels responded to the Mayday relay. Most would not have carried any sophisticated
radio equipment and hence were unlikely to have received a Mayday relay or been aware that the SAR
was occurring. It is assessed that this equipment is becoming more common due to decreasing costs.
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BPC assets on 27 June 2012 with reference to SAR 4259
il
MI
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Pages 59-60 are in relation to SAR 2012/4259.

•
Findings regarding the positioning of assets
BPC assets
43. The Review has found that the BPC assets were positioned in accordance with the Commander's Scheme of
Manoeuvre prior to the two incidents. To the extent that there were variations, these
were in favour of the response capability at Christmas Island. Specifically there
were two response vessels located at Christmas Island in lieu of the single vessel anticipated, and the short
term deployment of a Dash-8 at Christmas Island rather than Broome. Both of these changes increased the
responsiveness from Christmas Island. Positioning two response vessels also increased the capacity to manage
the larger numbers of Pll on individual SIEVs that are currently being experienced compared to historical figures.
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44.

The Review therefore finds that the BPC assets were appropriately located and the short term variations
against the Quarterly Plan reflected both good intelligence and sound judgement on the part of BPC.

45.

in view of these findings the Review makes no recommendations concerning the positioning of BPC assets.

Dornier assets
46.

The positioning of the AMSA aviation search and rescue capabilities has not been formally
reassessed during the period in relation to the workload and risk associated with SIEVs. The
review makes a recommendation concerning an assessment as to their current placement.

PART THREE - Issues requiring comment
47.

In considering the search and rescue capability north of Christmas Island, three issues
were identified that require comment by the Review. These issues are:
• Special considerations arising from multiple SOLAS situations occurring within a short period of time;
• Life rafts and their deployment; and
• Limitations of the Christmas Island airport.

Issue 1 - Special considerations arising from multiple SOLAS situations
48.

Mass SOLAS situations involve large numbers of people whose lives are at risk. Multiple SOLAS situations
on the other hand refer to occasions when two or more SOLAS situations arise either at the same time
or in close succession. Given the large number of lives involved and the short space of intervening time
(i.e. 4 days), SARs 4106 and 4259 can be seen as both mass and multiple SOLAS situations.

49.

Multiple SOLAS situations give rise to special considerations — particularly for remote locations
such as Christmas Island. Some of these special considerations include the depletion of life saving
equipment such as life rafts, depletion of critical resources such as aviation fuel and the exhaustion
and emotional fatigue on crews (particularly those dealing with casualties). In the worst case
scenario of two or more incidents occurring at the same time, multiple SOLAS situations demand
high risk judgements about which situation should receive the attention of the finite resources.

50.

Between January and July 2012, the number of SIEV (102) was nearly equal to the whole of 2011
(134). In the same period the number of vessels that were the subject of maritime SAR incidents
increased proportionally. These increases mean that the likelihood of multiple SOLAS situations
has gone from being remote to a real possibility — as evidenced by SARs 4106 and 4259.

51.

It is with this increased risk in mind that the second and third issues are raised.

Issue 2 - Life rafts and their deployment
52.

The Review has identified two concerns in relation to the use of life rafts at Christmas Island, namely:
• the limited numbers of aircraft that are capable of deploying them; and
• the limited numbers of available life rafts.

Aircraft capable of deploying life rafts
53. At present the only aircraft used by 6PC for maritime aerial surveillance that have the ability to deploy
life rafts are the ADF AP-3C Orions. Three of these are assigned to BPC each of which normally
carries two Air Sea Rescue Kits (ASRKs). An ASRK contains two eight man life rafts that can be
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deployed in response to a SAR incident. There is a standing requirement by JTF639 for AP-3C Orions
to carry ASRKs for Op RESOLUTE missions regardless of the National SAR standby roster.
54.

The other aircraft currently capable of deploying life rafts are the AeroRescue Dorniers leased by
AMSA. The Dornier 328 turbo-prop aircraft has a standard load of two droppable life rafts but
can carry up to seven if non-critical equipment is removed. However, AeroRescue's aircraft are
normally located a minimum of four hours away from Christmas Island in Perth and Darwin.

55.

Customs and Border Protection Dash-8s are also likely to be involved in a search and rescue off
Christmas Island. These aircraft are primarily to provide aerial surveillance, especially to the threat of
people smuggling to north west approaches to Australia, and do not currently have the ability to carry life
rafts. Recognising this limitation, Customs and Border Protection has over the last year fitted one aircraft
with an air operable door and triaged the feasibility of providing a life raft deployment capability. These
trials were found to be successful. The cost of modifying further nine aircraft is estimated to be
with an additional operating cost of
per annum each year thereafter. (The additional operating
cost results from the increased fuel consumption and additional aircraft staffing requirements.) To-date
Customs and Border Protection has not received funding to proceed with modification of the aircraft.

Recommendation 6.2
It is recommended that subject to funding being provided, Customs and Border Protection proceed with the
installation of In-flight Operable Doors into its Dash-8s in support of search and rescue activity.

Numbers of life rafts
56.

AMSA currently has just over 80 droppable seven man life rafts located across Australia. At the time of
SARs 4106 and 4259 eight of the life rafts were located in Perth and Darwin (four in each location) — the
cities in which the closest Dorniers were based. During SAR 4106, the local supply of life rafts was depleted
so the responding Dornier collected a life raft from Learmonth en route to the SAR incident. (It should be
noted that once a life raft has been deployed, it cannot be reused other than for training purposes.)

57.

The numbers of life rafts held by the ADF in this part of the country are also relatively modest. ASRK
kits have a finite shelf life and can not be installed in the AP-3C Orion bomb-bay indefinitely (14 day
download time). They also require specialist maintenance personnel to fit them. In the early stages
of SAR 4106, immediately following the deployment of two ASRKs by an AP-3C Orion, there were
only four ASRKs available on aircraft operating on the north western side of the mainland. Three
were fitted onto aircraft assigned to BPC and one was fitted to a 92WG RAAF Solania aircraft.

58.

During the course of the Review AMSA advised that following the two SARs, twelve
life rafts have since been prepositioned to Christmas Island. The Review supports this
initiative given the heightened risk of mass SOLAS situations in this region.

Limitations of SAR support at Christmas Island airport
69. The remote location and the small size of the Christmas Island airport introduces a number of limitations that
need to be considered in the context of search and rescue operations. The main limitations are shortages
of aviation fuel and space limitations for multiple aircraft needing to operate out of Christmas Island
at the same time.

Fuel shortages
60. At present Christmas Island has only two fixed tanks for aviation fuel with a capacity of 85k1 each. Fuel can
also held be in isotainers - contributing a further 12 x 23k1. These stocks of fuel are typically replenished
every six to eight weeks. At times when the sea state is poor, fuel reserves may not be replenished
at all and reserves then need to be extended to the next refuel, some six to eight weeks later.
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61.

The limitations of the fuel storage and supply at Christmas Island have been well known for some time and were
the subject of a Commonwealth Government funding announcement as part of the 2011/12 Budget. Part of the
proposal involves the construction of fixed storage for aviation fuel adjacent to the current depot. Completion of
this work is scheduled for February 2014.

62.

In the meantime, coping with the additional requirements of search and rescue activity is likely to be a problem,
particularly during the swell season when deliveries can be missed due to the adverse sea state. In the case
of SARs 4106 and 4259 it is estimated that 4923 litres of fuel from local stocks were consumed (2589 litres
for SAR 4106 and 2334 litres for SAR 4259) 2 . Efforts were made to reduce this impact, by requiring some of
the aircraft responding to SAR 4106 to fly three to four hours back to the mainland for re-supply, reducing
the overall search/surveillance time of all aircraft. Although it was effectively managed on this occasion, it
required careful coordination of a larger number of aircraft in order to prevent gaps in search operations.

63.

The high demand for fuel for SAR incident response operations and maritime aerial surveillance will continue
to place significant demand on reserves at Christmas Island. Until such time as the additional storage facilities
become available, the fuel shortages on Christmas Island will pose a significant risk for the Island's capacity
to support search and rescue activities.

Space limitations at Christmas island airport
64.

Christmas Island Airport is currently configured with one runway, one taxiway and two drive-through parking
bays capable of holding up to two Boeing 737 aircraft. As refuelling points are located under the two parking
bays, parked aircraft need to be repositioned to provide other aircraft access to the stations. In periods of high
traffic such as for SAR incidents, the configuration can create delays and may potentially lead to runway closure.
At one stage during SAR 4106, five aircraft had to be manoeuvred to enable refuelling, creating a delay of 90
minutes for some aircraft. If additional aircraft had arrived at the time, the airport may have been forced to close
due to obstructions on the taxiway and runway.

65.

The seriousness of the risk associated with this level of congestion should not be down-played. A recent report
by the acting IOT Airport Program Manager at Christmas Island explained this risk in the context of SAR 4106.
On 25 June 2012, he wrote:
"The most critical and potentially disastrous situation occurred during the period when
the AMSA Dornier 338 would not start. VH-VRE, a CL600 Challenger was holding on
the taxiway as there was nowhere to go. This aircraft then became an obstruction as it
penetrated the transitional surface of the Obstacle Limitation Surface (OLS). Had there
been any additional arrivals we could have issued a NOTAM identifying the aircraft as
an obstruction, the next arrival would have had to remain on the runway and the airport
would be required by regulation to close. Any other inbounds would be unable to land due
to an aircraft on the runway, and, most likely be fuel critical if returning from the search
area. This would create a situation where a search aircraft with no chance of reaching an
alternate, would only have the one option of ditching. We came close to this sceriario." 3

66.

In his report, the IOT Airport Program Manager went on to identify some possible solutions relating to
additional parking positions, use of a fuel truck and use of a tow motor. ADF advised they investigated
'loaning' two motors to Christmas Island, but found no spare tow motors were available.

Recommendation 6.3
Customs and Border Protection and AMSA should enter into discussions with Regional Australia in order to address
the concerns identified by the acting IOT Program Manager regarding space limitations at Christmas Island airport.

2. An additional 31831 was uplifted on 28 June 2012 for normal surveillance (no SAR)
3. Report on Search and Rescue Operation Reference Number 2012/4106, Acting IOT Airports Program Manager ,25 June 2012.
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Chapter 7: The incidence of SIEVs making
unnecessary calls for assistance
Review findings
The percentage of incidents where SIEVs have initiated communication with Australian authorities has steadily
increased over the last three years. We are now to the point where the vast majority of all maritime SIEV SAR
incidents are self reported.
The numbers of maritime SAR incidents has increased in line with the increased number of arrivals.
The number of unnecessary alerts has increased in 2012, but the proportion of unnecessary alerts has not.
Developing guidelines to help distinguish a genuine or false request for assistance would be extremely difficult and
hazardous.
Unnecessary reporting has an operational impact on the Australian Government, particularly BPC.
The tasking of commercial assets to check on S1EVs requesting assistance is currently an option for AMSA.
However, this option presents a number of practical difficulties that prevent it from being a common solution
to the problem.
The Review makes no recommendations in relation to the issue of SIEVs making unnecessary calls for assistance.

Introduction
1.

The incidence of SIEVs making unnecessary calls for assistance to Australian authorities is an important issue
because it had a significant bearing on the judgements that were made in relation to the state of the vessels,
particularly the 4106 vessel. The nature and content of the calls for assistance were germane to the judgements
of RCC Australia and BPC (and quite possibly BASARNAS) during these incidents. Furthermore the incidence
of unnecessary calls for assistance by earlier SIEVs provided the contextual background to these judgements.

2.

This chapter defines and examines the incidence of unnecessary alerts to Australian authorities from SIEVs.
The implications of this type of alerting in relation to the SARs 4106 and 4259 incidents are discussed. Current
trends in calls for assistance and unnecessary alerting as well as the operational impacts and policy
implications are examined.

Background
3.

The practice of SIEV passengers, crews or third parties requesting assistance from Australian authorities is not
new. This method has been observed over the last three years, however the number of calls for assistance from
SIEVs over the past six to twelve months suggests an increase in this tactic, having direct implications for
search and rescue and border protection agencies.

4.

It is often difficult to determine the genuiness of a SIEV request for assistance because information about
the location and condition of the vessel is often unreliable, ambiguous or insufficiently precise to support
effective SAR operations. Furthermore, the motivation for some of these calls is assessed as being a desire
to effect an early interception by Australian government authorities to facilitate escort to Christmas Island.

5.

Unnecessary alerting has the potential to divert ADF and Customs and Border Protection's aerial and
surface assets away from their primary maritime security mission and patrol areas, and potentially away from
genuine SAR events
There is also
a financial impact on commercial shipping in the area.
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Definitions
6.

For the purpose of this Review the term unnecessary alerting is used to describe instances where a SIEV
communicates a request for assistance when no imminent danger exists and no other conditions for a maritime
SAR incident are met, other than the alert itself.

7.

The National Search and Rescue Manual (NATSARMAN) sets out the standard procedures for Australian Search
and Rescue authorities and is consistent with relevant international conventions which Australia is party to.
According to the NATSARMAN a maritime SAR incident is considered imminent or actual when any of the
following conditions exist:
(a) a surface vessel or craft has requested assistance;
(b) a surface vessel or craft has transmitted a distress signal;
(c) it is apparent that a surface vessel or craft is in distress;
(d) a surface vessel or craft is reported to be sinking or to have sunk;
(e) the crew is reported to have abandoned ship or is about to do so;
(0 reports indicate that the operating efficiency of the craft is so impaired that
the craft may sink or the crew may be forced to abandon;
(g) the surface vessel or craft is overdue or unreported;
(h) persons are in the water and require assistance;
(i) an EPIRB has been activated; or
(j) a MEDIVAC is required on medical advice.

a

As defined in the NATSARMAN, SIEVs which request assistance are considered to be in an
imminent or actual SAR incident for which the AMSA has an obligation to respond.

9.

Unnecessary alerting occurs when a SIEV or a third party has initiated communications with Australian

authorities to request assistance (as per Condition a) of the NATSARMAN list above) but none of the other
listed conditions are present. It should be noted that water entering a vessel, passenger stress, and lack of
provisions do not normally warrant a maritime search and rescue response, however BPC assessments of
the genuineness of alerts accounts for the cumulative risk of these factors. For the purposes of this chapter,
unnecessary alerting is where a SIEV is not in immediate danger and capable of travelling under its own steam.

Unnecessary alerting and the 4106 incident
10.

Recent experience with unnecessary alerting informed the judgements made in relation to the treatment of SAR
4106 incident for two reasons. First of all, knowledge of SIEVs involved in unnecessary alerting was part of the
background informing any assessment on the vessel.

11.

On 19 and 20 June the collective view of Australian Government authorities with knowledge of the vessel
was that it was not in distress. The assessments and evaluations that the vessel did not meet any conditions for
being the subject of a maritime SAR incident, other than the call for assistance, shaped the Australian and
probably the Indonesian response.

Indicators of unnecessary alerting
12.
RCC Australia received calls for assistance from the vessel late on 19 June. Details of the vessel's
problems over the course of that night included bad conditions, no drinking water, no lifejackets, danger,
and later the vessel being damaged and high water and wind. Given that the vessel was then only 36nm
66

south of the Sunda Strait, RCC Australia advised the vessel to turn back to Indonesia. BASARNAS referred
to it as a 'possible distress' in correspondence to AMSA. Four and a half hours after being advised to turn
back, calls from the vessel claimed it was sinking, and that the vessel was 'slow because of the water'.
13.

At 1316 AEST 20 June a call from the vessel was reported by RCC Australia as having crying in the
background. In this call the passengers claimed to be taking on water, but responded to questions
from the RCC Australia operator indicating that the passengers had lifejackets. At 2033 and 2049
AEST engine sounds could be heard in the background of calls between RCC Australia and the
vessel. During the calls the passenger claimed that the vessel was taking on water, that there was
no drinking water and additionally he asked whether the vessel was in Australian waters.

14.

During the course of the phone calls between the vessel and RCC Australia the vessel continued
to sail south toward Christmas Island. Even after the initial distress calls where the vessel was close
to Indonesia, and RCC Australia had warned them to sail back to Indonesia, the vessel continued
its journey southward. There was nothing to indicate that the vessel had significantly slowed during
those two days. Between the first position received by RCC Australia on 19 June and the calls made
at approximately 2000 AEST 20 June the vessel travelled 43 nm south toward Christmas Island at an
average speed of 2.26 knots. Legs of this journey were observed where the calculated speed was
less than 2 knots, however these were short legs and are probably attributed to GPS latency.
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16. Secondly, a Dash-8 surveillance flight observed the vessel from a stand-off position of greater than
3nm at 1716 AEST. BPC AMSOC received information that vessel was underway at a speed of four
knots and that people were sighted on deck. The following imagery was forwarded to AMSOC.
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The extent to which the alerting was unnecessary
17.

The Review considers that on the basis of what is now known about the venture, most if not all of the calls
to RCC Australia were unnecessary alerting. The vessel travelled 72nm from the first alerting to where it
was found capsized and held an average speed of 2 knots in that period. The vessel had been at sea for
a number of days before this time. Until around 0800 AEST on 21 June, the vessel was not in imminent
danger, its operating efficiency was not so impaired that it may sink, it did not have any medical emergency
and there were no persons in the water. Some of the assertions made by the passengers on the phone
were found to be inaccurate including that 'the vessel was sinking'. It is not clear whether there was any
significant damage to the hull of the vessel prior to the final few minutes leading up to the capsizing.

18.

Accounts of survivors indicate that it is possible that at two discrete points in time during its
journey the vessel may have met the criteria set out in condition f) of the NATSARMAN indicating
a maritime SAR incident. According to interviews conducted with passengers by AFP officers on
23 June, the first of these incidents probably occurred on or around 18 June when the bilge pump
stopped working for a period of time. Given that the vessel was taking water and the means to
pump that water out was not working, the vessel for that time would have been sufficiently impaired
that it may sink. However this was approximately a day before contacting RCC Australia.

19.

Secondly, the actual events leading to the overturning of the vessel involved a very brief
period of escalating danger. According to passenger interviews, these events included water
rushing into the vessel, attempts to manoeuver the vessel, and panic by the passengers that
caused them to move to one side of the vessel. These events took only a few minutes.

20.

The vessel had characteristics that further complicate this issue. The vessel, while not in imminent danger or
meeting other conditions for SAR I sailed to Christmas Island in a condition that made its journey extremely
hazardous, The vessel had limited water, was overcrowded and was taking on water. Mother characteristic
that existed with the vessel was the expectation that calling Australian authorities when sufficient distance had
been made from Java would result in Australian authorities bringing the passengers to Christmas Island.

68

Effects on the response
21. Based on the information available to BPC and RCC Australia on the afternoon 20 June, both agencies
assessed that the vessel was not in distress and was behaving like similar previous SIEVs in seeking to misuse
the SAR system. This assessment was a reasonable judgement. It was based on the balance of information
available at the time as interpreted by operational decision makers and intelligence professionals with regard
to the context of similar circumstances where SIEVs have requested assistance unnecessarily. Given trends in
unnecessary alerting that are detailed later in this chapter it is reasonable to infer that this context played a real
and significant role in judgements made prior to the vessel being discovered capsized. The reasonableness of
the key judgement, namely the assessment on the level of distress of the vessel is examined in Chapter 10.

Unnecessary alerting and the 4259 incident

Current trends
23. There is growing reporting from agencies of an increase in unnecessary alerting over the last six to 12
months. It is difficult to determine the extent of such an increase because it is hard to be precise about
what does or doesn't constitute unnecessary alerting. This is so, for a number of reasons including:
• The subjective nature of the evaluation of each case;
• The general poor state of SIEVs; and
• The incidence of vessels involved in unnecessary alerting that subsequently do satisfy the conditions
for a maritime SAR incident.
24.

The Review examined statistics provided by BPC on potential SOLAS incidents. These statistics assess the
numbers of valid distress calls and incidents with calls being assessed as genuine based on signs of danger
to the vessel or persons on board being evident to the responders. While this methodology does not entirely
align with unnecessary alerts and only indicates the state of the vessel and crew after the response and not
at the time of the alert, they serve as a good indication of numbers of unnecessary alerts. It is possible that
unnecessary alerts may be more than these figures suggest because of the assessment methodology.

25.

In 2012 the average number of PHs per vessel and the number of arrivals per month has increased
significantly. (Arrivals for 2012 have included 102 S1EVs, 6946 PHs and 175 crew members as of early
August 2012. The average number of PHs per vessel has also increased in 2012, with a quarter of
all ventures now carrying more than 100 persons.) The number of SIEV maritime SAR incidents has
increased with this trend. The number of incidents where calls for assistance were not assessed by
BPC as 'genuine vessels in distress or SOLAS incident' in these statistics has also increased.
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SIEVs Maritime SAR Incidents
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26.

It should be noted in terms of total arrivals, the proportion of likely unnecessary alerts appears to

have been relatively steady — or even decreased a little. These statistics suggest that the number of
unnecessary alerts has increased in 2012, but the pr000rtion of unnecessary alerts has not.
27.

What may be more telling is that the percentage of incidents where SIEVs have initiated communication
with Australian authorities has steadily increased over the last three years. In 2010, 36% of SIEV arrivals in a
potential SAR incident, initiated communications with Australian authorities. This figure has grown in 2012 to
93% of SIEVs arrival in a potential SAR situation initiating communications with Australian authorities requesting
assistance. This is demonstrated in the following graph. The source statistics are included at Attachment E.
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28.

In summary the statistics suggest that:
(i) the vast majority of all maritime SIEV SAR incidents are now self reported;
(ii) the numbers of maritime SAR incidents has increased in line with the increased number of arrivals; and
(iii) the numbers likely to be involved in unnecessary alerting have increased but not proportionately.

29.
in some instances people smugglers are
instructing PHs to call Australian authorities after a certain passage of time has passed when the SIEV is
believed to be in a location that Australian authorities will respond. Recent experience demonstrates that
those on vessels are becoming increasingly confident to call for assistance from Australian authorities
in positions very close to Indonesia, and further away from Australian waters and BPC patrol areas.
30.

It is reasonable to conclude, based on the statistics, reporting and 4106 as a case study, that ventures
have become more deliberate about using the SAR system and calls for assistance to aid their journey
to Christmas Island. It is likely, in some cases such as 4106, that ventures are conducting passage
with an expectation of rescue and are embarking on the passage with greater risks because of that
expectation. These risks include overloading, lack of provisions, or even seaworthiness of vessels.

Operational impact of these trends beyond the 4106 incident
31. The trend in unnecessary alerting is likely to have an operational impact on BPC's limited aerial and
surface surveillance assets. BPC assets are not deployed on the basis of a search and rescue but rather
to meet the requirements of a civil maritime security law enforcement mandate. A continued increase
in requests for assistance from SIEVs, with a requirement to divert BPC assigned assets from their
primary surveillance patrol areas will detrimentally impact response activity to intercept irregular maritime
arrivals and address BPC's primary civil maritime security mandate and objectives. Not all BPC assigned
assets are capable of being deployed to the outer limits of Australia's SAR region, or beyond.
32. As well as operational coverage, there are a number of broader operational consequences identified by BPC.
This includes the fatigue of crews who remain for long periods of time on a high level of readiness to respond to
SAR incidents. The exhaustion of fuel and other resources depletes the availability for use in non-SAR activities,
particularly at Christmas Island.
33. AMSA has similar resource considerations when tasking rescue aircraft, particularly where they are
required to deploy from Perth and Darwin to conduct a search and rescue. This has an impact on
AMSA's capability to respond to other maritime and aviation SAR events. Furthermore the search and
rescue response by civil merchant shipping to unnecessary alerting may reduce over time given the
economic implications. Diverting of merchant shipping adds significantly to fuel and operating costs.
34.

35.

It is likely that potential and actual SIEV maritime SAR incidents will occur in rapid succession or at
simultaneous times in the future. In these cases, the instances of unnecessary reporting will necessitate an
assessment of the state of each vessel and a judgement on the allocation of response to each incident.
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Policy implications
36.

The SAR and SOLAS Conventions specify Australia's obligations to provide a search and rescue service and
the obligations of ships' masters to render assistance to vessels requiring assistance. Under SOLAS, the
master of a vessel at sea (including BPC assigned assets) which is in a position to provide assistance, on
receiving a signal from any source that persons are in distress at sea, is bound to proceed with all speed to
their assistance. As the SOLAS Convention does not differentiate between types of vessel and applies to all in
the same manner, including SlEVs, attempts to draw distinctions between SEVs requiring assistance and other
vessel types may be in contravention of Australia's obligations under the international SOLAS convention.

37.

While an assessment of the material state of the vessels is needed to mitigate against unnecessary alerting, the
Australian government still has obligations in relation to responding to requests for assistance, whether they are
regarded as genuine or not.

Possible response options
38.

Following SARs 4106 and 4259 some commentators have suggested that there are possible response options
that could be adopted by Australian government agencies in order to make a determination on the nature
of SlEV requests for assistance. These suggestions have included writing guidelines to distinguish between
genuine or false requests for assistance, and AMSA utilising commercial air and sea assets to assess
the status of a Mt claiming to be in distress.

39.

The development of guidelines to help distinguish a genuine or false request for assistance would be extremely
difficult and hazardous. The first problem derives from the SAR Conventions which indicate that a vessel
requesting assistance, by definition, is already considered to be in an imminent or actual SAR incident.

40.

Second any guidance would need to be carefully weighed against all of the known factors including the available
intelligence. This will always be a complex and high risk judgement.

41.

Third any guidance written to form a decision on the genuine or non-genuine nature of a request for assistance
would only be able to provide guidance that is valid for a limited period of time. As seen with the SAR 4106 (and
to a lesser extent 4259), a situation that is considered to be under control at one point
can quickly turn into a major SAR incident.

42.

The tasking of commercial assets to check on SIEVs requesting assistance is currently an option for AMSA.
The obligation on masters of vessels to provide assistance to persons in distress at sea is set out in SOLAS
Regulation 33.1. However, this option presents a number of practical difficulties that need to be carefully
considered. Some of these include:
• the difficulty of communicating with SlEV passengers and crew given language
barriers and the absence of radio communications equipment;
• the motivations of SIEV passengers and crew to falsely report
depending on which direction the vessel is heading;
• the capability of a commercial vessel to render assistance in any given situation;
• the risks that can ensue for a SIEV when approached by a large commercial vessel; and
• the risk of merchant vessels failing to respond to this request over time.

43. Most of these difficulties were seen at play when the MV Bison Express responded to SAR 4259.
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Chapter 8: The extent to which a fused
approach to information sharing was in place
for the purpose of search and rescue efforts
Findings
• The information known on the material state of the 4106 Vessel Prior to being found
capsized was almost the same at RCC Australia, BPC
•

information on the material state of 4106 were=I=IIIIIIIM not
immediately known -by RCC Australia, however COMBPC acted on this information.

• The situational awareness pictures on both incidents varied between BPC operations centres,
RCC Australia and BASARNAS because of their functions and access to classiffed systems.
• The differences in situational awareness betwQen agencies did not have a material effect On the
outcome of the SAR.

introduction
1.

2.
3.

The review also examined three additional components and considered the extent of their effect on the search
and rescue efforts:
• the impediments to communicating and fusing the available information;
• the assessment capability of BPC and AIV1SA; and
• the accuracy of critical information

SAR 4106
4.
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5.

6.

Despite operating in different
environments, RCC Australia, BPC and
were all cognisant of
the same body of
information on the state of the vessel prior to 1200 AEST. Principally, that
the vessel had been taking on water; that the last successful call from RCC Australia to the vessel was at 2049
AEST 20 June; that passengers were fearful for their lives; and that the vessel had continued to sail south after
the original distress calls. BASARNAS also received all of this
information from RCC Australia
as it became available.

7.

8.

9.

The critical point for this incident was the point at which an Australian government agency involved determined
that there was concern for the safety of the vessel and either communicated that concern or acted on it. BPC
was able to make that determination and act on it

10.
11.

12.

13.
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The Review notes that the use of an AMSA liaison officer and
reporting has generally been
successful in ensuring that AMSA is passed as much relevant information as possible in SIEV search and rescue
incidents. In some cases such as with 4106, additional sensitivities or unique circumstances warrant
improvements to the standing arrangements.

SAR 4259

•

SAR 4106
Situational awareness picture

16.

16.

For RCC Australia, the limited view of ADF and Customs assets, and more limited view of Indonesian assets
would not normally be a concern. In SAR activities within the Australian SRR, Australian government vessels
and aircraft respond to RCC Australia requests for information and assistance and there is no requirement
for knowledge of Indonesian activities. Where RCC Australia coordinates or assists in a SAFI activity within
the Indonesian SRR, the requirement for knowledge about the Indonesian response becomes much more
important. During the 4106 incident BASAFINAS advised that an Indonesian Navy vessel had departed
and was proceeding to the search area

17.

For the incident of 21 June RCC Australia did not always have a complete picture of the actions of BPC.
RCC Australia was not informed of the direction given by COMBPC regarding the Dash-8 surveillance route
and the ACPB movement to the extent of the Contiguous Zone until the AMSA liaison officer was briefed at
BPC. At that time, RCC Australia was assisting BASARNAS which had overall coordination, and BPC actions
were unilateral. Nevertheless the object of these actions was at the time part of a maritime SARincident. It is
relevant to consider that those assets were not requested by RCC Australia and not being coordinated by that
organisation. Given that the BPC aircraft was making its way toward a potential incident, and that FICC Australia
was not at that time coordinating a response, this did not have material effect on the outcome of the SAR.

SAR 4259

•
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•

22.

in response to the Homeland and Border Security Review by Ric Smith in 2008, AMSA and Customs
and Border Protection co-sponsored a paper examining 'The Feasibility of Options to Integrate the RCC
Australia and AMSOC 2010.' Several of the recommendations from that paper remain relevant to overcoming
potential information sharing and classification issues. In particular one of the recommendations was to
assign an AMSA liaison officer to AMSOC to facilitate coordination and planning. Other initiatives were
recommended including shared situation awareness and an updated MOU between the two organisations.

23.

24.

25.

Enhancing the use of liaison functions
26.

76

The use of an AMSA liaison officer is a generally effective means of bridging the information
gap between BPC
and RCC Australia. In some situations it may not
be timely, or may not be able to successfully pass critical information to RCC Australi
The liaison officer system could be further improved
if there was a greater presence by the liaison officers in BPC and if there
was more involvement by the liaison officers in assessments of the material state of SIEVs.

27.

Recommendation 8.2

28.

By itself this measure might make only a small difference to the interaction between relevant organisations.
However, in conjunction with other recommendations it is more likely to have an impact on the critical
sharing of information during a search and rescue incident.

29.

In the 4106 incident BPC developed an increasing concern for the safety of the vessel and this was
communicated to RCC Australia through the AMSA liaison officer after he was briefed.

30.

31.

32.
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33.
SIEV SAR incidents make up less than 1% of RCC Australia responses
to distress, although recent incidents demonstrate they can account for a disproportionate
number of fatalities. The Review concludes that this option would not be viable.

Assessment capability
on the
36. The narrative for SAR 4106 reveals that there were competing pieces of information
state of the vessel. To make a judgement on the competing pieces of information, analysis was required
to balance the veracity and the latency of the information

37.

38.

39.
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In contrast, the incident of 27 June did not have competing information on the state of the vessel,
as there was no information to suggest a changed state prior to their call to the AFP. Nevertheless,
SAR 4259 does illustrate another assessment challenge, and one that occurred to a lesser extent
to SAR 4106.

40.

41.

Accuracy of information
Accuracy of the position of the 4106 vessel
42.

The information indicating the last known position of the vessel was consistent between the responding
agencies, specifically BPC, RCC Australia and BASARNAS prior to awareness by each organisation that
the vessel was foundering.

43.
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44. AMSOC had advised the Dash-8 that they believed the vessel may be 20nm south of the last known location.

45.

Based on the track of the Dash-8 on that flight, it is likely that the incorrect location did not substantially
negatively impact the search time taken to locate the upturned vessel. The Dash-8 track went north from the
planned route to the last known location of the vessel on 20 June and tracked south along the probable vessel
route. If the correct last known location had been used as a starting point, then the search for the vessel may
have been 10nm north and taken more time.

46.

Despite the fact that in this circumstance where the position errors worked in favour of the search,
it would be prudent in future to communicate the most accurate information available to the search
assets. Subsequent recommendations in this paper are relevant to making this possible.

Accuracy of the position of the 4259 vessel
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Accuracy of the content of the 4106 calls for assistance
51.

ROC Australia received sixteen calls from the 4106 vessel on 19 and 20 June. These calls presented
significant challenges to RCC Australia in determining the phone number of the caller, the position of the
vessel and details of the condition of the vessel and the passengers on board. The difficulty lay firstly
with the quality of the sound coming through from the vessel due probably to wind and the quality of
the satellite phone connections. Further difficulty lay in the language barrier as the passengers tried to
communicate in broken English. As a result of these difficulties, there were two facts that were promulgated
by RCC Australia that have subsequently been found to be inaccurate reflections of the phone calls.

52.

At 0650 AEST on 20 June a call was taken by RCC Australia In a retrospective transcript of
this call the caller indicates that there are old men and boys on board the vessel and does not
properly respond to a question about the numbers of wives on board. At the time of the incident
this was reported as there were old men and wives on board the vessel, contradicting earlier
reports. This inaccuracy may have had a minor effect on assessments of the accuracy of the
alerting of this vessel, given that it reinforced any inconsistency in the passenger's message.

53.

Given the difficulty gaining information from the sixteen phone calls from the vessel, it is reasonable to
consider options to improve the quality of information. While the Review recognises that the transmission
quality of the satellite phone cannot be improved, the ability to communicate with passengers speaking only
rudimentary English can be addressed. ROC Australia currently uses a translation service where a caller does
not speak sufficient English and on several of the 4106 calls this service was utilised. After listening to the voice
recordings of the calls, the Review found that the telephone conferencing arrangements with the translation
service used was not sufficiently effective in these circumstances. Specifically, the time taken to connect to a
translator effectively prohibited a translator from communicating with the passenger making the calls. In one
case this was more than three minutes. In light of the number of S1EV SAR incidents and that English is rarely
spoken well by those calling for assistance from SIEVs, the Review makes the following recommendation:

Recommendation 8.5
It is recommended that AMSA investigate improved teleconferencing arrangements during calls for assistance.
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Chapter 9:

Introduction

0.

On the morning of 21 June, the 4106 vessel was already subject of a declared maritime search and
rescue operation being coordinated by BASARNAS, having been handed over by RCC Australia on the
morning of 20 June
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report contained the following information:
(U) At approximately 0730 AEST a maritime vessel in a position approximately 110nm NNW of
Christmas Island may be taking on water with persons on board fearful for their safety

10. BPC sent this report to AMSA at 1143 AEST. BPC then undertook its own analysis of these latest reports
against other information including the content of calls to RCC Australia, and the fact that no further calls for
assistance had been received for more than 12 hours. This information gradually accumulated over the course
of the morning and required a fresh assessment to determine whether there was any basis to infer a
changed state of the vessel.

•
•
•

N
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Page 85 has been redacted in full.

•

-

19. On this particular occasion, the time taken by BPC to transfer information to AMSA was not part of the critical
path for the commencement of the search and rescue activity.

•

86

Chapter 10: Appropriateness and
timeliness of the Australian response
Findings
• The Review considers that the timeliness of the response by BPC, RCC Australia
was reasonable. Although some actions could have taken place earlier, this would have been
unlikely to have accelerated the critical path for the arrival of search and rescue assets. The one
exception to this conclusion Was the time taken to relocate the 4106 vessel aftera heightened
level of concern was established. The Review considers that the time taken could have been
reduced by between 30 and 60 minutes had the Dash-8 been tasked to proceed immediately
to relocating the vessel rather than being allowed to continue with its scheduled flight plan.
• The Review concluded that whilst the handover of SAP 4106 to BASARNAS Was appropriate
and in accordance with IANASAR principles and the Australian Indonesian SAP Arrangement,
it would also have been appropriate for RCC Australia to have adopted a more forward
leaning posture in assisting BASARNAS in areas where they lacked capability,
• The Review considered that the covert surveillance undertaken by BF'C on 20 June was a
reasonable course of action.
• The Review concluded that the actions. of BPC in not searching for the 4106 vessel any earlier
on 21 June were reasonable.

Introduction
1.

This chapter examines the appropriateness and timeliness of all other aspects of the Australian response to SAP
4106 and SAR 4259 - other than those already addressed in Chapter 9. The chapter is structured in two parts:
(i) The timeliness of the Australian response (including information flows)
; and
(ii) The appropriateness of the actions in response to the information available at the time.

Part 1 - Timeliness of the Ausiralian response
2.

In examining the timeliness of the information sharing and response to the two incidents, the
Review developed timelines to identify areas that require explanation. Chapters 2 and 3 contain
detailed timelines for the 4106 and 4259 incidents respectively,

3.

A number of areas relating to timeliness were identified and are detailed in this chapter. The
examination of these areas was based on actions taken according to logs and statements and,
where appropriate, a comparison of those actions with typical times and relevant procedures.

4106 Incident
4.

RCC Australia received the first series of calls from the 4106 vessel between 2152 and 2238
AEST on 19 June. During that time the vessel became the subject of a maritime SAP incident in
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accordance with the National Search and Rescue Manual. RCC Australia advised AMSOC of the
maritime incident and key details of the phone calls made from the vessel at 2221 AEST. Thirty
minutes later AMSOC informed the BPC IC Duty Officer of the incident and this information was
fon/yarded to BPC stakeholders, HaiTF639 and the /VP. Further calls were made during the course
of the night and the BPC IC Duty Officer forwarded the updates to HQJTF639 and AFP.
6.

6.

7.
B.

12. RCC Australia received the following

from BPC at 1143 AEST on 21 June:

(U) At approximately 0730 AEST a maritime vessel in a position approximately 110nrn NNW of
Christmas Island may be taking on water with persons on board fearful for their safety.
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13. This report contained information relevant to assessing the material state of the vessel as well as the
last known position of the vessel. This information was passed to BASARNAS, the lead in coordinating
the SAR response at 1227 AEST. Principally two activities were undertaken at RCC Australia in the 38
minutes between receiving and forwarding the information to BASARNAS. RCC Australia undertook
analysis to determine if the information matched that of the likely position of the 4106 vessel in order to
determine whether this information could be attributed to 4106. RCC Australia also sent a message to
BASARNAS with
their assessment that this was the 4106 vessel.
14. It is not apparent that the forwarding of this information had any effect on the actions of BASARNAS which was
then coordinating the response. The time taken to forward this information therefore did not have an effect
on the outcome of the SAR operation.

The time for BPC and the AMSA liaison officer to pass information
about their concerns and actions in relation to 4106 to RCC Australia
15. The narrative of the 4106 incident notes that
the Commander of BPC directed that a Dash-8 surveillance aircraft be tasked with locating
the 4106 vessel. Shortly before that decision, the AMSA liaison officer was asked to attend BPC for a
briefing. The AMSA liaison officer attended the
briefing at 1330 AEU.
16. At 1300, BPC were aware of a number of facts relevant to the SAR operation and did not communicate them
until 1330 AEST to RCC Australia. These facts included:

I
(ii) That BPC IC had assessed increased concern for the safety of the vessel
(iii) That the scheduled Dash-8 flight had been tasked to relocate the vessel
(iv) That HMA ships Larrakia and Wollongong had been tasked to commence passage north in anticipation
of the SAR possibly becoming imminent.
17.

contacted directly and advised that a

The SOLAS Protocol
indicate that AMSA is to be
briefing is required. BPC followed these instructions.

18.

Nevertheless, the Review notes that the increased concern for the vessel and the actions arising
from that concern could have been immediately communicated
to
AMSA in these circumstances.

19.

The AMSA liaison officer emaiied AMSA at 1420 AEST. The period between arriving for the brief and emailing
AMSA was taken up by the briefing, which took 30 minutes, movement from the
area to
AMSOC and a phone call. The Review considers that there was no unreasonable delay in this time.

20.

This email advised there was markedly heightened level of concern for the vessel based or
the fact that RCC Australia had not been able to contact the vessel in more than six
hours. He also requested that the phone associated with the vessel be called and that a position on the phone
be obtained from the satellite telecommunications provider and that an update from BASARNAS be sourced.
The development of procedures would enable the continuation of this practice and could enable this to be
used as a method of dissemination employed by BPC directly to AMSA in appropriate circumstances.
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Recommendation 10.2

The time for RCC Australia to issue Mayday
broadcasts and relays for 4106 and 4259
21.

During the 4106 incident there was 29 minutes between the time when RCC Australia received advice
that the vessel had overturned and ROC Australia requesting a Mayday relay to BASARNAS and 29
minutes before a Mayday broadcast to shipping was made over the Inmarsat satellite telecommunications
network.

22.

The timeliness of the 4106 Mayday response was consistent with RCC Australia mounting other rescue
responses. The RCC Australia watch was required to draft the Mayday message, as well as a number of other
concurrent activities. On 21 June these included tasking assets to respond to the rescue, noting information
and briefing RCC Australia officers as well as requesting rescue resources from ADF. It is also important
to note that prior to this time, VHF Maydays had been issued by the Customs Dash-8 on the scene, and
by 1530 AEST WSA Dragon and Cape Oceania had replied to the Dash-8 over VHF communications.

23.

90

The rescue response times of Australian aircraft and vessels
for 4106 and 4259
The time for the Dash-8 to locate the upturned 4106 vessel
24. The Dash-8 did not go directly to any assessed last known location of the vessel after the 1321 take off. The
aircraft conducted the first component of the planned surveillance route before coming to the search area. This
route took the aircraft more than 100nm to the west of Christmas Island and more than 60nm west of the
search location. See page 90 Map SAR 4106 Dash 8 Response.
-

25.

Prior to 1500 AEST and the discovery of the upturned vessel, the aircraft reported on five foreign fishing vessel
contacts. The aircraft was in the search area for the 4106 vessel at 1439 AEST, approximately 78 minutes after
takeoff. BPC have noted that the Dash-8 was expected in the area at approximately 1430. The search for the
vessel was tasked in addition to the planned patrol route.

26. At this time BPC still had concerns for the arrival of up to four more SIEVs at Christmas Island between 20 and
25 June. BPC retained its responsibility to detect, identify and intercept these vessels along with any unforecast
arrivals approaching the Christmas Island area. Details of the BPC decision making and tasking are included
as Attachment E2.
27. The Review considers that the time to locate the upturned vessel could have been reduced by between 30 and
60 minutes had the Dash-8 been tasked to proceed immediately to relocating the vessel rather than being
allowed to continue with its scheduled flight plan.

Response during the 4106 incident
28. After the discovery of the upturned vessel at 1458 AEST on 21 June, the Dash-8 issued a broadcast to shipping
on VHF radio, and immediately communicated information on the vessel to RCC Australia, and HMA Ships
Larrakia and Wollongong. This marked the commencement of a substantial response from the Australian
government to support the search and rescue of persons in the water and with the hulk of the 4106 vessel.
29. RCC Australia began tasking response assets before the broadcast to shipping was relayed as
noted in the previous section. By 1530 AEST the following assets had been tasked to respond:
(i) An AP3C Orion (Cal!sign SEALION 57) that was on surveillance flight to Cocos Island
(ii) Two AMSA contracted Dorniers (Callsigns Rescue 461 and Rescue 481) at Darwin and Perth respectively
(iii) HMA Ships Larrakia and Wollongong north of Christmas Island.
30. As noted in the narrative, it was clear by 1540 AEST that an enduring search and rescue
effort would be required. RCC Australia as well as HoJoc continued to task and make
arrangements for additional aircraft to participate in the search and rescue effort.
31. The Dash-8, which maintained surveillance of the hulk and area in vicinity of wreckage and survivors
until 1730 AEST was the first responder. It was able to maintain station until after the arrival of
SEALlON 57 at 1630 AEST. These two aircraft were able to provide continuous air surveillance
coverage of the area until the Dash-8 came off-station on its second flight at 2140 AEST.
32. Larrakia and Wollongong travelled at best speed, having been alerted at approximately 1500

AEST, verbally tasked at 1505 AEST and formally tasked at 1610 AEST. Both vessels travelled
over 80nm and were in the vicinity of the incident by 1920 AEST having travelled at 18kts.
33. Along with the merchant ships Cape Oceania, WSA Dragon and JPO Vulpecula, this was effectively the
immediate local response to the incident. All Australian aircraft or vessels in this group responded
in a timely manner.
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34.

In addition, there was an immediate response from the Australian mainland. This comprised of Rescue 481,
an AMSA contracted Aerorescue Dornier and a second AP3C, call-sign Rescue 251, Rescue 481 was tasked
at 1520 AEST, and took off from Perth at 1610 well within its notice to move requirement of 30 minutes. It
travelled via Learmonth and Christmas Island and was on station at the incident area by 0008 AEST 22 June. It
provided search and a life-raft•drop within nine hours of the vessel being discovered upturned. By approximately
1700 AEST, Rescue 251 in Darwin had been tasked by JTF639 and was expected to be availabIe within three
hours. It took off from Darwin at 2041 AEST and was on station conducting search between 0050 AEST and
0400 AEST. Given that the aircraft was not on any notice to be ready, this would appear to a timely response.

35.

Details of the immediate responses can be seen in the timeline in Chapter 2. Over the course of the operation
three additional ADF AP3C Orion aircraft were tasked, as well as four additional civilian search aircraft from the
Australian mainland. A number of these aircraft were on station the next day in what was a measured
and planned search operation.

Response during the 4259 incident

Part 2 - Appropriateness of the Australian response
39. The second part of this chapter considers key questions on the appropriateness of the Australian
response, including areas where protocols, policies and procedures did not provide adequate guidance
for critical decisions in relation to the incidents. Specifically, this part of the chapter examines:
(a) the appropriateness of AMSA's transfer to BASARNAS;
(b) the appropriateness of AMSA not accepting coordination lead for 4106 until 2221 AEST on 1 June;
(c) the appropriateness of AMSA not calling the 4106 'phone earlier; and
(d) the type and timings of BPC surveillance.
40. While Chapter 8 identifies the key information related to this assessment, it is helpful to
summarise what was known by Australian government agencies at critical times.
(a) In the first half of 2012 there had been a trend toward a greater proportion of SIEVs initiating
contact with Australian authorities to request assistance. More SIEVs, (although not a greater
proportion) have been initiating unnecessary alerting. There was a perception, with a reasonable
basis that ventures were more deliberate in using the SAR system and calls for assistance to
aid their journey to Christmas Island. Chapter 7 examined this phenomenon in more detail,
(b) On the morning of 21 June prior to 1135 AEST for BPC, and 1144 AEST
for RCC Australia, the following information was known:
(i) The vessel had called for assistance; however the passengers were not consistent
about some assertions relating to the vessel and passengers.
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(ii) The vessel had called for assistance close to Indonesia and had
been requested to turn back but did not comply.
(iii) The vessel had steadily continued passage south despite calling for
assistance and had made reasonably consistent progress.
(iv) The passengers' principal assertion was that the vessel was taking on water,
however that in itself was common and not a sufficient indicator of distress.
(v) The passengers had been asiking if they were in Australian waters.
(vi) That nothing had been heard from the vessel since 2049 AEST the evening before.
(vii) That there was crying in the background of a call the previous day.

(c) After 1135 AEST, both agencies had separate corroborating information that the vessel was
taking on water. Additionally it was known that the passengers were fearful for their lives.
41.

In light of the above information, the Review considers that the assessment that the vessel was probably neither
in distress nor in immediate need of assistance was a reasonable judgement up until 1239 AEST on 21 June.

The appropriateness of AMSA's hand-off to BASARNAS on 20 June given
what was known about their capability
42.

At 0201 AEST on 20 June RCC -A requested BASARNAS take overall coordination of the incident.
Later that day BASARNAS made telephone calls (0745 and 0831 AEST) and subsequently confirmed
by facsimile message to RCC Australia (at 0900 AEST) that it had accepted coordination authority.
AMSA's decision to transfer this responsibility was made in the context of three key considerations:
(a) That the SAR Arrangement and other conventions place the responsibility with the competent
SAR authority of the SRR (in this case BASARNAS), and in certain circumstances, by
agreement with the SAR authority more favorably placed to coordinate the operation.

(c) That the 4106 vessel, at the time of the transfer, was less than 40nm from Indonesian land and
more than 180nm from Christmas Island. However by the evening of 20 June, the vessel was
more than 100nm from Indonesian territory and less than 140nm from Christmas Island.
43.

The Review draws the following conclusions concerning this action:
(a) RCC Australia was responding in accordance with the SAR Arrangement and guidelines contained in
the IAMSAR manual at paragraph 5.2;
(b) At the time of the transfer, this was a reasonable action — particularly given the distance of the vessel
from Java as noted above;
(c) The Review noted that the RCC Australia log records that 'SAR coordination changed from AMSA
to Foreign RCC' at the same time that AMSA sent the request to BASARNAS seeking transfer of
coordination i.e. 0201 AEST on 20 June. However, the earliest indication of acceptance by BASARNAS
was a phone call at 0745 AEST. During this period of five hours and 44 minutes, the RCC Australia log
indicates that its actions were confined to conveying further information to BASARNAS (concerning
subsequent calls from the vessel) rather than response type activities such as broadcasts to shipping.
(d) AMSA subsequently acted in accordance with requests for information from BASARNAS, as the
responsible SAR authority, throughout the incident. All relevant information was passed to BASARNAS;
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(e) The advice from Indonesian authorities that BASARNAS was coordinating with Indonesian
Navy, Marine Security Agency and Marine Police, had issued a broadcast to shipping
and that naval vessel had been sent out on the afternoon of 20 June would have
provided RCC Australia with some reassurance that a response was underway.
(f) The fact that the vessel continued to make its way southward towards Christmas Island should
have raised the level of concern for RCC Australia given the possibility that the vessel was beyond
the reach of any Indonesian assistance assistance that BASARNAS was unable to detail.
(g) On the other hand the longer the vessel made steady progress towards Christmas Island the
stronger the view would have been that it was not really a vessel in distress at ail; and
(h) RCC Australia could have adopted a more forward leaning posture in assisting with this SAR.
This view is based on the actions of RCC Australia on 20 June before the visual sighting by
the Dash-8 that reported that the vessel was underway at 4 knots. RCC Australia did not
issue broadcasts to shipping while it was the responsible SAR authority between receiving
a position from the vessel at 0126 AEST 20 June and transfening authority at 0745 AEST
20 June. After transfer of authority, RCC Australia offered to assist BASARNAS with satellite
broadcast to shipping but did not follow up this question when no response was received.

Recommendation 10.3
It is recommended that up until and following the transfer of SAR coordination to BASARNAS, ROC Australia
should proactively provide support to BASARNAS in areas of capability not held by Indonesian authorities, such as
broadcasts to shipping and contacting the telecommunications provider.

The AMSA decision-making process
44.

The Review also considered the manner in which the decision was made to transfer responsibility
for this incident to BASARNAS. AMSA advised that whilst a decision for a matter like this would
nomially be escalated, this did not happen on this occasion given that the transfer occurred outside
of normal working hours. Specifically the decision was taken by a SAR Mission Coordinator (an
ELI on shift). In the cases of SlEVs requesting assistance from within the Indonesian SRR there are
range of considerations for RCC Australia including the significant resource implications of sending
air and sea assets from Australia, the relationship with Indonesia, and the inherently difficult nature of
determining how genuine the distress is. Given these considerations and what is at stake, the Review
considers that judgements involving the transfer of SARs involving SIEVs should be taken by more
senior officers.

Recommendation 10.4
It is recommended that AMSA should put in place arrangements for Senior Executives to approve the transfer
or acceptance of BAR coordination between PICO Australia and BASARNAS for SIEVs requesting assistance in
the Indonesian SRR - both during and after normal working hours. Part of these arrangements should include
collaboration with BPC

The appropriateness of AMSA not calling the 4106 vessel or
the telecommunications provider after 2100 20 June
45.
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RCC Australia had received calls for assistance from the satellite telephone on vessel on 19 and 20 June.
The last call received from the vessel was at 2049 AEST 20 June. RCC Australia called the number shortly
after at 2058 AEST and, when the call ended abruptly, RCC Australia attempted to ring the caller — but
without any answer. BASARNAS also advised RCC Australia that it had attempted to call on the same
evening but the phone was not answered. No further attempt was made to call the vessel or to contact the
telecommunications provider between that time and 1432 AEST 21 June when the AMSA liaison officer to BPC
was briefed on increasing concerns for the safety of the vessel. RCC Australia has advised that experience
to date with SIEVs is that calls from Australian agencies to vessels requesting assistance are not answered.

46.

The information supplied at the last call from the vessel was relevant to RCC Australia's assessment at that
time that the vessel was not in danger of sinking and proceeding south to enter Australian waters. At that
time, RCC Australia did not consider the break in the communications to be an indicator of distress. RCC
Australia received a total of 16 calls from the vessel throughout the incident. There was no regular call pattern
with the shortest interval between calls being 8 minutes and the longest being 13 hours and 6 minutes.

47.

The Review notes that during the 4259 incident RCC Australia attempted to call the 4259 vessel
phone several times and attempted to have the satellite telecommunications provider assist in
contacting the 'phone twice during the first hour of the incident being known to them; all proved
unsuccessful. Additionally, RCC Australia requested that AFP set up an hourly schedule of calls to
the vessel within that first hour. A schedule of calls allows RCC Australia to monitor the progress of
a vessel and monitor its safety. Unlike the circumstances of 4106, RCC Australia was, during the
4259 incident, the responsible SAR authority and had not handed over the lead to BASARNAS.

48.

AMSA and Thuraya, the satellite telecommunications provider for the phone associated with the
4106 vessel, signed a memorandum of understanding (MOU) for distress alerting in 2010. Through
this MOU, AMSA can request trace records related to a Thuraya phone for a potential life threatening
situation. Such a trace request where possible will provide AMSA with positional data on the phone
as well as times of calls. AMSA did not levy a request to Thuraya during the 4106 incident.

Recommendation 10.5
It is recommended that AMSA, proactively attempt to communicate with SIEVs requesting assistance or where this
is not possible, to locate the SEEVs using arrangements with telecommunications providers.

The appropriateness of AMSA not accepting coordination lead for 4106
until 2221 AEST on 21 June
49.

BASARNAS accepted coordination authority for this incident by 0900 AEST on 20 June. During the time that
BASARNAS was the coordinating lead, RCC Australia continued to offer assistance. At 1500 AEST 21 June,
when RCC Australia had established that the vessel had overturned, it informed BASARNAS. BASARNAS
was still the coordination authority at that time and formally retained that role until 2221 AEST on 21 June.

50.

After the discovery of the vessel overturned and prior to BASARNAS formally offering the coordination
lead for the incident, RCC Australia undertook all of the measures that would be undertaken if it were
technically the coordination authority on the incident. This included Mayday relays and broadcasts to
shipping, the tasking provision and coordination of search aircraft, communication of information to
BASARNAS and communications with and coordination of merchant shipping responding to the incident.
The fact that RCC Australia did not formally accept the role of coordination authority until late on 21
June did not make any difference to the outcome of the SAR operation conducted after 1500 AEST.

The appropriateness of the type of surveillance of the 4106 vessel on 20 June
51.

On 20 June the Dash-8 based at Christmas Island was scheduled to conduct routine surveillance
of the approaches to Christmas Island. The aircraft was tasked to relocate the vessel that, at
that time, was the subject of a maritime SAR incident being coordinated by BASARNAS. The
aircraft was tasked by BPC to conduct a covert relocate, or in other words the aircraft was to
observe the vessel in a profile with a reduced risk that the vessel could detect the aircraft.

52.

The aircraft conducted two separate surveillance patterns 5nm from the vessel and recorded full motion
video using the aircraft electro-optic systems as well as acquiring handheld imagery. From this profile the
state of the vessel could not be accurately evaluated, due in part to it being a hazy and cloudy day, and
the sea state. At 1731 AEST the aircraft communicated that the vessel was 'difficult to classify' at that
range. The aircraft was given permission from BPC AMSOC to fly a track closer to the vessel. During that
communication, the Dash-8 requested permission for a photo pass, which would have put them in an overt
rather than covert profile. BPC AMSOC did not give permission for the aircraft to conduct the photo pass.
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53. A single 3nm covert pattern was then flown and additional imagery acquired. The Dash-8 crew was able
to observe key facts about the vessel including course and speed, the fact that it was low in the water and
that a person was observed climbing on the roof of the vessel. The aircraft also collected imagery and full
motion video of the vessel. The aircraft advised AMSOC that this was the extent of their observations at
the 3nm. From the imagery and observations AMSOC made an assessment on the state of the vessel.
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55.
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The Review considered that the covert surveillance undertaken on 20 June was a reasonable course of
action on the part of BPC.

The appropriateness of BPC not searching for the vessel earlier on 21 June
56.

Prior to 1107 AEST on 21 June, there had not been any new information on the location of the 4106 venture
or any new information relating to the material state of the vessel received by BPC. At that time there had been
no communication with the vessel since the evening of 20 June and the maritime SAR incident attributed to the
vessel remained under BASARNAS coordination authority.

57.

At 1138 AEST, BPC tasked the Dash-8 located at Christmas Island to relocate the 4106 vessel during its
surveillance mission. At 1300 AEST this aircraft was preparing for a scheduled patrol of approaches to
Christmas Island. At 1305 PEST HMA Ships Wollongong and Larrakia had been tasked to proceed to the edge
of the Contiguous Zone (24nm boundary, and limit of law enforcement jurisdiction). These were the first direct
actions leading to the rescue operation later in the day.

58.

The Review considered whether it was reasonable for earlier action to not have been undertaken by BPC on
21 June to locate the vessel and ascertain its material state. In doing so the Review considered whether the
information known to BPC at the time warranted earlier action, and whether BPC had sufficient capability to
undertake earlier action.

Assessment of the maritime SAR incident and security threats on 21 June
59.

at approximately 1239 AEST 21 June, the collective view
of relevant Australian agencies was that the 4106 vessel was not in distress. While the vessel had asked for
assistance on 19 and 20 June, and by that action became subject of a maritime SAR incident, the assessment
was that the vessel was not in imminent danger.

60.

BPC did not receive any earlier request for assistance from either BASARNAS, as the responsible SAR
authority for the maritime incident, or from RCC Australia as a supporting authority. BPC conducts operations in
accordance with its maritime security mission and in order to diverge from that mission to relocate a vessel as
part of a search operation would require tasking by the coordinating SAR authority or knowledge of distress.

61.
BPC assets at Christmas Island were therefore
required to attend to their primary irregular maritime arrivals law enforcement interception responsibilities
within the Australian Contiguous Zone. The disposition of assets was informed by the recent trend towards
significantly higher number of ventures, higher numbers of passengers, the propensity for concurrent
or simultaneous arrivals, and unforeseen arrivals. It was appropriate for BPC to take this information
into account in relation to any surveillance or search activities. Attachment E5 provides part of the BPC
submission on this issue and details the reasoning which informed the deployment of assets on that day.

Capacity of BPC to search earlier on 21 June
62.

R would have been possible to task the Dash-8 to conduct a search for the vessel earlier. BPC
notes, that with crew rest and
flight planning it would have been possible for the aircraft to
commence at 1200 AEST or an hour earlier if it were deemed an emergency. The Review notes that
this would have required a request or knowledge of distress some hours prior in order to undertake
a search operation at that time. Given that the heightened concern for the vessel was realized at
approximately 1250 AEST, it would not have been possible to launch the aircraft any earlier.

63.

The surface response assets at Christmas Island had been actively attending to the arrival, boarding,
processing, and transfer of arrivals from SIEVs 354 through 356. Both HMA Ships Larrakia and Wollongong
were engaged in activities relating to those arrivals prior to 1300. At 1300 Larraida was refuelling and
Wollongong had a boarding party on the hulk of another SIEV. Measures were enacted that morning to
ensure that if requested, BPC assets would be available to respond if tasked by AMSA or an emergency
situation became evident. Excerpts from BFC's submission on this issue detailing the availability of
the Christmas Island assets to conduct earlier search operation can be found in Attachment E5.

The Review concluded that the actions of BPC in not searching for the 4106 vessel any earlier on 21 June were
reasonable.
Internal Review - Maritime Incidents of 21 and 27 June 2012
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Attachment A: Terms of reference
Australian Government

fr
1

1424:eV.,

Australian Customs and
Border Protection Service

TERMS OF REFERENCE
LNTERNAL REVIEW INTO 'THE CAPSIZED VESSEL NORTH OF
CHRISTMAS ISLAND 0 P21 JUNE 2012 (SAR 2012- 4106)

Introduction
I. On 21 June 2012 a vessel cartying a number of potential illegal immigrants went into distress north of
Christmas Island. Whilst a number of people on the vessel were rescued, there was significant loss of life.
2. CEO Customs and Border Protection has directed that an Internal Review ('the review') of the incident be
undertaken. The review is supported and endorsed by the Secretary Department of Defence, Chief of the
Defence Force and CEO AMSA.
Review Task
3. You are to investigate the facts and circumstances surrounding the response to the incident from the time
that the rust information of the venture was received to the point when search and recovery operations ceased
('ele period').
4, You are to:
a, produce a narrative of events drawn from all available sources for the period, appropriately
verified by relevant senior officials;
b. identify the relevant policies, processes and procedures applicable to the response 10 the incident
c. ascertain whether the relevant policies, processes and procedures were applied during the
incident and whether they were effective;
d. identify whether any changes to policies, processes and procedures should be considered to
improve the response to any possible similar occurrences ., and
e. identify issues that require further investigation or analysis.
5. In conducting the review and preparing the report it is necessary to be cognizant of the potential for parallel
investigations (including Coronial or Parliamentary inquiries) to be conducted. All reasonable measures are to be
taken to ensure that there is no conflict between the conduct of the Internal Review, and those potential inquiries,
Documentation
6. The following are to accompany the report:
a. the Internal Review direction;
b. all source documents used to compile both the narrative and detailed chronology of events; and
c. copies of relevant policies, processes and procedures applicable to the response to the incident.
7. Appropriate measures are to be taken to ensure that any privileged or confidential material (including national
security or intelligence material) is appropriately handled, including in the preparation of classified annexures
to the final report,

Michael Carmody
CEO
Customs and Border Protection
25 June 2012

Endorsed
Duncan Lewis
Secretary
Department of Defence
25 June 2012

David 1-lurley
CDF
25 June 2012

Mick Kinley
Acting CEO
AMSA
25 June 2012
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Australian Government
EtaZY".

Australian Customs and
Border Protection Service

TERMS OF REFERENCE
INTERNAL REVIEW INTO T13E CAPSIZED VESSEL NORTH OF
CIBUSTNIAS ISLAND OF 21 JUNE 2012 (SAR 2012- 4106)
AND
INTO THE SINKING OFA VESSEL NORTH OF CURISFNLIS ISLAND OF 27 JUNE 2012 (SAR 2012- 4259)

Introduction
I On 25 June 2012 CEO Customs and Border Protection directed that an Internal Review into the capsized vessel north
of Christmas Island 0121 June 2012 (SAR 2012— 4106) be undertaken
2 On 27 June 2012, another vessel went into distress and sank- north of Christmas Island While there were a number of
people from this vessel that were rescued, there was nonetheless, loss of life ("the additional incident')
3 Acting CEO Customs and Border Protection has directed that the terms of reference for the Internal Review into the
capsized vessel north of Christmas Island of 21 June 2012 be expanded to include the additional incident These terms
of reference are in addition to those issued by the CEO Customs and Border Protection of 25 June 2012
4 The terms or reference for the expanded internal review are supported and endorsed by the Secretary Department of
Defence, Chief of the Defence Force and CEO AMSA
Review Task
5 You are to investigate the facts and circumstances surrounding the response to the additional incident from the
time that the first information of the venture was received to the point when search and recovery operations
ceased ("the period')
6 You are to:
a produce a narrative of events drawn from all available sources for the period, appropriately verified
by relevant senior officials;
b identify the relevant policies, processes and procedures applicable to the response to the incident
c ascertain whether the relevant policies, processes and procedures were applied during the incident
and whether they were effective;
d identi fy whether any changes to policies, processes and procedures should be considered to improve
the response to any possible similar occurrences; and
e identify issues that require further investigation or analysis
7 In conducting the review and preparing the report it is necessary to be cognizant of the potential for parallel
investigations (including Colonial or Parliamentary inquiries) to be conducted All reasonable measures are to
be taken to ensure that there is no conflict between the conduct of the Internal Review, and those potential inquiries
Doeu men Italian
8 The following arc to accompany the report:
a the Internal Review direction;
b all source documents used to compile both the narrative and detailed chronolog of events; and
c copies of relevant policies, processes and procedures applicable to the response to the incident
9 Appropriate measures are to be taken to ensure that any privileged or confidential material (including national
security or intelligence material) is appropriately handled, including in the preparation of classified annexures
to the final report

.•,•

Michael Pezzullo
Acting CEO
Customs and Border Protection

2c June 2012
Endorsed
Duncan Lewis
Secretary
Department of Defence
June 2012

David Hurley
CDF
June 2012

Mick Kinley
Acting CEO
AMSA
June 2012
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Australian Government
Australian Customs and
Border Protection Service

FURTHER TERMS OF REFERENCE
INTERNAL REVIEW INTO TELE CAPSIZED VESSEL NORTH
OF CHRISTMAS ISLAND 0F21 JUNE 2012 (SAR 2012 - 4106)
AND
INTO THE SINKING OF A VESSEL NORTH
OF CHRISTMAS ISLAND OF 27 JUNE 2012 (SAR 2012- 429)

Introduction
1, On 25 June 2012 CEO Customs and Border Protection directed that an Internal Review into
the capsized vessel north of Cluistmas Island of 21 June 2012 (SAR 2012- 4106) be undertaken.
2. On 29 June 2012 Acting CEO Customs and Border Protection directed that the terms of reference
for the Internal Review be expanded to include the vessel that went into distress and sank on
27 June 2012 (SAR2012- 4259).
Additional Review Task
3, Further to the terms of reference o125 and 29 June 2012, as part of your report you am to include a
definitive judgment on the issue of timeliness of the reporting of information from Defence and Border
Protection Command (BPC) in connection with SAR 2012-4106. Should it become necessaty for you to
interview staff from Defence or BPC you are authorised to do so. If you take this step you should seek
legal assistance so as to ensure that the approach is not prejudicial to any subsequent enquiry.

/1(^%•1wW
Michael Cannody
CEO
Customs and Border Protection
13 August 2012
Endorsed
Duncan Lewis
Secretary,
Department of Defence
August 2012

David Hurley
CDF
August 2(112
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CEO
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August 2012

Attachment B
Kay Events ChronOlogy - SAR 2012/4106
Time

Source

TO

Type

Gummary al Activity

Ongi nal Information

Reference

1i:A.0E202
ape StEV. Arrivel Mark (1792 AEST'18 JUN):
Chf151pla.51510ed / Cocos KoellrIg latent:IS - '2 NIEDiUM throat Vonluros
SPCAssignstf .Surfoca Vessels to Christmas Wand;

HMS VVOLLOHGONG and HMAS LARRAKIA

.

ca..

OPC'Asstmed Aircraft Surveillance:
HAAF AP.SCOAVNI Ari
CDR 01°C Dash 8; Area
(rtorth and north woaMm-bieS)

ANISA Log Entry: Call recofved. Not able to understand collar hung up.'
2152AEST

01524

Vessel in
,DIVIT(145

AMSA RCC-A

Phone Call

2159 AST
(11594

Vessel in
'Distress

ANSA RCC.A.

Phone Call

22 " AS.r. :AMSA ACC-A

(1 2022)

NIA.

Log Note

'Phone Call

.
2201AEST
:(12074

Vessel in
Distress

AMSA RCO-A

2211 AEST
(1211z ;. .

Vessel In
oisiross

AMSA RCC-A

2:217.AEST
.(1217Z1

Vessel in
Distress'

Telephone Call Summary - Pan In'l cannot hoar you, you need in gel esker the wind
Mit call horn vessel received, RCC-AlslJnablo to.understaind Me collar. Caller disconnects. Telephone Call Summary - Pan II: 'ACC', You're one boat. ben you tee me where you are? No good condlliens do you have a
GPS'position? Caller can't be understood. "No life jackets, we are from Indonesia"
Telephone Calf Summary- Pan III: BCC: "I 'cannot hear what you ore saying. YOU noad to got out of Me Wind."
Second cal horn Vassal is raccrived, Ca ller "advises:
- No lifejackets
- 'Pleaso help me", 'Help roe help rrie"
• 250 people in small beat
- From Indonesia
SAR coordination set to ANSA SICCA

Tam:none Call Summary:To/en We have no life Jackets, ACC; For Me to help you, you need to loll ma where you pro. I don't
know where you are. Do you have'OPS? Caller repeals no Me Jackets' but does not provide ORS coordinates.'

AiviSA Log Entry:SAR coordination sal to AMSA"
Telephone Call StImmary, 'BCC: Doyen have your position? Cali ends."

Third call from vessel Is rocolved. No Inirxmation obtained - earl lost.

AMSA RCC-A

Phone Call

Fourth oatl from vessel ls received. Vessel advisest
-- No water
- Don't know whore they aro
- No life jackots
• No SPIRE

rifth.call from vessel ID received. No further intormatten reoolued.

Telephone Call .0
AMSA Log Entry

ANISA Log Erary: . •SIEV: No iiiejackets . `Please bele me"250 pimple In smail boar "eamo from Indonesia' 'Hel0 ma help Me'

AMSA Los Entry:," 51.EV: Call lost'

Phone Celt

. ANSA Log

Telephone Cull Summary; 'ROC: "You needle tell nio'ytur GP.S bestial' Caller hard in understand &et:waling 'no water, collie
lockets'. Caller advises he.doesn't know where they ere. RCC: 'How long hove you boon arson? What language eloyoli
speak?'

AhISA Log

Telephone Cali/
AMSA.Lng Entry

Telephone Call/
ANSA Log Entry

ANSA Log Entry: "GPS? 'No water, dont know whore we are No EPIAB, Danger South?'

Telephone Call $unxnary: 'Cannot hear caller due lo wind. RCC:•"Whal is your position?". Caller gives posilon but hard lo
understand,' i'Caller saying same position. RCC !rya° explain they do not know their position:"
AMSA Log.Enine " SIEV: - No lite jackets - Beni know - No EPIRB - Could not gat position or phone nurri?er'

Totophorie Call /
AMSA Log Entry

Allachmont

B

Time

2221 AEST
(1221Z)

111
111111/
Key Events Chronology - SAR 201214106
Source

To

AMSA FECC-A BPC (AMSOC)

2228/9 A EST
•
31228/9Z)

13 PO (AMSOC)

2229 AEST
(12292)

22313 AEST
( v's.'17)

Duty Ofreelot,/

Type

Unknown

Verbal

ape iriBf

Briefing

Vessel In
Distress

A/ASA ACC.A

Phone Cal

Vessel In
Distress

AMSA PCC-A

Phone Call

Summary of Activity

Original inionnetion

Reference

RCC-A advises BPC (AMSOC) at the phone calls made horn the veSSdl (initial notification)

AMSA Log Entry: 'ROC- AtASOC: ACC rer..eived,sevorel phone calls reporting from on unknown crater elated (ward to tho
effect of):
- vessel In distress
- den't have a posit len
- draft have walar
- there are no Iliefackets
- they are in danger
^ they don't haws an EMS
The caller asked for help staling there were 250 people on a small beat and the word 'asylum was referenced.
The vessel departed from Indonesia
- No phone number has been obtained

,
°PC (AR/50C)
Operations incident
Leg/ Phone
1
Message

BPC (AMSOC) advises pPc (-IC) ol posepro SAFI Inc/dent.

BPC (AMSOC) Log Entry "AMSOC - BPC IC
- informalien providod to AMSOC n12221 AEST provided to BPC IC (GHISTION also aa Duly Director)
-N action provided from BPC IC'

DpC (AMSOC)
.
Operations Incident
Log

S1 xtb call It ore vessel Is received, AMSA RCC-A tries is ascorlain poshion but caller doesn't
understand.

Seventh call Porn vassal is mcoivod. Vessel advises they aro in International waters and
Ihrine le water on the boat.

Telephone.Calt Summary; "RCC-A Irlos to ascertain GPS numbers but caller doesn't understand RCC In shection"
AMSA Log Entry: 'SIEV: Could not understand anything from Ihe vessel.'
Telephone Call Summary 'Odor advises there Is a ist of water in the boat end need help, Cal pat through to translator but ?oat
connection wah vosser

'Telephone Call r
AMSA Log Entry

Telephone Cali/
AMSA Leg Entry

AMSA Log Entry: •SIEV: International waters water on the beat."
•
2242 AEST
(1242Z)

8PC (AMSOC)

2245 AEST
(12452)

13PS (AMSOC)

I3PC
(COMBPC)

Emelt

GPO (CC)

Phone Col

GPO (APASOG) advises 13P0 (COMB

of information from AMSA ROC-A

SPC (AMSOC) advise BPC (-IC) of a possible CAR with 250 persons art board. north of
CluisInlas Island

AMEA Log Entry: 'AMSOC -05PC: Cmaii advising comOrG Cl information from rIDOI
.
Document Overvlow:Mt 2221 AEST, RCC provided info rot 4 a' calla hum a yeast I that departed Indonesia. 1s1 cal at 2153
AEST and the East call at 2211 AEST. Na set phone nurnbar VMS ascertained.
°PC Log Entry: "Adam Carey (in AMSOCI waled and gave heads up on possible EAR nil boat fo north of Cl Mtn goes 250
POEI.'

UPC (AMSOC) •
Operations Incident

Log / Document

13PC (-IC) Log

20A/0E201i
tilt'C SIEV Arrival Matrix (1840 AEST 19JUN):
Christmas !shed? COCOS Keeling Islands - 5 MEDIUM threat ventures
ETV Assigned $erlsce Vessels to Chastmas Island:
FigIS'WOLLONGONG
and WAS LARRAKIA
,
,
I2PC Assigned Aircraft Servaltlance:

RA4F AP-3C On(ONz Area
COP:13PC Dash 8: Ares

0064 AEST
(1404Z 19
JUN)

AMSA ncc-A

(north and north western-bias)

BASAFINAS
13PC (AMSOC)
JAKARTA
JOG

Ernst

AMSA Log Entry: '101404Z JUN 2012 FM RCC AUSTFtALIATO INDONESIAN BASARNAS °T UNCLAS SUBJ .; VESSEL IN
DISTRESS 25D P013 AUSSAR: 201214106 1. RCG AUSTRALIA RECEIVED SEVERAL DISTRESS CALLS FROM A VESSEL
WHICH HAD DEPARTED INDONESIA. The FIRST CALL WAS IIECOVED VIA SATELLITE PHONE AT1911522.. SPECIFIC
DETAILS FOR THE VESSEL WERE VERY DIFFICULT iooBTAIN DUE TO THE POOR PHONE CONNECTION AND
LANGUAGE BARRIER 2. FICO AUSTRALIA WERE ABLETO DISCERN THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION: A) A VESSEL
HAD DEPARTED INDONESIA WITH POSSIBLY 215 OR 250 PEOPLE ONROAFiD AND WAS CURRENTLY IN
MASA 11C.C.43 advises BASARNAS of the distress calls irent a vessel which •departed
INTERNATIONAL:WATERS 01 poa HAD NO DRINKING WATER, LIFE JACKETS OR EPIRB C) CONTACT REPORTED
Indonesia. MASA RCC-A request BASARNAS to provide available Information regarding any
WATER COMING INTO THE BOAT AND REQUESTED ASSISTANCE D) CONTACT SAID HE SPOKE ARABIC S. ND
vessel departure that mulched the description.
POSITION INFORMATION OR CONTACT NUMBER WERE PASSED CURING THE CALL. RCC AUSTRALIA ATTEMTED TO
HAVE AN ARASIG INTERPRETER SPEAK TO THE CONTACT ONBOARD BUTTHE CONNECTION WAS LOST PRIOR TO
THE COhIVERSATION COMMENCING, LAST CONTACT .WITH THE VESSEL WAS I 01244Z. THERE HAVE BEEN NO
FURTHER CALLS, 4. RCC AUSTRALIA REQUEST THAT BASARNAS PROVIDE AVAILABLE INFORMATION REGARDING
ANY VESSEL DEPARTURES WHICH MAY MATCH THIS DESCRIPTION. S. REQUEST BASARNAS'ACKNOWLEDSE THIS
MESSAGE. B. YOUR ASSISTANCE IS APPRECIATED. REGARDS, RCC AUSTRALIA ET

AMEA Log I Email )
FirstSecretary,
Jarrett ACE PS Log
a'
P

2

A118ChMant
Kay EvOnta Cht Ort010gy - SAR 2012/4106
Time
. 0104 AE5T
(1504Z 19
JUN)

0106 AEST
(1506219
JUN)

0126-0128
AEST
(1528-15282
19 JUN)

Source

to

TYPE'

ANSA ACC-A

First
Secretary,
Jakarta,
ACOPS .

Email .

Summary or Activity

ANSA HCC-A provides Rrst Secretary, Jakarta, ACBPS with further Inlormation en the
casket possibly in distress.

Eighth calf Warn vessel is received. Collar advises:
- Ship is broken on one side
-204 poenlo an board
Vessel in
•
D /stress

Vessel in
Distress

ANSA RCO•A

AMSA RCC -A

Phone Call

Phone Can

Originat Information

First Secretary, Jakarta, AOSPS LogEntryr 'Resolved email edvIcelrom AMSA ACC advising of possible distress situation
(email title: 'VESSEL IN DISTRESS 204 POEl)'

ANSA Log Entry: 'SIEV; Ship is broken on one side 204 POR throe days from Jakarta blii wornen, re children, all men Don't
know number pl phone A kit ol wind. Slluation.bad water high water coming into .."
•

-Three days from jeherie

- No women or clung:lion - all men
- Don't know number of phone
-A lot of wind
- Situation bad

Telephone Call Summary 'Caller: MY ship isbroken, 204 poopte on boar. RCC asking for beat daScrIpleen, Callen -* No children
on board, no women, lust men.' Transferred to Persian interpreter. Lost caller,"

Ninth call from vessel Is received. Caller advises:
- Position: 07 27.873 South 105 07A01 East
- 204 males anlibeal
- Located 76' south of Indonesian mainland
, fiuri damage ,

AMSA Log Entry: 'SIEV: 07 27.873 South 10507.481 East. "SIEV with 204 males onboard reports hu3 damege and in position
07 27.8 South105.07.48 East.'"Vcssei is located - 76" south of Indonosian mainland. Told vessel thay aro still in Indonesian
waters and need to turn back. They responded 'OK OK OK' and hung op. Positron {Olden es 07 27.873South 105 07.481East."

ANSA RCC-A advises the caller that the vessel liras still in Indonesian waters and needs to
turn beck.

Reference

Rrst Secretory,
Jakarta, ACBPS Log

Telephone Cell f
ANSA Leg Entry

AMSA Log /
TolePheno Ca11

•
Telephone Can Overview. 'GPS eocudinates wore provided, "Turn back to Indoneala. youere in Indonesian GRA"

BPC (AMSOC) Lop Entry: 'RCO -AMSOC: .
.0131 AEST
(201031219
.JUN)

ANSA ACC-A BPC 1ANISOC)

6201 AEST
(1901Z 19
JUN)

JOG)/ A.I.ISOC
i First
ANSA ACC-A
Secretary
Jakarta,

Log Note

ANSA RCC-A advise BP.0 (AMSOC) herb hea received tunnel, calls from the vessel.
data:Jog' to be distresS,
•

I

- Poskion received for the.vessel in distress 072780S 10507,482, avow 36nm south of the SundaSba it
- Vessel advised of a problem with lho side of the vessel
- MCC advised them.to 'turn back to Indonesia'
-There are reportedly 104 people on board (ail adult males)"

BM (AMSCC) Log

,.., - •

Log Nate

ANSA ROC-A advises BASARNAS of further contact with dm vessel. RCC-A roquests that
BASARNAS lake coordination of the incident

ANSA Email - Subject VESSEL IN DISTRESS 204 P.OEL R 191012 JUN 2012 FT.1 Rcc AUSTRALIA TO INDONESIAN
BASARNAS BT

ANSA Log

Arn9C

0204 AEST
•
(164:AZ 19
JUN)

ANSA FICCiA

0206 AEST
116062 19
JUN)

'ANSA ACC-A

BASAANAS I
J00 /
AMSOC /
JAKARTA

Ernaii

BASAIINAS

Phono Call

AMSA ROC-A ativIL-es DASAFINAS of the subsequent calls mode by voscol.
AMSA RCC -A request drat 13ASARNAS take co-ordination et thaincident.

ANSA Leg Entry: 'Ft 191601 Z JUN 2012 FM RCC Ails-m.41,1A TO INDONESIAN BASARNAS BILINOLAS Sus,: VESSEL IN
DISTR COS 204 POBALISSAR: 2012/4106 1, ACC AUSTPALJA HAS HAD. FURTHER CONTACT WITH THE VESSEL
PREVIOUSLY REPORTED AT 19k:00n -G. 2. THE FOLLOWING INFOFWIATFON RECEIVED FROM* CALL mADEAT
1915987 DETAILS AS FOLLOWS: A) VESSEL IN POSITION: 07 27.805 105 07.48E AT 191b25UTC [31314M SOUTH OF
INDONESIAN MAINLAND). B) CONTACT REQUESTED ASSISTANCE AS TYE VESSEL HAD SUFFERED HULL DAMAGE
ON ONE SIDE AND WAS TAKING ON WATER. C) 204 POE. ALL MALE, NO WOMEN OR CHILDREN. to 'VESSEL
DEPARTED JAKARTA ON THE 1 6-1 7 JUN.S. ACC AUSTRALIA WERE UNABLETO ACOUIRE A CONTACT NUMBER OR
DESCRIPTION FOR THE VESSEL 4. RCC AUSTRALIA ADVISED THE CONTACT ONBOARD -11-kra: opme VESSEL HAS
SUFFERED SIGNIFICANT HULL DAMAGE AND WAS TAKING ON WATER THE SAFEST COURSE OF ACTION WOULD BE
TO RETURN TO INDONESIA. THE.CONTACT ACKNOWLEDGED THIS INFORMATION AND ENDED THE CALL, ACC
AUSTRALIA HAS HAD ND FURTHER CONTACT WITH THE VESSEL 5. FICC AUSTRAL% FIEQUEST MAT BASARNAS
TAKE COOADINATION OPINE INCIDENT."

ANSA Log Entry: 'Received intonation. BASARNAS [man iscontirming cooreEnation with his boss.. Wit advise. by fax/emelt'
Al'ISA FICC-A asks BASARNAB if they are happy to rake coordinmion ol Me incident while in
the indoneelen 61111. BASARNAS advise troy
Nil
coordinakiadth
their
assets.
Telephone Call Overview; *ROCesk BASAFINAS II they are happy to Iske coordination ol the Incident while In Indonesian SRR.
.
BASAFINAS advise they will coordinate wilh their assets.'

AFASA Lag 1 Email '

AMSAtog /
Telephone Call

3

AllaChrflent B
Key Events Chronology - SAR 2012/4106
Time

0501 AEST
00131Z 19
JIM)

Source

AMSA ROC•

To

SASARRAS

Type

Phono Call

Summary of Activity

ANSA RCC•A make a:foroye up call to BASARNAS regarding Ire atcoplanta of coordination,

Original Information

FollOw tp call vuth BASASIVAS regarding acceptance of coordination, vessel position points hull damage. All persons art board

are male - no female or children.

Reference

•/NSA Log

4

Attachment B
Key Events Chronology - SAR 2012/4106

Time

Source

JON)
0605 AEST
(20052 19
-JUN)

0050 AEST
(2050219
JUN).

Original Information

Referencu

'
AMSA Log 1 Erna

AMSA Log
(Not feund on Call
Parrot recorder)

, Email

ANSA RCC-A send a second voillen request to BASARNAS requesting they take on SAFI
coordination

Vessel In
DiStrocs

ArA5A FICC.A

Phone Ceti

Tenth nett from the yossel Is received. Culler advises It Is taking on water and its location
(007 31' 52.15 SPuth 105 10 39.05.East).

AMSA Chronology entry, 'Taking water 007 31 52.15 South 105 10 39,06 East. Very bed lino. File note 42 nautical miles soulh
of, Sunda Strait"

HMAS
WOLLONOON
0

NrA

Event

RMAS WOLLONGONG boards SIEV 354.

EIPC (AMSOC) Chronology: 'At opproxlmatoly 0505, WOLLONGONG hoarded Inn Oral C012, now known an SIEV 354.61
oduli reale Pite,. bollovori to ho from Srl Lanka, wore onboard.'

FICC•A provide BASARNAS, BPC (AMSOC) and First Secretary, Jakarta, ACEIPS with an
updated position of the SAR Incident.

AMSA Log En104 - 1920152 JUN 2012 FM 11C0 AUSTRALIA TO. INDONESIAN BASARNAS INFO BPC ANISOC ROBERT
BYRNE BT UNCLAS SUED: VESSEL IN DISTRESS 204 P013 42NM SOUTH OF SUNDA STRATI AUSSARr 2012/4106 1.
ACC AUSTRALIA HAS RECEIVEDANOTHER PHONE CALL FROM VESSEL - IN =TRESS WITH 204 PERSONS
ONBOARD IN POSITION 0731.52S IDS 10.39E ADVISING THEY ARE TAKING WATER AND REQUIRE ASSISTANCE THE
POSITION IS APPROXIMATELY 42/NM SOUTH OF SUNDASTRATI. 2. REQUEST BASARNAS ADVISE ACCEPTANCE OF
COORDINATION OF THIS INCIDENT AS REQUESTED AT191601UTC AND FOLLOW UP TELEPHONE CONVERSATION
BETWEEN ROC AUSTRALIA AND sAsARpos AT I 51606UTC JUNE 2012. REGARDS riCc AUSTRALIA 11 1516012 JUN
2012 FM RCC AUSTRALIA TO INDONESIAN BASARNAS (IT UNCLAS SuBJ: VESSEL IN DISTRESS 204 P013 AUSSARt
2012/4106 I. FICC AUSTRALIA HAS HAD.FURTHER CONTACT WITH THE VESSEL
PREVIOUSLY REPORTED AT 191400UTC. 2, THE FOLLOWNG INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM A CALL MADE AT
1915281 DETAILS As FOLLOWS: A) VESSEL IN POSITION: 07 27.505 105 07,46E AT 151555UTG (55Nm SOUTH OF
INDONESIAN MAINLAND). 12) CONTACT REQUESTED ASSISTANCE AS THE VESSEL HAD SUFFERED I-CULL DAMAGE
ON ONESIDE AND WAS TAKING ON WATER Cl 204 POE, ALL MALE; NO WOMEN OR CHILDREN, 0) VESSEL
DEPARTED JAKARTA ON THE 16-17 JUN. 3, RCC AUSTRALIA WERE UNABLE TO ACQUIRE A CONTACT NUMBER OR
DESCRIPTION FOR THE VESSEL. 4. ACC AUSTRALIA ADVISED THE CONTACT ONBOARD THAT IF THE VESSEL HAS
SUFFERED SIGNIFICANT HULL DAMAGE AND WAS TAKING ON WATER THE SAFEST COURSE OF ACTION WOULD BE
TO RETURN TO INDONESIA. THE CONTACT ACKNOWLEDGED THIS INFORMATION AND ENDED THE CALL ricc
TFIATBASARNAS'
T
AUSTRALIA HAS HAD NO FURTHER CONTACT WITH THE VESSEL. 5. HOC AUSTRALIA REQUES
TAKE CO•ORDINATION OF THE INCIDENT:HEGARDs, ROC AUSTRALIA or

Email

•
Vessel In

Distross.

AMSA RCC-A

Phono,Call

Eleventh call from the vessel Is received , Caller piotades posilion update (•-7. 52.515 South
105 10 32.56 East), Advises that boat Is "going down in Me Water.

AMSA Log,Entry: '097 52:515 - [Setith] 105 10 39.06 [East] vary windy, 204 people just old roes r' boys, Doesn't know phone
number, Boat has problem 'going down Ni Ilis water".'Stow because of, water."

BPC (AMSOC)
:Chronology

•AmSA Log / Email

MASA Log /
Tslephono Call

Telephone Call Overvlevi: Cellar stales position and mentions there are old rnen and boys onboard,

0745 AEST
(2145Z10
JUN)

AMSA ACC:A

DA5ARNAS

Phone Call

0750 AEST
•
121502 19
JUN)

HMAS
LAFIRAKIA

NIA

Event

-

Summery at Activity

BASARNAS

BASAFtNAS /
UPC {AmSOC,I
i First
NASA ROC-A
Secretary.
Jakarta,.
AC BPS

051 SAEST
(20152 19
JUN)

Typo

AMSA Log Entry: "Second request sent to BASARNASlor Incident coordnatkm:
1010012JUN 2012 FM ACC AUSTRALIA TO INDONESIAN BASAANAS ST uNGLAs SUBJ.: VESSEL IN DISTRESS 204
ST BASARNAS ADVISE ACCEPTANCE OF COORDINATION OF THIS INCIDENT AS '
POE ASJSSAR: 2012/4106 1, REQUE
REQUESTED AT191/301UTC AND FOLLOW UP TELEPHONE CONVERSATION BETWEEN BCC AUSTRALIA AND
BASARNAS AT 191606UTC JUNE 2012, REGARDS EiCC AUSTRALIA 11 1916012 JUN 2012 Fit4 ACC AUSTRAI.JA TO
INDONESIAN BASARNAS BT UNCLAS SUBJ: VESSEL IN DISTRESS 204 POE AUSSAII: 2012141061. RCC AUSTRAUA
HAS HAD FURTH
ER CONTACT WM-I THE VESSEL PREVIOUSLY REPORTED AT 191400UTC. 2: THE FOLLOWING
INFORMATION RECEIVED FROM A CALI, MADEAT 1915282 DETAIL-SAS FOLLOWS; A).VESSEL IN P05111014: 07
27,BOS 105 07.49E AT 191525UTC (38NM SOUTH OPINOONESIAN MAINLAND). B) CONTACT REQUESTED
ASSISTANCEAS THE VESSEL HAD SUFFERED HULL DAMAGE ON oNESiDE AND WAGTAKING ON WATER. C) 201
POS.' ALL MALE, NO INOMENOR CHILDREN..0) VESSEL DEPARTED JAKARTA ON THE 16.17 JUN. 3. ROC-AUSTRALIA
WERE UNABLE TO ACQUIRE A CONTACT NUMBER OR DESCRIPTION FOR THE VESSEL. 4. EICC AUSTRALIA ADVISED
THE CONTACT ONBOARD THAT IF THE VESSEL HAS SUFFERED SiGNIFICANT HULL DAMAGE AND WAS TAKING ON
WATER THE SAFEST COURSE OF ACTION WOULD BE TO RETURN TO INDONESIk THE CONTACT ACKNOWLEDGED
THIS INFORMATION AND ENDED THE CALL ACE AUSTRAUA HAS HAD NO FURTHER CONTACT WITH THE VESSEL.
S. 1100 AUSTRALIA REQUEST THATBASARNAS TAKE CO -ORDINATION OF THE INCIDENT.'

0508 AEST
AMSA RCC-A
(1.0002 19JUN)

0521.AEST
(1921219

To

AMSA Log Enlry'IBASARNAS limed) confirmed layte1ophono Ihey are coordinating lhis incIdent with local RCC end Navy.
RCC Australia requested hardcopy of confirmation,"
BASARNAS confirms by. telephone that thoy are coordinating the incidoni with local ACC and
Navy.
Telephone Cal OvorvIevc•FCC call to 13ASARNAS to confirm rocolpl of fa% email advising of vessel in distress xr.101204 POD
and providing position. BASAR WAS confirmed they are coordIreling.SAR end RCG advised they vilillead coon:I-nation'

HMAS LARRAK1A boards SIEV 355 appmearately 8rirn norlh -west or ChrisImas Island.

BPC (AMSOC) Chronology: 'Al approximately 0750., LARIAKIA boarded the C013, now known as SIEV 355, .approximately
sum norin -west ol 01.70 adult male Pile were onboard, believed lobe from Srl Lanka.'

MASA Log /
Telephone Call
.

15°C (AMSOC)
Chronology
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Key Events Chronology
rme

0831 AF_ST
(2231219
JUN)

Source

BASAFINAC

To

AMS A RCC - A

Type

Phone Call

-

SAR 2012/4106

Summary of Activity

Second verbal confirmation that BASARNAS were coordinating the SAR Incident with Navy.
Police and RCM.

Original Intention-on

Reference

AMA Log Entry; "From 'man IIASARNAS: BASARNAG is coordinating • confirmed. Will send fax Liaising with navy. Mina.
RCC's no phone number of vessel available RCC Aus calculations vessel drifting lo SIE lkt RCC Aus WS pass any now his
BASARNAS..*
NASA Telephone Cali Overview 'BASARNAS call to RCC confirming lhoy aro stll scold/awing with Navy In West Java, Police
and Radio Station. ACC requestad alas from BASARNAS condrrning they aro coordinating. No phono number at thiS stage.

AMSA Log AMSA /
Tolopbono Cali

Drift position provided.'

0920 AEST
(23COZ 19
JUN)

BASARNAS

MASA ROC-A

Log Nolo

0923 AEST.
(2323 19 JUN)

BASARNAS

AMSA RCC-A

Fax

5932 AEST
(2332Z 19
JyN).

MASA RCC-A

BASARNAS confirms Ills taking coordinationancradvisas that they MI Issuo a broadcast to
all vessels.

AMSA Log Entry: 'From BASARNAS — Ref all your Intormotion Assar Isle] 2012/4196 about Ma distress vassal, was following
BASARNAS octian: - glvo urgarmy broadcast to all cossoi doom! (sic) lire &dross posliion by - Indonasia coast Radio Station,
Navy and Marine Potloo. BASARNAS still Investigate ltd position and take coordirtration Mr this vessei
and request yarn assistance it the disuess vessel is going to Christmast [sic] Island
tree00 to fax Irons BASARNAS acceptng coordination
roferred to in !Mar messagos as 192323 uT,C from BASARNAS• NOTON FILE]'
MASA Log Entry, "(Outside AMSA) Message I tem *CBR-ERC01*.

0947 AEST
(23472 12
JUN)

—

eASARNAS confirms by fax lhat they wilt ba coardinaling the incident
Documant- Ovanriow: 'Copy al fax from 13ASARNAS which notoo oniorgoncy broadcast to alivanoole in rho eras, and ghat
BASARNAS wOl conlinuo to imioadgme and take coordination for distressed vassal:

MIAS
VIPLLONGON

First
Somatary.
Jakarta,
ACBPS

Email

N/A

Event

AMSA Log

ANSA RCC-Aactvisos First Socrolary, Jakarta, ACBPS of ocHirrnattori From BASARNAS that
they will oaculoalst Ha incidoe.

First Secretary. Jakarta, ACGPS Log Entry: ''Received arrall kern AMSA RCC:.
FICC Australia has received ales In the LRSA 10 minutes co:Arming their coordination ol this incident. Thankyou RODS ROC
AUSTRALIA'

HMAS WOLLONGONG arrives at Christmas island with SIEV 354.

apc (AMSOC) Chronology: '1-1MAS WOLLONGONG arrives al Flying Fish Cove whIt SIEV 354'

MASA Log .1"

Docurnorn

First Secretary,

Jakarta, ACBPS Log
ErnaiT

BPC 0E4504
Chronology
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Thne

Source

Te

TYPo

1052 AEST
•(00522)

ONSARNAS

AMSA RCC-A

Log Note

1054 AesT '
(00542)

AMSA ACC-A BPC {AMS0 C)

1100 AES1'
t01002)

HMAS
(JRRAKIA

1133 AEST
(01334

HMAS
LARRAKIA

1316 AEST
• (0316z)

Voogd

AMSA RCC-A

•AmOKROC-A

BASARNAS /
First
Secretary,
Jakarta,
ACBPS /
ANISCC

WA

Reference

AMSA FICC-A receives further confirmation that EIASARNAS is coordinating the SAR

AMSA Log Entry: •RCC Australia hen mocaved confirmation by toiophono at 192145 UTC and then by lax at 102323 UTO that.
May IBASARNAS1 Is coordinating this Inchlont. BASAFINAS only request Is or updates 100 11100 Australia from any
received telephone calls from the vessel.'

Email

AMSA,RCC-A advises,BPC (AMSOCI that BASARNAS mono tdirialing the EAR Incident.

3PC (AMSOC) Log arty: '
,. RCC a avlsos ANIS00 Mat BASARNAS In coordinating IlualecIdeer

Event

HMAS LARRAKIA arrives at Christmas Island with SIEV 355

BPC (AMSOC) Chronology: 'HEMS LARRAKIA arrives at Flying Fish Cove viith SIEV 355

3PC (AMSOC)
Chronology

passen
from SIEV 354 and commancod preparing
opc (AMSOC) Chronology: 'HMAS LAFIRAKA concludes offload at passengers
condition report for SIEV 355. RMAS WOLLONGONG' mconstitelecl In preparation .10 head west to intorcopt nnallasTeontact 01
Interest; approaching the ASC2 from west of Christmas Island.'

GPC.IAIIASOC)
Chronology

HMAS LARRAKIA concfudos offload of passongors.ftorn SIEV 354 and commenced
proparing condition report for SEV 355.

1345 PEST
103452)

Origmat lidenhation

Summary of Activity

Event

Phona Call

HMAS WOLLONGONG reconsfilutet in preparation to hand wont to intorcopt another
contact at Interest that is approaching the Australian Contiguous Zone from the west at
Christmas Island.

Twelfth call tram vessel is received. Caller provides position updato (0747 37.23 South 105 AMSA Log Entry: 'From SIEV with 244 POD: 07 47 37.2318outh) W50540,59 (East) Position. people crying? taking water
0024121070001743 204 POD, LIMJackots, Yes.
06 48.59 Gaol). Color suatoo Mop aria Wang on wator end have lifo jackets,

Al/GA ACC-A provides DAGARNAS with updated coordinates

AMSA Log Entry: Wessel in distress wrai 204 POS.
To.BASARNAS - RCG Australia has just waived another talophono eoll horn the voaaol you are now coordinating
lot SAR isitli 204 POD. Position oknan at 200310 UTC. VS 074737.23 South 105 00 413.50 East. The cal Wes very
broken and hard topundorsiond but FICC Australia hos advised that Indonesian reel 4 conrclirtaiirm this Incident and
RCC Australia is passing the details to you."

AMSA Lag

opc (AMOCO) Log')
Email

AMSA Log

AS1SA Log /First'
Socrotary, Jakana,
ACBPS Log / RCO,A
Erna

First Secretory. Jakarta. ACBPS Log: 'Recoivod email tram MASA 110011 2003422 JUN 2012 FM ROC AUSTRALIA TO
INDONESIAN BASARNAS INFO BPCAMSOC report"

BPCIAMSOC)
1400-1550 '
PEST
4.0400.05002)

.1400 PEST
(04004

1408 PEST
(04082)

r
PSIAT

AMSA HOC-A

3PD (AMSCIC)

I'll
/ IAC il

BASARNAS

Mooting

Mirth-agency discussion regarding maritime people smuggling throats (Poopte Smuggling
Oparational Group Meeting)

. •
Phone Call

Al/BA RCO.A natilios BASAFINAS that they had sent all Or11311 and fax lo them with latest
pasiiians of the vessel

Document

BPC (AMSOC) tosIMM.(Cusloms DASH p) tar suryeillanto•

N/A

AMSA Log Entrw"To13.4SARNAS: Passed you emelt & fax %Oh latest positioned vassal you era coordinanng, 07 47 37,23S
105 06 4a.soE Phone Number 0921575051749 Please pans Information to Imam Thankyou, wel ease°
Telephone Cal Overview:" Confirming BASARNAS hos receivad email from RCC with undated position of vessel in distress.
F.1CO advised they have not called the sal phone as BASARNAS has coord l

BPC (AMSOC) Log Entry' AMSOC Dash 8 Surveillance Plan, Misslo/MI'

AMSA Leg /
Telephone Coll

BPO (AMSOC) Log /
DoOurnent

7
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S our c o

Time

T

To

Voice Call

BPC (ASSOC)

t.447 AEST
(04472)

E1P0 {Ak1SOC)

Voice Call

Original Inlormation

Summary 01 Activity

Type

OPC (AMSOC) task1.111 (Customs DASH 8) to undertake survollance directy west of
Christmas Island and then proceed to the location of tho possible vessot in diSlIOSSIo
conduct covert surveillance.

(Customs DASH 8) inquests confirmation of tasking. BPC (AMSOC) confirms that
once possible contact or intorost is located (possibly within 20 nautical miles west of
Christmas Island) endilMis subsequontly roioasod by HNIAS WOLLONGONG, it is lo

Potorenco

BPC (AMSOC) Voice RecordinglEM,ILIN 2012

Voice Roconalng

8PC (AMSOC) Voice Recording 2004472.JUN 2012

Voice Recording

proceed to the vosoal In dist/cos lo condtilcI coved surveillonco,

1.517 - 2023
ABST
(0515-10234

1559 MST

(05592)

1712 REST

(07122)

Survailtanca

M

aistoms DASH 8) conducts survoillance flight

Dash B Pont Mission Replan.. 2508/12

Document

DPC (Ak1SOC)

Voice Call

(Ctisloms DASH 0) Is tasked to undertake surveillance nkssion as normal and do a
covert relocate to the position of the vessel In distress and awe instructions.

OPC (AMMO) Voice RecordIng 2005592 JUN 2012

Voice Rocording

BPC (AfASOC)

Voice Call

Customs DASH 8) advises it has locatad a 'fosse' in tho position proviriod.BPC
(AMSOC) gronis approval WM to manoeuvre outside-al as OSA (Designated
Surveillance Arca) to conduct *oven surveillance an Inc vessel.

BPC (PNISOC)Voica Rocording 2007122 AlN20I2

Voice Recordrng

AltaChttlenl
Koy Evenla Chrorvalogy - OAR 2012/4106

Time

Sourte

To

Odgmai Information

Summary at Activity

Type

Reference

AMSA Log Entry:CUSTOMS SIGHTING 200715 OTC. 0805 40.South 104 54 12 East hoaxing 180 at 4 knots.'
BPO AmsoC Log Entry: — Dash e - AhISOC:
Dash ,
.
,
•
am
' no of a C01145 nat N NW ol Cl
. Position 0802A losoce
- Contactor Interest underway Mel the course 180 at 4 knots
• Pocpro Ware sighted arl tho dock
• Surveillance report and photograph of contact of interest provided Co AMSOG (photo awed 1740)

Ak1SA.Log 113PC
(AMSOC) Log I
Document

Documant

11.1(Castores DASFI 8) locator: contact of interact in position 0802 South lox East in
vIcintly ot last known position of a vessel reportedlyto be in distress. The vessel Is repotted
to be underway heading •180 at four knots.

(C°MUPC)

Linkw"n

ilijais

1731 AEST
(97312)

GPO (AMSOC)

votes Cali

(Customs DASH 8) is tasked to get a oloarer imago of the vessel poncbly in distress
- tasked to Ify in 1.13 miles from the vessel. !magas takon covertly 5 macs away from vassal BAC (AMSOC) Voice Recording 2007312 JUN 2012
didnofProvida a cloar imagm ppon travelling cloeor. clearer Iffiagee were able to be taken.

Voice Recording

1746 ASST
(07464

MI

I3Pc (ANLSOC)

Voice Call

Customs DASH 8) confirms that GPO (AMSOC)havoraceivod Its Imago 01 110
vessel possibly In otistrose.1.1.1notos.that rho vessel Is quite low in the water... •
continuos to hold covert surveillance position aver vessel. information Is to be passed to
NASA ACC-A. .

Voice Recording

1749 AEST.
(07482)

Et PC (AtitS00)
.

IMF

Voice Call

1715 AEST
(07152)

1720 AEST
(07202)

WA

BPC (4C)

1759 AEST
(0759Z)

GPO
(COMBPC)

1819 AEST
(18102)

AMSA RCO-A,

1952AEST
(095221

(AMSOC)

2007 AEST
(10072)

GPO (-10) Were 3PC (COMOPCI Met AhlSA are happy and able to geolocalosubfect
..—....,—...........,

I3PC

MASA ACC-A

Emoit/
Document

SPC.(4C) Lon Entry: 'Conveyed AMSA was happy and able to goolocale subject handnets.
1111111.11111

GPO (AMSOC) advises /151211 mcc-Ayo
•

BAC (AMSOC) Voice Recording 2007462,JUN 2012

4

BPC (AMSOC) Voice Recording 2007492 UN2812

Customs DASH 8) is released from coven surveillance tasking

(Customs DASH 8) obsorvalions.

AMSA Log Entry;'Prorn AMOSCIEM_20074006ZJUN12_001Jpg and111.200740447.JUNI2_001.)pg Inducting
located contact at Interest (COI) In position 0852 South 15600
printouts 01 the .fpg riles [FFV EV1307-.3).13PC Oast' fl
East In vicinity ol last known position or a vessel reponealy Co be In distress. The vessel was reported to be underway heating
180 at four knots. '
13PC (AMSOC) Log Entry: ' AMSOC - FICC:
• ACC Infoimed or contact of Intorest detected by the Dash 8
- imago and Position of contact of Interest provided to ROC"

BASARNAS.

Messago

BASARNAS is advised 01.1.1 (Customs DASH 8) observations -vessel with 204
parsons on board was ki positron 0802 Satoh 10506 Emit at 202715 hooding 108 dogmas.

II.=

Voice Cali

BPC (AMSOC) confirms Vial.. (Customs DASH 8) has an
'ha recorded aircraft track incorrect and up to date.

HMAS
WOLLONGON
G

WA

Event

2012 AEST
(10122)

Vessel in
DiSlrOSS

AMSA ACC-A

Phone Cal

20113 AEST
(10162)

BASARNAS

AMSA ACC-A

Log Note

and that

HMAS WOLLONGONG intercepts SIEV 356 west or Christmas Island, 7 , rim north west.

Thirteenth call tromvessel is reosived.Calfer providespositi ors update and slates they are
heading to Christmas Island. Notes that there are .206 people en bear).

BASARNAS advise AmsA FiCO•A Mat tray contact the vassal in disowns and were
coordinating with BAKORMLA and ffidonesian Navy.

GPO (-IC) Log

1111.1.11111.111

AMSA Leg Entry: 'Fat Vessel In distress WM 204 POE. To BASARNAS—ACC Australia has Just received turther informallon
that the vessel you are coordinating OAR actions for with 204 FOB was In position Gam South 10506 East at 200715 heading
108degrees:

BPC rAMSOCI Voice Recording 2009522 JUN 2012

Volicefiecording .

AMSA Lcry/ APO
(AMS00) Log 1
Ertel / Documunt

AMSA Log

Voice According

GPO (414800) Chronology: '1-IMAS WOLLONGONG intercepts C011 (SIEV 3561 wont of Christmas letand 7 nautical miles
north west ol Christmas Island. 6IEV 356 is boarded and thon 05001101 Is Hying Fish Cove!

BPG (AINSOG)
Chronology

NASA Log Entryi:Artoo?:SIEV? 008 09.15-34 South 105.07 2327 EastColling ham sat phone. Done know? Healing/
Christmas island Speed? Don't Know POB: 206 people. Name of vessel: Deal knmy Vessel •Sile - colour -Wood/Metal full
breaking up and aUdibility2/10.)"

AMSA Log)
Telophone Cat

AMSA Log EwFront 13ABARNAS - We have contacted tho phone given by RCO Austratia, and we can reach but, three was
no voice or respond. Until now we have coordinated Met Indonesian Maritime Salety Authority (SAKORMLA) rand
tridoneslan Navy. We will glvo you further Information ASAP we got any progress. Thank you SETIONO Duty Officer

AMSA Log
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Time

Source

To

Type

2027
, AEST
11027Z)

Vessel in
Distress

AMSA ACC-A

Phono Cal

2033 AEST
(10324,

Vessel in

Distress

AMSA RCC-A

Phono Call

Summary of Aclivny

0119.1101 Intormation

Fourteenth call korn vessel Is received, Vorybrolusn colt- caller disconnects.

AMSA Log Silly From Unknown: Very braken cal. Could no undorstand. Calier hung up.'

Fifteenth call romivessol
I
Is received. Caller advises:
" 'Cho boat is taking on watar
- They hone run out or water
- Five days at sea

/VASA Log Entry: 'IMostly Inaudible, audtility 1-2/10) from Anon. Where are you heading? Christmas island. How fast are you
going? Request position of vessel Caller instructed la an outside owing to loud humming noise in background. What is the
iectio, what is the problem? Our ship is taking water. RCC Australia understands thal there ore a lot alpooplo onboard and that
you require a rescue. Please sand shlp for es. What Is theproMem, what Ls wrong? Yaw: ship In very low in the water? Yes.
Your ship Is taking water›? Yes Is your motor still running, are you sill moving..Our ship is raking water, we haws no water
1 drinldngt Floc Australia asks for phone number belare caller hangs up. FiCCAustralia.advisesi that they will call hack:

Reference
AMSA Log i
Telephone Call

AMSA Log)
Tolephono Call

Telephone Call Summary 'RCC requesting aoSibon end details regarclag what is occurring on board, Interfelence on cat ACC:
in your engine al running, are you sal moving?' 5 days at sea'

2C49 AEST

•AMSA RCC-A

2049 AEST
.110492)

Vassal in
Distress

AMSA RCC-A

2055 AEST
it 058Z)

AMSA RCC-A

Vessel in
Diaress

(la45z)

2120 AEST
(1 1292)

AMSA RCC-A

2102A6sT
111324

MBA RCC-A

RESCUE 251

BASARNAS

BASARNAS/
SAC CAMSOC)

Phone Call

AMSA RCC-A attempt la call RESCUE 251 (RAAF AP-3C ORION) and era unsuccesslul

Attempt recall RSCU 251

Phone Call

Final (Sixteenth) contact botwaan FICC-A and the vassal. Caller provides lhe phone .number
for vessel.

AMSA Log Entry; 'SIEV : Phone ii 0088 2457 SCE 4449 749, [Mostly Inaudible with laud humrringl Are you Anne. What is your
phone number? 008821675081749. RCC,Australla repeats nurnbarand continua that shape number undo in 749:Caller says
something, then "can you please searching% Are we now in Austratian waters. RCC Australia advises no not In Australian
waters [AustralianSearch and Rescue Flagon (21111)1. You ere still In Indonesian Waters and you need to some tunhor south,
you have scion way to go. Call ends abruptly.'

MASA RCC-A attompts to call thei vesse itut is unsuccessful

AMSA Log Entry; 'To Ana°. SIEV. 0068 2167 6061749; 0080 2167606 449- No answer," '

AMSA RCCA pass updated Infarmatien On MCI VaSSOI in diStrosS to BASARNAS.

AMSA Log Entry rTo BASAHNAS - ROC Australia has received four !antler telephoneicaas from a vessel in distross that you
are
currently coordinating a search and rescue incident ler Ma vassal's positron given at 2010201,1TC was 08 00.13 South 105
07.23 East They advised Iheir telephone number as 0048211376001749. May advised that there are 205 people onbaard and
not 204 Kept° as provbusly advised. Thoy advised they ara Will taking wafer, Tim call wasvcry brokan end hard to
undurstand but ROC Australia has advlscd that inclunusian BASARNAS is coordinating ills incident and that RCC Australia is
passing the details to Indonesian EASAFINAS. Pleaseadvise It you would like RCC Australtato Issue a maritime broadcast to
shipping on HP DSG and fNMARSAT,C Safetynal In relation to this vessel,'

Log NOte

ALISA RCC-A prodes BASARNAS with an updated position end POE figure (206). AMSA
RCC-A also provide the vassals telephone number.

AMBA Log Entry; To DASAFINA$ - ACC Australia has received lour farther telephone calls frorn n vassal In distress that you
are currently coordinating a search and rescue Incident for the vcsets position given at 20102OUT.0 was.08 09.13 South 105
07.23 East, They advised their ref ephonenumber as 00-8821676061749. They adIttsed that there aro 206 people 'onboard and
not 204 people as previously advised. Thoy advised they are still taking waler.'iho 'call was very broken arid hard to
understand but RCC Australia has a dvlsecf that Indonesian BASARNAS Is coordinating this Incident and that RCC Austrailats
passing the detaislo Indonesian BASAFINAS. Reese advise if you wOukl lika.ACC Australia to Issue a mandato broadcast to
shipping on HF DSC and INMARSATC Safely not In relation to this vestal,'

AMSA Log !Email

Phone Call

Log Nele,

Email

AMSA Log

AMSA Lel; /
Telephone Call

NASA Log

21-JUNE 2012
BPC SIEV Arrival Matrix (1750 AEST 20 JUN):
Christmas Island /Cocos Keeling Islands. 5 MEDIUM throat vonturos
8PC Assigned Surface Vessels to Clinrstmos Island:
WAS Wal:ON6IONG rind HUAS 1APR.AKIA
BPC Assigned AirerattSutvoillsoco:
tVIAF AP-3C ORION:Argil.
CHP:.O.PC Dash '8.• Area
(north and north westam -bias)
0025 AEST
114025Z 20
JUN)

AMSA RCC-A

EASARNAS i
oPC(AmSOC)

Email

AMSA RCC-Apravidos thu proicatad mato el vessel In distrust to BASARNAS and BPC
(AMSOC)

BPC.(ANISOCj, Log Entry:' RCC-AMSOC
• Piedicted route af vessolln distress position'

Email / (SAC
(AMSOC) Lag

'
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Time

Source

TO

Original Information

Summary ot Activity

Type

Reference

AMSA Log Entry: "SenonSection. BASARNAS Indonesia: Deployed - 3pm - message confirmed receipt of messages.'
0047 PEST
(t447Z20
JUN)

'MASA ACC-A

BASARNAS

Log Note

MAGA FICC-A offers to relay a maritime broadcast but are advised by BASARNAS that an
Indonesian Navy vessel departed at 1800 AEST (1500010500Z) and was proceeding to Ole
search area

AMSA Log Entry:1'51.41C Notes, Confirmed receipt at message by indonestan BASARNAS officer Sentono. Further faxed copy
of predicted route of advance for vase& to apc at their request. Offered MeritInto Broadcast to BA.SARNAS Indonesia but
advised that Indonesian Navy vessel ahead departed at 503pm local limo an was proceeding to search area.

AMA Log?
Telephone Call

Telephone Call Summary: TUC call to BAEARNAS confirming they received RCC's message regarding V05501 in distress.
Can/Jun[1,g V TNI have located the boar. BASAANAS has vied contacting the.vossel?

0222 AEST
(16224.

HMAS
WOLLONGON
a

NIA

Log Nom

FILMS WOLLONGONG connpletwf night time eltioad of Pile from SISV 35010 !Escalate Rs
availability for further artivaisIrequests for ass'etance. HMASwoLLONGONG was
.1 patrol the approaches to Christmas
suhequently reposhloned 101
Island whilst completing thecondalon report lor SIEV 356.
HMAS LAIIRAIGA reconstitutes

0800 AF_ST
(2000Z 20

jUN)

Vessel In
Distress

NrA

Event

Vessel overturns (sunrivar irCeiviawo Inchoate this lathe approximate lime the vessel
overturned)
.

GPC (AMSOC) Chronology: 'MIAS WOLLONGONG completed night ilmo offload at Pile Rem 61E11.356 to facillata avahability
of VVOLLONGONG to respond to lurthor arrival or request for assistance. Hulk et 51SV 356 roma:fled fn custody ol HMAS
WOLLONGONG.'
epc (AMSOC) Chronology: 'WOLLONGONG positioned lo
to patrol h o approaches in Christmas
Inland whltot conducting condition report lor SIEV 356. HMAS LARRAKIA reconstituted

Cl JIG Reports: •
1. CI JIG
2. CI 1 •

GPO (AMSOC)
Chronelogy

CLOG. Reporting

3. CI J

11

Page 12 of Attachment B has been redacted in full.
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Key Events Chronology - SAR 201214 106

Time

Source

To

11 ,1 AEST
(01.132)

BPC IAMSOC) NASA RCC-A

1143,AEST
101434

SPC, (AMSOC)

Document

Crtg,riat Information

AMSA Log Entry; 'FM SRC—Can lire following information please So passed to AMSA for their actionrAt approximately 0730
AC-ST a madame vassal in a position approximately 110 nautical milosnorth northwest ol Christmas Island may ha taking on
watur wtth persons onboard fearful for Muir safety.'

Email

Rhona Call

BASARNAS

Summary of Activity

Typo

BPC (AMSOC) taski

(Customs DASH 3) to the location of lho vossol hr distross

Ref erence

NASA Log/13PC
(AMOCO) Log/
Email

Phone Call

Rhone. Call

AMSA Log Entry: 'FIN:
Inlormation to be passed to AMSA.
To BASARNAS- RCC Australia has. locoivod Iho following Inlomialion on a posalbro vassal' In distross 110 nautical mass north
ronhwast of Christmas Island, Quote Al approximately 0730 AEST a maritime treseel in a position approxi-rictety 110 nautical
riles north northr.vost of Christmas Island may be taking on water With persons onboard fearful for their safety. Unquote. FiCC
AUstralia has been monlforingthe incident lhat you are coordinating Involving 208 PCB a vassal that nas been travelling south
towards Christmas island at 2103 knots whist making tedophono calls to RCC Australia saying that they are taking motor. ACC .
[Australia] has proiected the possible position of this vessel sines that last call at 201020 MC in position 0609.13 South 105
07.23 East and this vessel's position shoed be.approximately 100 10110 north nonhwest of Christmas Island a10730 local
Australian Eastern Standard Time which is 202130 LiTC Jun 2012 travelling on Its historic southerty route at 2 M 3 knots. RCC
Australia passes this information as rocolvod to your centre for action but bermes thins relafed fri AusSAR Incident
2012/4106.'

AMSA Log
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Key Events Chronology - SAR 2012/4106
Time

Source

To

Typo

1305 AST
(0305Z)

BPC
(COMBPC1

BPC (AMSOC)

Log Note

BPC (COMBPC) requests that HMAS LARRAKIA and HmAsINOLLONGONG commence
passage
to pre-pasture - shouid their assistanco be required.

1305 Azar
(0305Z)

OPC
(COMBPCy

BPC (ANISOC)

Log Note

ape (COMBPC) requests the Customs CASH 6 alteraft to searoh thu area of Interest

Iwo igsr
(0310Z)

1315 AEST
(03154

BPC (A1ASOC)

HOJTF639

Log Note

AMSA RCC-ft
LO

WA

14/A

WA

Log Nolo

[03214)

1400 - 1500
REST
(8400 - 05002)

AMSA ACC-A BPC (AMSOCI

PSOG

Original Information

. LsQ Entry: •COMSPC - AMSOC:COMI3PC request HAW LARRAKIA and WOLLONGONG to communes passage
to pre-postute shooldthey be required. Dash 8 ahcrall to search Me area of Interest, ACC Liaison
Officer lo attend AMSOO LI passible

Amsoc Log Entry- 'COMBPC - AMSOC; COMBPC request HMAS LARRAKIA and WOLLONGONG to commence passage
to pro-posture should Maybe required. Dash 8 aircraft to search tho area of interest, RCC liaison

Reference

BP01AMSOC) Log

BPC (AMSDC) Log

of float to attend ALISOC if possible
UPC {COMBPC) roloyo instructions for HMAS LARRAKIA and WOLLONGONG to
commonce passogo north of Christmas Island

1321AEST

1333 ABST
(0333Z)

Summary cd Activity

I31°C lAMSOC)
SIM
APP I DISC)

Phono Cali

Verbal
13nofiag

BPC (AMSOC) Lag Entry: "AMOCO - HOJ71,030

- 001401°C instructions relayed to J33

FI0J1F639 advise that HMAS WOLLONGONG currently has custody Of SIEV 356 Polk/wing
disembarkation ot Pits. They plan to Ito Ma Vessel at the buoy and hava Christmas Island
,puthorities monitor if

-J33 advised HMAS WOLLONGONG currontly has custody of S1EV 358 [Wowing the disembarkation at pas. Willanempt to tio
it too buoy and hoes Cl authorities monitor IL'

ANISA RCC11 Eaten °Clear on silo at EPC IAMSOC)

GPO (AMSOC) Lag Entry, ' AMSA ROC liaison Macon on silo at AMSOC

MCustorns DASH 8) departs Christmas Island on planned surveillance and dirocted
to Locale earlier Identified Contact of lnlerosis (C015). then proceed to location ol possible
vessel In distress.

131°C• (AM-50C) Chronology: 'Customs and Border Protection Strveillance aircraft departs Cl to conduct surveillanco within Me
vicinity al vessel's last knaves positron:*

ANSA RCC-A recall (Customs DASH lii) tor SAR or Christmas Island. GPO
(AMSOC) releaso
COBHAM are subseq‘iontly advised.

Phone Message: AMSA ACC-A request Dash B tar OAR at Christmas Island. OPC (AMOCO) release Das/0111 COBHAM
advised.

Pronto Smugging Opamtionat Group Meeting - Multi-agency discussion regarding status of
maritime people smuggling threats nod OAR 2312/41 06

NIA

13130 (AMSOC) Log
•

GPO (AMSOC) Log

ar..c (Amsoc)
Chronology

phone messace

Event

I=
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Key Events Chronology - 8A19 2012/410G

Time

Source

To

Typo

Stamm of Activity

Original Iniormallon

Reference

Sent ThUrsday, 21 June 2012 2:217PM
To: rircuusbainse.gov..au
Subject; 2012/4100 • Actions required iSEGAN.CONFIDENCE1
Guys,
Actions required ASAP with regards above incident Bevel of consign has increased significantly 1113.:
1. Pis contact (=steal and get them to confirm deny the test transmission Initialed one Or received by the selphone number
008821676061749 (associated with the above vessel) together with position.
2. Try and ring the above number and advise situation.
3. Once you've ascertained the above thte and spoken with Ms be prepated to contain Sesames on a matteret urgency fool free le use the fokowing text as a guide! draft:

Roc Australia has a markedly heightened level of concern for the russet approx 1lCnm north at Christmas Island (Insert latent
Mt and long with DIG and a drill line projection) and heading towards Christmas Island,
1420 AEST
(0420Z)

AMSA LO AMSA RCG-A

Basil

NASA LO at I3PC (AMSOC) advises NASA ACC-A that the level of concern has increased
Request Sesames advise as a matter of urgency what aviation arid marNimo eosins have been deployed in response to this
potential SAA Incident and then estimated (me at arrival in the area. The heightened lewd at concern is duo to the fact that
ACC Austratia has had no contact (no calls received from the vessel) in aver six (6) hours, and has been unable to contact said
vessel on satphane 00862(676561749 during that time. The test communication received Indicated that the yOSSel VMS taking
water and no people wore very scared, The lack at communications with this vessel coupled with the indication that the vessel
was taking water has resukod in the heightened Rivet of concern and the reason for this signal.

siunil Candy and requests BASARNAS be contacted.

:ANSA Log/ EMI!

Per your eyes only
BPC. Dash 8 outbound on I type due overhead area in seprox 16-20 minutes.
Pleese do not delay In ectIoning Remit and 2 above.
2 x assets at Christmas With on ETA 01 amok 4-5 hours minimum.
AsIt may be limited (P3)- will advise.
Pis look at merchant assets in. general area it cirwiln abeut.20-25 minutes.
Pis ask this email
RESCUE COORDINATION CENTRE CHIEF (AvIA11ON) RESCUE cOORDINA-noN CENTRE

1032 ASST
(04322)

AMSA HCC-A

Vesset In
Distress

Log Noire NASA RCC-A attempts to unsuccessfully contact tho vessel in distress tor the second limo.

AMSA Lag Entry: "To S1EV monite phone 00 88 216 '/6061749: Not availaWo.'

NASA Log

1436 AEST
(04352)

NASA ncc - A

Iridium
Custemer
Suppon

Log Nola AMSA ACC-A a lifinipIS to COMM ltlduttrrr CUSIOmer sUppOrt but ale LifiMisSeSSlUi

AMSA Log Entry lrt6iUrP CUSIOMer Support +14807528100 iridium Customer support: No answer.'

NASA Log

1453 AES7
:194532)

BPC (APASOC)

MIN

Voice Call

1458 AE.ST
(04982)

1500 AEST
(05002)

BPC (AhISOC)

BPC (AMSOC) directs the Customs DASH Bra !tack direct to lino( weigh points and cover
existing weigh points with radar. 1111M (Customs DASH 6) advises13PC (NASOC) that
been investigating radar contacts and have located tho possible vessel in distress.
nem k is a sAn incident.

BPC (AMSOC) Volt° Recording 2104532JUN 2012

Voice Recording

131°C (AMSOC)

=Customs DASH B) advises BPG (AMSOC) Mat Me contact of interest has upturned
BPC (AMSOC.) Voice Recording 2104552 JUN 2012
Voice Call end Is now a semi submerged hullullh approximately 60-70 people on fop of the
nrovIdes a latIong of 038 10503.

Voice According

AMSA ACC-A
LO

Log Nolo

BPC (AMSOC) verbally Melia AMSA ACC-A Liaison
DASH 8 observations

(tocatod at ASSOC) on Customs

(tPC (AMSOC) Logr ' ACC briefed votbaur

13PC (AMSOC) Log
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Time

Source

To

Type

1500 AEST
035302)

AMSALO

;MASA RCC-A

Log nolo

NASA ACC-A Liaison Olficor at BPC advises that
(Custard DASH 8) has boated
an ova/vine(' vessel with potpie clinging lo the hull at QUM South 10503 East. HMAS
WOLLONGONG and HMAS LARRAK1A ani E ravul5ng horn Christmas Island. on roula to tha
position.

AMSA Log Entry. "Front NASA Lielaon [linear on 13PC: Vassal located overturned -. people clinging to hull 0830 South 10503
East. Dash 8 aircraft holding overhead. ERD managers notified. 2 >i BPC vassals from Christmas.island onrouto &hods
position'

1500 AEST
105007)

CPO (AMS00)

Hi1.11F039

Log Note

OPO tAMSOC) advises 110.51-F639 of Customs DASH 8 obscrvagons.

SPO (AMSOCI Log: ' At..4800 -JTV539:
-.Dash 8 observation (1459 AEST). passed to JTF639"

1500 AEST
( 05002)

Director. ETC
•
(AMSOC)

( COMEIPC)

Log Note

Diroctor, BPC (AMSOC) verbally Weis BPC (COMBPOI. on Customs DASH 8 observaliOns.

11304 AEST
0504Z)

HMAS
LARRAK1A

1505 AEST
)0605Z)

SAC

WA

HMAS
•HOJW639 /
WOU_ONGON
13PC (AMSOC)
. G

Summary of Activity

Original information

Reference

AMSA Log

I3PC (AMSOC),Log

B.P0 (AMSOC) Log: '' Ceps - COMBPO
• COMBP0 brief on Dash 8 observation (as el 1459 Ablo t

Log Note

r

13PC (AMSOC) Log

HMAS LARRAKIA procoeds at host snood to i ha position of tha SAR incident..

HMAS LARRAKIA SHIP LOG: 'Max speed to peon indicated on chart far COI'

HMAS LASFAKIA
Log

HMAS WOLLONGONG Operation Report is.mleased Endowing that tha Customs Dash 8
haillocaled the vessel :and it was capsized.

UPC (AMSOC) Log Entry: HMAS WOLLONGONG --- HOJTF039/13PC
- HMAS WOLLONGONG Operations Report:advising Dash 8 inkirmed thorn Mat vessel lies capsized
- HMAS WOLLONGONG proceeding at best speod
-lies advised HMAS LARRAKVE. ludo the some
- Pass 08383 10503E

Document / BPC
(AMSOC) Log.

Document
HMAS WOLLONGONG tsproceeding at bust speed

DPC (AMSOC) Log Entry: 'Dash tk- AMSOC:
- Dash 8 Sighting Repori
- Many people holdIng onto debris In water sur rounding upturned vassal'

1512 AEST
(05122)

IMO

N/A

Document

=Customs Dash 8) Sighting Ropes

1512 AEST
1051223

HOJTF839.

BPC (AMSOC)

Log Note

RESCUE 253 (RAAF AP-3C ORION) estimated to he on scene in 2.5 hours. HalTP639 is
currently assossing how many Ito rafts FlOSTF639 assets may bauble to deploy.

1514 AES.T
105144

JOG

MASA RCC-A

Log Note

JOG advises that HMAS WOLLON.GONG and HMAS LARRAKtA would be unable to pickup
all persons onboard the target vessel. Requosts confirmation that AMSA ,9Cc..-A was sanding
a broadcast lor merchant vossol response. Requests AMSA RCC-A provide tasking if
Austraa ends up coordnating incident.

AMSA Log Entry. 'HOJOC Joint Command Centro (JOG) Watch keeper advisoe that ilia two Australian Customs Patrol Boats
(ACPB) would be unable ta pickup all poisons onboard the target Vassal. Requested confirmation that FICC Australia was
sending broadcast for merchant vessel response. Rawest FICO Ausual provide tasking II Australia ends up coon/1118.On° the
incident.'

1515 AEST
(0515Z)

HOJ1F839

13PC (AMSOC)

Log Note

HOJTF830 estimates HMAs LARAAKIAand WOLLONGONG wrJ be in tho vicinity of tiro
SAR incident at approximately 1933 AEST:i1CLITF639 advisosthat two RAAF altered are
eslimated to arrive In the vicinity or Incident In pppioxIrrotaly 2 hours (1715 AEST)

SPC (AMSOC) Log Entry: "JTF633 - AMSOC:
• HMAS LARRAKIA and WOLLONGONG will bath the vicinity approximately 1930 AEST,
- Two RAAF maritime choral to estimated to arrive in the vlainity ol incident in approximately 2 hours.(1715 AEST)"

apC (AMSOC) Log

1519 AEST
(05194

.HOITE539

EIPC (AMSOC)

Log Note

HOJTF839 advises BPC (AMSDC) that both FIAAF rnatilima aircralts are estimalad to arrive
In the vicinity ot incident Mapproximatoly 11330 REST.

I3PC (AMSOC) Log Entry: ''.11P639 -.AMSOO:
- SAAF maritime aircraft estimated-to be In the vienity of incident now appronernatad to he 1630 AEST'

BPC (AMS00) Lag

1520-23 AEST
(0520-232)

JOC

AMSA ACC-A

Log Note

AMSA nCC-A makes a verbal request to JOG for the Iwo surface and one air assets
currently assigned.

AMSA Log Entry; "HOJOC JCC Watch keeper requosted that ACC liaise with Indonesian g overnment re: military assets
oparadng in support ol dm SAR. ACC Australia mad° verbal roquast for two surface and one &asset currently assigned.
Hor000py -Request ror Detente Assistance" to lionow.."

1522 AEST
(05222)

JOG

Unknown

Log Nola

An AP•3C. ORION aircraft on mut° to Townsvillo is taskod to divert to Darwin to assist with
the sAR.

JOC Lag Entry: 'AP-3C en route to Townsville as part of OPiSOLANIA, divarlacf to Darwin to assist in SAIL

•3PCi°CEntrr'jTF639SGC:
RAtT ma0IIL aircraft
la lleonseene 1n25 hews
- Currently assessing how many life rags 639 assets may be.able to -deploy'.

Document

UPC (AMSOC) Log

AMSA Leg

NASA Log

JOC Log

to
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I
Time

Source

1522 AEST
10522Zi

To

135C (AMSOC)

Summary ot Activity

Type

Vag:a Cali

Customs DASH 8) advises 'hare are bodies hanging onto debris approximately 5
miles la radius and merchant vessels CAPE OCEANIA and WSA DRAGON are nearby.
CAPE OCEANIA has olforad to assist. BPC (AMSOC).updalas ,(Customs DASH 8)
with ETA of RESCUE 253 (PAAF AP-3G OR1ONTand confIrms11111 is to confinua to
Searai for sal-0MS.

Original Information

BPC IAMSOCI Voice Rao re c2105222 JUN 2012
•
a la SEC (AMSOC) Log Entry:13PC Dash 8 - AMSOC:
- Morahan' vassal Cape Oceania has responded to Dash 8 aircraft and awaiting authorisation from NASA to assist'

AMSA Log Entry: 'AUSSAR 2012/4100- VESSEL WITH 206 PERSONS ONBOARD
ROC AUSTRALIA HAS RECEIVED A REPORT FROM A SURVEILLANCE lid FICRAFT THAT THIS VESSEL HAS
OVERTURNED IN POSITION OD 36s105 03E AT 2105001JTC.AS THIS POSITION IS STILL WITHIN THE INDONESIA'S
SEARCH AND RESCUE REGION, REQUEST BASARNASJAKARTA ADVISE IF THEY HAVE ANY ASSETS ENRoUTE FOR
THIS PREVIOUSLY ADVISED INCIDENT YOU ARE COORDINATING.. REQUEST FIATIETCOPY CONFIRMATION FROM
BASAFNAS JAKARTA OF RECEIPT OF ThUS URGENT MESSAGE PLEASE RESPOND IN ENGLISH. RCC AUSTFIAUA
HAS ISSUED A MAYDAY RELAY BROADCAST TO SHIPPING, PLEASE ADVISE ANY OTHER ASSISTANCE YOU REQUIRE
FROM RGC AUSTRALIA.'

1,523 AF_ST
(05232)

AMOR RCC-A

BASARNAS

Massage

AMSA PGG•A requestsUASAFINAS to world° Information on any assots on room to the
SAR incident and advises that MASA RCC-A has issuad a mayday relay broadcast to
Shipping.

1525 AEST
(05252)

RESCUE 451

AMSA RCC-A

Leg Hole

RESCUE 461 (AMA Dormer) passes light and Iransll nrnes la AMSA FCC-A. Attempting to
MASA Log Entry: 'From 11461: flight and transit limos passed to RCC Auctralle.Will toy to take three rafts instead of two.'
OrganiSa three rails Instead ot Iwo.

1526 AEST
106262)

AMSA TiCC-A

BASARNAS /
BPC (Amsoc)

Ernall

AMSA RCC-A

LES / DPC
fAMSOC) /
JOG/
BASARNAS

..
message

1 529 REST

(052R)

AMSA RCC-A advise BASAPNAs 'hat are releasing broadeastsio shipping for assistanco.

.

Reference

SEC (AMSOC) Log Entry:' RCC - AMSOC
- Copy of massage sent to I3ASARNAS
• AUSSAR 201214106 vessel with 266 people onboard"

Voice Recording

AMSA Log i

AMSA Log

Email /BPC
(MASCO) Log

AMSA Log Entry: 'MAYDAY RELAY FM RGC AUSTRALTA 210529Z JUN 2012'

A M SA FCC-A request Local Earth Station (LOS) setup a distress relay for I Freer inteivers to OPC (AMSOG) Log Entry: 'FCC - AMSOC: Distress Relay Rawest"
bp transtnalod to vascals located In Ilia Pacific and Indian Ocoans

AMSA Log)
Massage

Document ID 13005730- DISTRESS 2012/4148
Document ID 16888032 - DISTRESS RELAY AUSSAIR 201214105

1530 AEST
(0530Z)

JOG

Unleteim

Log Note

1530 AEST
(11530Z)

PSIAT

Firs:
Secretary
-'
Jakarta,
AC BPS

1634 AEST
(0534)

LEO

1534 AEST
(05342)

MN

HMAS LARAIKA and WOLLONGONG aro dual tome assigned to the SAFI incident.

JOC Log Entry; 'HMAS LARRIKA and WOLLONGONG dad lance assigned lor EAR'

Phano Call

PSIAT advloos First Soormary, Jakarta, ACBPS ol upturoad vossot observations.

First Secretary: Jaluele. ACBPS Log Entry: 'Learnt of capsizing from PEAT officer (rni whoa calling about a Separate
Item, Obtained available dalairs."

Indian Ocean

Broadcast

The first distress relay is broadcast

AMSA Log Entry: NOR: Distrass Ca] to Area: 10(8(00) Sotah 105)00) East 180 • DISTRESS 2012/4106"

BPG (AMSOC)

Log Noto

Customs DASH ES) advises their Prudant Una ol Endurance (PLO) is

Bpo (mvsoc) Log Entry: 'Dash U alreratt advises they will be pi.511

JOG Log

First Socrelary,
Jakarta, ACBPS Log

AMSA Log

BPC (AMSOC) Log

1537 AEST
(45314

First Secretary,
Jakarta.
AMSA RCC•A
ACBPS

Phono Call

/VASA RCC•A advisor; First Secretary, Jakarta, SCOPE of tho vassal capzIng

FirsI Secretary. Jakarta, ACEIPS Log Entry; "Callad AMSA FCC. Put on to Mike. Undereteed cony accosamont is "bat event
rotates to the Vessel darning distress the.days previoui with 200* ent arked. Assessment based on position and previous
track/spood, Understood re-ponsa was 53 overhead In -Ihr. 53 had 4 Ide rafts. Endurame over target est 4-Stirs. Location Is
First Secretary,
approx. 11' 0-120nm from swilava. I wa5 encouraged to pass all infornsatkin to all relevant stakeholders. I advised yet to sae any Jakarta. ACBPS Log
currant SITR EPS and requested coordinates in writing (email) so I may pass ancl ensure nil transcription iSsuas fuse copy
pasta on 13Barry). Was advised details would be sant is my email,'

1537 AEST
(05374

135C (AMS00,1 AMSA RCC-A

Document

Imagas of survivors sent to AMSA RCC•A tram OPC (AMSOC)

AMSA Ligg,Entry:"Missi.o

- SuivFrors inviater.'

AMSA Log / Erna
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Time

Source

To

Type

1540 AEST
(0540Z)

MV WSA
DRAGON

AMSA RCC-A

Log Nets

Summary 01 Activity

Merchant Vessel WSA DRAGON responds to broadcast..

Ongsnet Information

AMSA Log Enhy: "Erma Master WSA Dragon4cati sign] D5AX9 {sat phone] 773 232 941 0816 South 10524 East.20 miles 14
lrests 146melro container ship. Responding and proceeding to position at hest speed

VASA Log Entry: To nASARNAS - FICCAustrata is currently involved in SAR operations for vessel with 206P0I3 in distress in
position 0338 South 10503 East, nenh nonhviest of Christmasilsiand. Wah roferonca to the memorandum of understanding
(MOW batman Australia end fridonoslai rogarding crow) border SAll missions, paragraph 4.6

Reference

AMSA Log

•

requires that Indonesia give approval tor Australian SAR assets to operate within the Indonesian airBefence identification zoos

1542 AEST
(0542Z)

.AMSARCDA

BASARNAS

Clecumeni

AMSA RCDA requests approval Mr Austrat a SAR assets to operate within the Indonesian
Defence Idontilicatiqn Zoos (ADIZ).

(AitrtZ) refer to paragraph 4.6 below:
4.6 Search Units will not enter an ADIZ until approval is notified by the appropriate BCC." Noting that the Indonesian ADIZ
begins .upproxiraatoly 25 nautical miles north pl Christmas island, FCC Australia requests permission for SAR aircraft to
operate within the Indonesian ADIZ. Those asseds will be a cornbinaeon ol Australian civilian and datenca aircrall, dotailsiol
Which will be fotwardad when available, which mayincludo aircraft from the Royal Australian Air Porno P3 Orion. Soarch
oporations are planned to commence as soon as passible.'

AMSA Log i &nail

OPC (ANISOGI ativisooll=1.(Custams DASH 43) that two patrol bouts ate travelling to My
scans as well as aircraft RESCUE 253 (RAAF AP-3C ORION).
1545 AEST

105452)

I3PC IAMSOCI

'MI

Voles Cali

EIPC,(AMSOC) =ohms an endurance update fromillilliand squeals an updalo on

whothorIMI havu spoken to RESCUE 053 about de•confliction.

•

BPC (ANISOC) Voloo Recording 210545Z JUN 2012

Voice Recording

OPC1AMSOC1 else advise thala distress raaseugathas been sent out 10 011 shipsiwithin the
area 01 the vessel In distress_

16413 AEST
(0545Z)

AMSA RCG-A BPC (AMSOC)

Log Not e

AMSA RCDA request reloase ofIlM(Custorrs DASH el aircraft in support o r sAn
•
subsequenuy wieasee.L

BPC (AMSOC) Lag Entry 'ACC- AMSOC:
• Request rotoaso of BP0 Dash 8 In support ol SAR 201214100
- Dash 0 teleased to RC° lor above purposes'

OPC (AMSOC) Lag

Sent: Thursday. 21 June 2012 15:51
To: 16PC SIEV SITREP NOTIFICATJONJ
Subject:.

Vassal in distress, 110nm north-west of Christmas Island: SITREPI, as at 1530 AEST, 'Thursday 21 June 2012

[SEC=IN-CONFIDENCE]

1551 AEST
(05517)

ono stEv
SITREP
BPC (*SOO) NOTiFICATIO

Vessel In distress, 110nm northwest of Christmas Island:•SITEEP 1, as at 1530 AEST. The sday 21 June 2012
Massage

sec (AmSOC} releases SriREP 1: Vessel in distress. 170nm NM ol ChiStrnaS ISlatid

N MAL

'GROUP

1, At approximately 145$ AESTIoday, a Customs and 13order Protection Dash 0 surveillance aircraft detected a vessel in

distress approximatoly 110om norlh-oast of Christmas Island.

BPC (-IC) Log I
Email

2. There warp approximately 40 peafAa visible..
3. RCO Australia is coordinating a response.
4..No further Information is avallabie Sr this time.
5. This SITREP contains information attest ongoing OPC:operalians and is provided to you Undor Samion 16 at iho Customs
Admiristration Act 1085 tot tho purpose of your agency's funetions:Tho information must not be further circulated within your
agoncy oxcept on a nood.to.imowl. and must not ha cinsaminntod ton third party without tho prior parmiosion or BPC.
Manager

1551 AEST
(0551Z)

.12PC IAMIFC) BPC (AMSOC)

Log Note

BPC (AMIFC) advises EIPC (AMSOC) of trio revised arrival urno of RAAF 11VMM° (dram!' ETA 1550 AEST

Operational Bordar Protection Command I Australian Customs and Border Protection Service

Log Entry: 'AMIFC - AWSOC,
Revised arrival iima ol PA/SF madame &malt to the v icinhj of Ihe ioddest Is .1650 AESr

BPC (AMSOC)

ISPC (AMSOC) Log
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Pm°

1613 AEST
I06132)

1613AEST
(0613Z)

Sourco

AMSA ACC-A

Jakarta,

MV CAPE

OCEANIA

AF-Si

JOC

Document

AMSA RCC-A

Phonn Call

NASA RCC-A

Log Note

ACBPS

(0162)

1616.1625

Typo

First Secretary ,

1616 AEST

(0616-16252)

To

I
1

First Seorotary.
AMSA ACC-A
Jakarta.
ACBPS

Phono Call

1019 AEST
(06194

AMSA ACC:A

BPC (MASCO)

Socrotary,
Jakarta,
ACBPS

IIM

AMSA ACC-A releases a formal request for military assistance for two surface and one air
asset.

MASA RCC-A roquosm First Socrulary, Jakarta, ACBPS Is travol to BASARNAS to assts.(

AMSA thy Entry: 'floqtrost or Military Assistance - FiCC Australia has boon advisod by a Customs aircraft that a foreign
fishing vessel with possibly 2013 persons onboardbas capsized hi position (t838 Sooth 10503 East at 210500 UTC, Position Is
approximately 115 nautical miles north northwest at Christmas Island within indonesian SOP: Requas1 any surface or aircraft
assets that may be able to assist. RCC Australia Is al presont assisting BASARNAS Jakarta who hold coordination of this
Incisiont, An Australian Customs Daub 0 aircraft ?sot prosoptovornad tho incidant and p morohant Vosool VeSA Dragon is don
position 210740 UTC."
First Secretary, Jakarta, ACEIPS Log Entry: 'Called AMSA ACC (Craig). Provided details of second SAO molter. AdvlSoci I did
not have intonation yot to coordinalos lot current SAP, Was advisod email has Won sant by AMSA. shouid be roceived soon,

with oporational coordination,

AMSA RCC rcouastod ltravel to BASARNAS to assist with operational coordination, I agrood, oubloot to BASARNIAS accopting
this.•

Merchant vessel Cape Ocuan]e rusponds ta Incident. Estimated time of arrival 1945 AEST
(09452)

AMSA Log EnlryiTo Cope CcoantaNAPYS:winds•soulhcast at'30 knols.2711 moan Tiolk manor, 43 naidiaal miles from
Inckloot position al 0904 South 10536 East • steaming 12 knotst•ETA 0945 UTC,'

Firattacrotary, Jakarta, ACBPS contacts DASARNAS and advisos thoyof situation
(Including ccordinatos) and model atrargemonts roe a mooting.

First Secretary, Jakana, ACEIPS Log Entry: 'Contacted DASARNAS, advised at the situationinct coarritnatos and mode

arrangemonis for mooting.13ASAFINAS -vrotcorred tan meeting and advisod they would conduct °Rotational planning."
•

First 'Socratary, Jakarta, ACEIPS Log Entry: "- Rocoivad mail from AMSA RCC
Rob, Coordinotoo of ov.onurnoct vassal ore pa 385 105 03E, This Information boo boon tonsorl to Saunas. There are peoplo
ACC-A advises First Secretary, Jakarta, ACBPS of .caordinaies of SAP incident and re•quests
cringing to tho ovartornod vossof and peopia in tho wales clinging to dobris. Requos1 you bubo with Daaomas and ascortoln
ho balsas whit BASARNAS to ascertain actions lakehlheIng taking.
wharolfirmative action Hwy heve•lakenfino taking. Wu have tasked 2 aircraft. 2 patrol boats and a morchant vessol at this
.
stage. Thanks for your assistance.

First

1617 AEST
(06172)

Original Information

Summary of Activity

Voice Call

Custorns DASH 8) advises:
• Merchant vessel CAPE OCEANIA Is not responding
- Merchant vessel WSA MACON Is travelling towards the CAR incident with nETA of
appniximatoly 2 hours
- 40'poonle are visible on vie upturned hull and many others are in rho water
- Thoyhavo sons photos 10l3PC (Amsoc)

BPC (AMSOC) Voice Recording 210610Z JUN 2012

Finforenco

A141SA Log I
Document

First Secretary.
Jakarta, ACBPS Log

AN1S.A Lag

Rot Sodrelory,
Jakarta, ACBPS Log

First Socrotary,
Jakarta. ACDPS Log
(Email
'

V.oicoRocordIng

opC (AuSOC)adelseralIMI lo contact AMS(% FIC.C.-A.TasksMill to stay an lapel
the•yeasel.

JOG Lug Entry: 'SEAuOta 57 on-station in saarcowes'
i63p AEST
(063021

1635 AEST
(06352)

RESCUE 253

MV JP0
VIJLPECULA.

NIA

Log Not o

RESCUE 253 (MAE AP-3Q ORION) on-sistiori In•soarch amp.

AMSA BCGA

Log Note

Merchant vessel JP0 VULPECULA responds to Incident. The vessel Indlooios that May are
57 nautical miles away from Incident and proceeding to the eras They salsa they banana
bast rescue boaL

BPC (AMSCIO Log Entry: 'DEFENCE -1-10JTF639:
-Advising FLAAF AP-3C was on task 1630"

AMSA Log Entry' 'Master JP0 VULPECULAMBPW5 advises.57 nautical miles away proceeding to area, VS_ 265m LOA
Container vassal- no Fasr Roscuct Boat -•

JOC Log / BPC
(AMSOC) Lon

AMSA Log.
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limo

Source

1642 AEU
. (0042Z)

AefoRescue

1047 A
.EST
(0647ZI

`MEN

To

Typo

AMSA RCC-A

Log Note

AMSA !ICC-A BPC (AMSOC)

Log Note

AMSA FICC-A Is advised that 4 largo and 4 small lira roils ore oval-Uwe at Essondon Airport,

1654 AEST

(06542)

1664 AEST
. (06542)

165e AEST
(08582)

1703 AEST

(0703Z)

MASA RCC-A OPO(AMSOC)
•

MEI

ON

CPC

pheno Call. AMSA RCC-A advisee SPC (AMSOG) that WSA DRAGON will be first merchant vessel on
scene at approximately 1730 AEST. (07304

omsog voice Call

NMAS
WOLLONGON

AUSTRALIA

G /HMAS
LARRAKIA /

Document

UPC tAMSOC)

!MI

Voice Cali

RESCUE 253.

N/A

AMSA Log Entry: *4 large life rails (543 kg) and 4 small tile ralls {23.5 kg) evallstble from YMEN AeraRescue

OPC (AMSOC) are advised OM the following vessels neve confirmed they are responding to BPC {Amsodi Log Entry: RCC-AMSOC:
' - The following merchant vessels have confirmed they ere responding to.the incident
the 'Incident
- Merchant Vessel INSA DRAGON
- Merchant vessel WSA DRAGON
- MerChant Vessel JP0 VULPECULA • estimated Vine ei arrival 1930 /NEST
- Metchant vessel JP0 VULPECULA - ETA 1933 AEST
• Merchant vassal CAPE OCEANIA - ETA 1047 AEST .

1650 AEST
10650Z)

Original information

Summary of Activ.iy

Customs DASH 9) unsoccesslully anomie to conlact BPC (AMSOC)

Chief of Navy force assigns HMAS WOLLONGONG and HMAS LARRAKIA to ClOPS for

SAR Incising

BPC (AMSOC) advicooll (Customs DASH 0) that Merchant Vassal WSA DRAGON
will to on scone at 173007302),1111= advises they are in commumcations with
WSA DRAGON, and the ether two merchant vessels.

RESCUE 253 (RAAP AP-30 °MON) deploys the first Alr Sea Rosalie kit 1ASRK) (contains
Iwo fife rails)

Ref create

AMSA Lag

BPCIAMSOC) Log

- Merchant Vessel CAPE OCEANIA estimated time of arrival 1947 AEST•

I3PC (AMSOC) Log Entry: 'RCC - AMSOC:
- WSA DRAGON wilier, First merchant vessel on scene at appioxlmately210730ZJUN"

BPC (AMSOC) Log I
Phone Massage.

BPC (AMSOC) Voice Recording 210654g JUN 2012

Voice Recording

ASSIGNMENT:
BPC (AMSOC) Log Envy: - CM - FORCE ASSIGN
- Chici of Navy force assIgnment HMAS WOLLONGONG and KM/IS LARRAKIA to cdors for SAR tasking'

Docuent
m / OPC
(AhISOC) Log

BPC (AMSOC) Voice Recording 2106502 JUN 2012

Voice Recording

ADF Op RESOLUTE PURPLE 5557 - 21 JUN 12 CH1 Message: 'At 2107031 one air sea rescue kit (ASAK) was deployed In
pesiden 08395 10504E?

ADF Message
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Time

Samoa

To

Type

AMSAROC-A

Log Noie

Original Inionnatton

Summary of Activity

Reference

NASA Log Entry; 'CUS2211 advised on station this lime. No !Alter sightings. ETA YPXM 0830Z, 82nin turnaround.
1730 AEST
(07307)

1730 AEST
(07304 :

MV WSA
DRAGON

N/A

Phone Cat

•i 733AEST'
(onsz)

RESCUE
253
.
.

hJ/A

Massage

1736 AEST.
(07362) .

EMI

BPC (AMSOC)

1740 AEST
(07402)

B PO(AMSOC)

1111111

ANISA HCC-A

1740 PEST
(07402)

1841 AEBT
(00412)

B.Pc (Al/SOD)

Phone Mossage

,-.21.JUN 12 CH1 MessagetSocond ASFIKwouldelso be drapped In stator locatIcn.Tho
PDF Op RESOLUTEII
second ASRK was dropped at 12107332 In, location oaaasos1050340E,.•

lill Customs DASH 8) advlsos BPC (AMSOC) that They arts hoadin back to retool and
•
ma then return to task. ETA at Chdslinas Island is 08152/181 5Aest.
°

BPG (PLISOC) Voice Recording 210736ZJUN 2012

Voice Recording

Voice Call

(Customs DASH a) that they wilt be sending a brie! ham
BPC (Al/SOD) advises
MASA RCC-A far tho noxt task

BPC (AMSOC) Voice Recording 2107402 JUN 201?

Voice Recording.

Phone Call

First Secretary, Jakarta ACEIPS confirms currant location and the status al the SAR incident
'
with AMSA RCc_A

First Secretary, Jakarta, ACBPS Log Entry: 'Caged /VASA ACC. Confirmed location of Incident and understood approx 110nm
First Secretary,
from Cl and approx 110 fromJava. Fleggod that MASA RCC should consider where rocoveccd persons Wink! be transferred to
and Indonesian machardos would nood io kick in should MVs (or other) bring alivoldecoased tolndonosta, Undorstood that MV Jakarta. ACDPS Log
1 was duo on location In 15min arid &Ws 2 end 3 duo ayar noel 1-2hrs."

,...,,,,

Vol." "'"""

Ell

im

apc (Amsoc) Log Entry: "RCC - AMSCC:
- WSA DRAGON will be Met merchant vessel on scene at approximately 2107302. JUN"

AmSALOg

rano

ACBPS

1810 PEST
(0510Z)

Estimated tine at ardval 01 Merchant Vessel WSA DRAGON

ETD YPXM 03302, back on station 1031) UTC tor approx Mr, Must be hack on the ground al YPXM.by 12002. Wilt take
departure now (07302)10 expedito relueling YPXM and therefore ahoy/bast handaverwth SELN57 below they depart Also
basil opportunity for daylight voctoring of merchant cossets onto they arrive on scone.

RESCUE 253 (MAP AP-3C ORION) deploys the second ASRK(contalns a. hut hoi twe kte

nisi SeCrelary.

Jakarta,

Customs DASH 8) departs ror rolueOing at ChristmaS Island,

Voice Cali .

(Customs Dash 6) lands at Christmas Island for whistling

BPC CAMSOC) Log Entry:Task-a landed at Christmas Island to refuel'

(Customs Dusts I) requests ark Update on any changes:a:1.Mo tasking ,briof hum
MASA, CC-A, 13PC (AMSOC) advises they will speak to the AMSA RCC-A Liaison Chloor to EPC (AMSOC) Voice Recording 210B412 JUN 2012
find out

AOF Mosssgo

Evo.M1SiM

Voice Recording
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Key Events Chronology- SAR 2012/4106

Time

Source

1914 AEST
(0314Z)

To

WA

Typo

SIM

Summary of Activity

Customs Dash 3) bacons Christmas Island following refuelling

Original Information

3PC (AMSOC) Log Entry: 'Dash 13 dopanod Christmas Isktrid alter realising'
JOC Log EntreHMAS WOLLONGONG and LARRAKIA on scene with WOLLONGONG appoiMod OSC'

1920 AEST
(99202)

HMS
WOLLONGON

N/A

Log Nolo

1-IMA6 WOLLONOONf3 arthos on soono.

BPC (AbISOC) Log Emry:'1-1MAS LATMAKIA and WOLLONGONG in area oh Incident'
HMAS WOLLONGONG Chi. Lc! '1020 G1- Shi. Positioning for OAR -recoverini persons in water"

1922 REST
(00V2)

VH-FMG

Unknown

Log Nola

Additional life rafts are loaded onto VH-PMG

Aircraft) tor dolivory to Christmas !stand AMSA Log Entry. 'Life rails from AeroRescuo Perth loaded and delivered to 161-1-FMG for transport lo Christmas island.'

Reference

Event /SIM
IOC Log /3PC
(MAGOG) Log I
NMAS
WOLLONGONG
Lon

AMSA Log'
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,
Time

Source

To

Summary or Activity

4 YP0
-

:I 929 AEST
1092921

1-110 AS
.
LAFIRAKLA

N/A

1937 AEST
(0937Z)

Fit Lt. Fulton,
P3

AMSA ACC-A

1944 AEST
(0944Z)

IMI

1945 REST
te9452)

109 14010

Log

Origtnal kdormalion

Ref erence

- --

wq..,
""

-- AMA'S LARRAKIA
Log

HMAS LARFIAKIA obtains Inkedvisual on uplurnod hull.

HMAS LARRAKIA SHIP LOG: 'Visual gained or uptu rn ed hull„ poS'n 00 36.715 104.59.95E"

Fit LI. Futon, P3 advises Thal morchankvossat VPSA DRADON has rocovorod 6 poodle and
confirmed 215 people were originally onboard.

AMSA Log Entry: , P3 der DM Ill= Bea boat damaged -eight POE recovered survivors olirrn215 on board NW'

AMSA Log

NIA

Log Note

MCustorris DASH El) ETA on scone

AMSA Log Enevillinnadvisod departed YPXM 0922 UTC with ETA on ,scane0cataZ'

AMBA Log

Mg CAPE
OCEAFBA

FM

Log Nolo

Merchant vocsol CAPE OCEANIA ETA on scone

NASA Log ,Entry: *To Cape Oceania/VRPY9: winds southeast at 30 knots. 270 metro Belk carrier, 43 nautical miles From
incident position at 0934 South 10538 East - steaming - 12knats; ETA 0945 UTC.'

AMSA Log .

1956 AC-ST
10955Z)

BASARNAS

MASA RCC-A

Fax

NASA RCC-A 'weaves a lax from lndonesian BASARPLAS requesting transle,r al
coordination to AMSA FICC-A.

AMSA Log Entric Fax received from indoncalart BASARNAS rocarostIng transit,/ of coordination to RCC Ausinalla, -

AMSA Log

2041- AEST
11041Z)

RESCUE 251

N/A

Log Note

RESCUE 251 (FIAAF AP-10 ORION) dopairs Darwin

JOC Log Entry: 'RESCUE 251 (RAAF AP-SC ORION) departs Darwin'

AMSA ACC-A

Log Note

IM (Customs DASH B)on task

AMSA Log Entry •CUS2211111111111111 reports now on task and maintaining A01 5.1M1 in use. SELN57 now oil task111.111
able to oxtand on arra on try Sermin to 211145Z. In communications wan Pro fiver x surface vessels. Reported that our -rasa oral!
are picting,up many survivors. however thereat° several deceased already onboard vessels. SELN57 may
have numbers.'

N/A

.Log Noio

RESCUE 253 (RAAF AP-SC ORION) . off-matron, rocovored to Loormiantin.

JDC Log Entry;."SEALION 67 off-station, rccOvorod to LEARNION71-1!

2100. AEST
i11013Z)

2107 AEST .
111072)

RESCUE 263

JOC Log

AMSA Log

JOC Log

Sent: Thursday, 21 June 2012 21:11
To: TBPC SIEV SITREP NOTIFICATION]; CCC (Aral;
Su-black
Vassal in distress-, 1 iOnrn north-west olChristmas.island: SITREP 21SECaUNCLASSIFIED1

Vessel In distross,.110nm north-mist of Christmas Island:51711CP 2, as at 2100 AEST ; Thursday 21 Juno 2012 1. At
approximately 1e50 AEST today, a RAAF ',Minim° Patrol Aircraft under iho coordination of MC roochod sho vassal in distress
approximately 110om north-east ol Chrisimaa Istand. The aircraft aubsuquently dropped two kits containing lour Illo rolls.

2111 AEST
(1111z)

13PC SIEV
NOTIFICATIQ'
AMSOC
((GPO)
.
NI MAIL
GROUP

2. The RAAF Madtirno Patrol Mora% along with a Customs and Bordor Protoclion Dash 9 survoillanco aircraft, ore providing
aerial surveillance in assislanco to tho recotrory operation.
Itlessage

.AMSA Log / Email

SPO (AMSOC) Weasel SITREP 2: Vessel In distress, 110. nm NW of Christmas Island
3. Throe merchant ships. responding to requests for assistance horn AMSA. aro 'currently aiding in the recovery (Appal* from
the vessel.
4. HMS Wollongong and FIMAS Larralda aro also in rho Vicinity of the -vessel and are - currently conducting recovery
operations.
S. No further information is available at this tkno.,
6. This SfTREP contains information about ongoing 13P0 operations and is provided to you under Sockn 16 of the Customs
Administration Act 1985 for the purpose of your agora -Vs functions. The laiormarien must not be further circulated within your
agency except on a need-to-I:nov.0M end must not ha dtsseminated to a BUM party WIlhOrt the prior remission of UPC,
1 Diroolor Governanco and Command Sum:ton/Border Protoefon Command 1 Australian Customs arid Border Protection

2115 AEST
(1115Z)

RESCUE 253 '

N/A

Log Note

RESCUE 2531RAAF AP-30 ORION) released trom scene

AMSA Log Entry:TM A FisherADF- Sealion,57 released from scene. Reso 251, AID DR 211041. Ron 252 avail ex 13h
212300 If required"

AMSA Log
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Time

Source

To

Typo

2122 AEST
(11322)

MN

AMSA RCC-A

Log Note

2140 AEST
(1140Z)

AMSA RCC-A

Summery ot Activity

MCuslems Dash 8) adv.ises handovor with RESCUE 253 (RAAFAP.3C ORION)
c pieta and throe merchant vessels are on mute to the scene.

Drignur information

AMSA Log Entry: 'CU822111111MI advised handover with SELN57 complete. Three merchant vessels enroute tot he scoria.
Reported overturned hull position and 6 x survivor sightings (ellwilhin a I nautical miles radius of a position 105T
roviding overwaIch and
at 2.2 nautical miles from Matsu% 8E1N57 operating not above powked_
carnms reley.11.11 happy to oporme, down to A015, and possibly A131
available on.teek until 07502?

,l_idvises AMSA RCC-A that there Is a total of 1 IS survivors and 3 deceased,

AMSA Log Envy: 'FM Adrian CW 22011 wskwim update on parsons recovered, HAAS WOL -55 Sury & I Deceased HMAS
Lore - 10 &Iry & 2 Deceased Cape Oceania - 4 Saw & NI Deceased WSA Dragon -8 Surv & Nil Deceased JP0
Vuipacsila - 27 Surv & NEI Deceased arid 2 with inlurias with survivors becoming balaytth crew wanting to
be taken lo Aunt. Sign on 223400 ex YPX1tr

IIIM.Costorns Odsh 8) Is al task.

JOC NOte: '110J0C believe the number of survivors for NM/IS Wollongong should Mad 54 (end that one of We merchant

Log Noio

Raterence

AMSA Log

AMSA Log/JOG
Note'

vessels radon additional passenger). There has been earlier dialogue reganfing this between Defence ard MAC 'without
previous resolution. I understand Mat there was soma overlap between offloading Umlaut of the merchant vessels (Dragon)
and the brat ot Ihe passengera. to come off Wel1Ongong."

MIAS
WOLLONGONG
Log

2150 AEST
01504

HMAS
WOLLONGON
.G

NIA

Log Now

HMAS WOLLONGONG Is released from SAR tasking by AMSA RCC-A lo proceed to
Chdstmas Island tor transtar of survivors.

HMAS WOLLONGONG Ship Log: '1850- Retessed ircm SAR tasking by RCC Australia to proceed to Chastises Island for
transfer of survivors?

2155 AEST
(11552)

N/A

NM

Log Nolo

Merchant vessels WSA DRAGON. JP0 UULPECL1LA and CAPE OCEANIA are released
from task CO land stindvors at Chr i stmas Island. Hi.,4AS LARPIAKIA Is tasked to remain on
scene (as On Scone Commander (OSC)) to conduct further SAFI.

AMSA Log Entry, "NMAS WOLLONGONG RELEASED FROMTASKTO LAND SURVWORS AT.CHRISTMAS ISLAND.
MERCHANT VESSELS WSA DRAGON/D5AX9, JPO VULPECUI.JVA8E1W5. CAPE OCEAMANRYP9
RELEASED FROM TASK TO LAND SURVIVORS AT CHRISTMAS ISLAND , MM/IS LAFIRAKIA TASKED
TO REMAIN ON S.CENE TO CONDUCT FURTHER BAR OPS UPN."

AMSA !ICC-A accepts coordinatton !or SA9" Incident. Confirms Mat II grgeople have been
rescued. Requests adyke ors whether Indonesian vessel is heading for SAR and its

RCC AUSTRALIA HEREBY ACCEPTS COORDINATION FOR THE SEARCH AND RESCUE INCIDENT INVOLVING THE
UPTURNED UNIDENTIFIED DISTRESS VESSEL:
SMC ACC JAKARTA MR. KENT PARWA, WILL CONTINUE TO SUPPORT RCC AUSTRALIA.
ROD AUSTRALIA REQUESTS BADAN SAR NASIONAL CONTINUETO ASSIST Wrall FACIUTATMG FLIGHT APPROVAL
AND ACCESS FOR.SEARCH AND RESCUETASKED AIRCRAFTTO ACCESS SEARCH AREA. FURTHER DETAILS TO
BE ADVISED.
ROC AUSTRALIA CAN CONFIRM THAT110 PEOPLE HAVE BEEN RESCUED TO DATE
SURVIVORS RESCUED HAVE INDICATED THAT 215 PEOPLE WERE ON THE VESSEL PRIOR TO SONG UPTURNED.
MANY RESCUED PEOPLE ARE INJURED AND ARE NOW BEING TRANSPORTED TO CHRISTMAS ISLAND BY
AUSTRALIAN WARSHIP AND THREE MERCHANT VESSELS, ONE AUSTRALIAN WARSHIP REMAINS Oil SCENE AS
OSC.AND CONTINUES VVITH RECOVERY. REQUEST ADVICE ON WHETHER INDONESIAN VESSEL 15 HEADING FOR
SEARCH AREA ANDADVISE RCC AUSTRALIA OF ESTIMATED TIME OF ARRIVAL. PLEASE ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT
OF THIS MESSAGE

AMSA Log / Ernst

EIPC. (Amsoc) Log Entry:' Dash %all task. landed at Chnelmme leland

I3PC (AMSOC) Log

HMAS WOLLONGONG and Me three merchant vessels deport the area to take survivors 10
Christmas Island. HMAS WOLLONGONG reports:
- MIAS WOLLONGONG •54 Survivors embarked
- JPO VULPECULA -27 sunrIvore emisaikoci
• CAPE OCEANIA • 4survivera embarked
- WSA DRAGON -8 survivors embarked

SPC (AMSOC) Log Entry.: 'RIVAS WOLLONGONG and the time merchant vessels depart iho area to taxa survivors to
01111.31111R3 Island, Reported Mut:
- HMAS WOLLONGONG has 54 survivors
- JPO VULPEcuLs, (earge vessel) has 27 survivors ernbadmd
- CAPE OCEANIA (bulk carrier) has 4 survivors' embarked
- WSA DRAGON (came vessel) has 8 survivors embarked"

BPC (AMSOC) Log

AMSA_RCGA verbally confirms:4:h BASARNAB that AMSA RCC-A has coordination

TELECON BASARNAS 'through interproler • confirmed RCCAusiralla has Incident cooldnalen

2221 AEST
(12217)

MASA RCC-A

NM

(12272)

(1237Z)

2341 AEST
(12412)

Message

estimated arrival.

2227 AEST

2237 AEST

BASAEINAS

Log Nolo

HMAS

WOLLONGON

NIA

Log Note

BASAFINAS

Phone Call

- El

AmSA FiCC -A

lii3Ousioms DASH

respensiblity

a) ell task"- lauded at Chrlstmealslond

AMSA Log

AMSA Log
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Time

2342 AEST
112422)

Source

To

AMSA RCC-A ESPC. (AMSOG)

Summary 01Activity

TYPo

Log Nora

RESCUE 4a1 (AMSA Dornior) doparts Christmas.lsiond after rof trolling - estimates lime on

tasF, to be .00 .10 until 0140.Azsr

Odginur information

E1PC (AMSOC) Log Entry,: 'AMSA (Sedsman) • AMSOC
-Verbal advice that MASA CORNIER departed Christmas islandallor refuelling and transit !Man mainland
- Estimated lime en task 0010 unvl 0140

Flt,ference

BPS (Ain= Log

Sent Thursday. 21 June 2012 23:53
Sublecr.

Vessel In dotress, I 10nm north-west of Christmas:Island SliFIEP 31SEC.UNGLASSIFIEDI

Vessel in distress, 110nnt northiwest of Chrisimat IslandiEITHEP 3;00 at 2330 AEST. Thursday 21 Juno 20121. At the
request oiler Indonesian search and rescue authority (BASARNAS). RCG are now the coordination Mod for the on-going
search and rescue.
.

2353 AEST
03532)

2,Atapprotdmotory 2237 AEST this evening, liMAS Wolfangorig;eccornpanled by tes of the merchant vessels emistIng in
mscuueffortS aline request of AMSA, departed dm search area for Christmas Island.

am siEv .

S1TRER
BPC (AMSOC)
NO11FiCAT10
N CROUP

Message

BPS (AMSOC) releases SiTREP.3: Vessel In clislress, 110nrn NW of Christmas Inland

AMSA Log/ Email
2. indications are that lite three vessels are collectively carrying 106 poOdle rescued from the searcharea.
3. HMAS Lorrakia romains in the search area and is continuing recovery operations.
4. An AMSA Cornier aircraft is on station and assisting *eh the search -Ord rescue.
5. A RAAF Madden:, Petrol Aircraft io oxpecied °manikin Or apprOXi11101ely 0100 AEST, 22.15115 2012, to provide aerial
surveillance in support oldie search end rescue.
6. No further information Is available at thIs time.
7. Ms SITREP contains inlorrrvation aberil ongoing
Operations and Is prOvided to you under Section 1601 Oro Customs
AdminIstrallonAcl 1985 for the purpose of your agoncy's luncdons. Tho information must not be furthor circulated within your
agency except on 2 nood•o-know= and must nor be dsseminalod Lou third parry Without the prior permission at BPC.

spc

..

I Director Governance and Command Support I Border Protection Command I Australian Customs and ElordorPintecton
21.4UP..1.E 269.2
0008 AEST
RESCUE 401
(S406.221JUN)

AFASA ROO-A

Log Note

RESCUE 4E11 (AIMSA Deride.) on task

AMSA Log Crary: 'On Tack report from 1950LI481 410 (20124106C,55403)

AMSA Log

0021 AEST
RESCUE 481
(1421221JUN)

AMSARCC-A

Log Nom

RESCUE 481 (AMSA Cornier) advises civilian aircraft VH.FP,IG on task

AMSA Log Entry;.*On Tosk relay report from FIM provided by MC1)481.014*

AMSA.Log

002TAEST
RESCUE 421
(1427Z21JUN)

AMSA RCC-A

Lag 14310

RESCUE 481 (AMSA Donator) deploys tile rah

AMSA Log Entry: 'Equipment Drop report from RSCL14fli 418 (2012410SC.55493).

AMSA Log /
Document

•0038AEST
(1438221
JUN)

First Secretary,
Jakarta.
AMSA RCC-A
ACOPS

Phone Call

First Secrete

Jakarta ACBPSTQCOiVOI3 upcubi from ROCA.

First Secretary. Jakarta, ACI5P3 Log ,Entrr•Coiled AMSARCC Recovered 110 oLvo. Numberof deceased recovered (NFII.
Numerous other doceasod sighted. not recovered. Number of inlurod. 1 warship on scene.

I

First Secretory,
Jakarta; ACDPS Log

0050 AEST
RESCUE 251
(1450221JUN)

linker:1M

Log NOle

RESCUE251 (FIA.AF AP-3G ORION) on statron

JOG Log Entry; 'RESCUE 251 (F1AAF AP-3G0RION) on stallion'

•JOC Lag

•0115 AEST
RESCUE 481
(1515.2 21JUN)

NASA RCC-A

Log Nolo

NASA °order RSC46.1 (ALMA Dernier),of I task

MASA Log Entry: "'Off Task reportfrorn RSCU481 431 (20124106C,55493)°

AMSA Log.

0124 AEST
(1524Z 21
JUN)

HOJTE639 .

BPC (Amsoc)

Log.Nele

1-1CMTP539 advises that AP-3C ORION, ho detected a foreign fishing vesseifFFV) with
approximately 20 poisonous board In rho area of the indidont. HMAS LARRAKIA Is
Investiguring It Ihis FF.V has any rescued survivors onboard.

UPC (AMSOCI Log Entry: 'HOJTF638 - =SOM.
HOJTF630advinoo that A19-30 ORION has detected a FFV with.apprekirnotoly 20 people onboard In the area el Ma incIdont.
- HMAS LARRAKIA lo investigating if this FFV has rescued survivors from the SARI.'

DPC (AMSOC) Log

0130 AEST
(15302 21.JUN)

'/11-VMG

NM

Leg Nate

VI-I-FMG (Civilian Alrcrail) off task

AMSA Log Entry 'Plan for current search assets in area loan 21153OUTC is for R481 and FMG to deport 21132 I2 allow 19481
clear airSpace to conduct search.'

AMSA.Lng
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Tinto

Source

1
'

To

0206 AEST
0 so22 21
JUN)

AMSA RCC-A

LES / I3PC
(APASOC) /
JCC /
BASATINAS

.0207 AEST
116072 .21
JUN)

H0J1F638

0215 ACV
(1615Z 21
JUN)

original information

Summary 01 Activity

Type

Reference

'
,,I.c5. .
9e.

AMSA (3 OC-A request Local Earth Station ILES) update the distress relay message and
relay It at a hour inlarvels In vessels located In the Pacific rind Indian Oceans

Oocument ID 16566029 - UPDATE OF DISTRESS 2012/4106

BPC (AMS0c)

Log Nolo

HOJTF639 advises that NM/IS LARSAKIA is Investigated the everted FFY and lound six
Ilshemen, no SAR survivors.

BPC (AMSOC: Log Entry:11OJTF639 - ANSOC,
HOJTE636 advises. that HMAS LARRAYJA Is Investigated thevepoiled PPV.and foungslit fishermen, no SAFI survivors."

BPC (AMS00)

SIEV StTREP
NOTIFICATIO
N MAIL
GROUP

Email

BPC. omsoc) release SFREP FOUR

I3PC (AMSOC) S1TREP FOUR

VH-MOY

N/A

Log Nolo

W-I-MOY (Callan Aircraft) estimated (line al arrival with second crew. Aircrall Seam/ bather
taskino and is to return to Peri Hedland.

AMSA Log Entry: -11}-1-MOY11-125B) transported 2nd PH crew to YPXkl. ETA YPXM 21170113TC. PINT to PH. No higher
tauldng.".

0344 REST
11744Z 21
JUN)

.AMSA BCC-A

JOG

Log Noio

NASA RCCA has tasked four merchant vassals - lire container vessel MARGARET RiVER
BRIDGE. the buil< carrier CONTI SELENIT, thergenaral cargo vessel BBC ICELAND and gas
carrier GASCREM PACIFIC, to rotor.= in the EAR urea 10r22 Juno search operations.

SfTREP ONE - reieased 220526 AEST JUN 2012

.0400 AEST
(1800Z 21
JUN)

RESCUE 251

JOG

Log Note

RESCUE 251(FIAAF AP-3C ORION}. 011-station, recovering to Learmonth.

JOG Log Entry:.„'RESCUE 251 ofIstation, and recovered to LEARMONTH at 220650 AEST"

JOG Log

WOLLONGON
G

JOG

Log Nato

HMAS WOLLONGONG arrives at Christmas Island fokollroad of 54 survivors, Including two
critically 01 patients,. and one deceased

JOC Log Erdry: . 'HMAS WOLLONGONG arrived/del. orloadod survivors. Including two eritically13 patients and one
deceased'

JOG Log

0740 AEST
(21402.21
JUN)

JOG

AMSA FICC-A

Log Note

.
JOG advise they are t sikinc to H0JTF539 lo release assets. They confirm that There are Iwo; AMSA Log Entry: "HO JOG passed "talking to NOFICOM looking et Klemm of assets now.' Confirm 2 naval vessels at CI.'
naval vessels at Christmas 13Iang.

0826AEST
(2220Z 21
JUN)

RESCUE 252

JOG

Log Note

RESCIJE 252 (RAAF AP-30 onioN) departs Darwin

0836 AEST.
•(2226Z21
JUN)

HMAS
LARRAKIA

AMSA BCC-A

Log Note

0905 AEST
(2305Z 21
,J U N)

liMAS
WOLLONGON
G

N/A

Log Note

0960 AEST
(2.3502 21
JUN)

HMAS
LARRAKIA

BPC (AMSOC)
/ ,IOC/
1ICMTF639

Document

13PCiiAmsog Lag Enirp.IIMAS LARRAKIAOPREP 005:
NM/IS LARRAKtA reports It Fe on scone with two merchant voosols, It la sal wading on AMSA
-On scene with 2 merchant vessels - MV MARGARET RWERORIDGE and MV CONTI SELEN11
RCC-As search plan. In the meantime, HMAS LARRAKIA has directed both merchant
- HMAS LARRAKLA stiliwaiting on (3.CC. search plan
vessels.
- HMAS LARRAKIA. greeted both merchant .v asSolsi as above, a search plan in the Interim'

1011 AEST
(00112)

RESCUE 4111 AMSA (3CC-A

Log Note

RESCUE 481 (AMSA Domler) an task

AMSA Log Entry: 'On Task report hom RSCU401 412 (201241060,03428)"

1135 . AEST.
(01352)

13PC RCO-A
LC/

BPC (AMSOC) RCC-A Liaison Officer releases SITREP 1 to BPC (AMSOC).

BPC RCC LO &MEP 1

0301 REST
(1701Z21

JUNI

klessage

BPC (AMSOC) Log

Ernst

AMSA Log

AMSA FICC-A release S1TREP1 .

0720 AEST
(2120221
JUN)

HMAS

BPC (AMSOC)

Erroll

NM/IS LARRAKIA advise's. that merchant vossols MARGARET RIVER EREIGE anti CON11

SELENIT would assist HMAS LARRAKIA wIth the search.

HMAS WOLLONGONG commences stavivogdoceasod offload at Christinas istand.

JOG Envy: "RESCUE 252(Rli.AF AP-3C ORION) departs.Darwin and was on-slatIon In search arcia.at 1255 AEST '

AMSA Log Entry: "CO LARRAKIA contacted ncc to discuss start of search, MV MARGARET RIVER BRIDGE and CONTI
SELENIT would assist LARRAKLA with visual search in EastANest Search logs, Overnight LARR reported:sighting
two deceased and four empty URalls. The 14 Survivors were dIseassed, the 4 Injured were described as stable. Also
discussed crow fatigue and lho return of survivors to CI, CO.LARRAKIA Indicated that Me vessel was capable ol
staying out in the.ssarch area all day. They only had one operational rib and priority remelted recovery elfseivivors.
RCC Aust requested LARR re-check UPhrts if possible.'

IIMAS WOLLONGONG Ship Log First ailloand commenced

Deform ANNEX E/
SITREP.

AMSA Log

JOG Log

AMSA Leg

HMAS
WOLLONGONG.
Log

BPC (AMSOC) Log

AMSA Log

Emelt
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Original Information

Summary of Activity

Reference

Time

Source

To

Typo

1157 AEST
101.57Z)

OPC ACC-A
LO

OPC (AMSOO)

Email

OPC (AMSCC) RC0.11 Urdson Officer remises SITACP.2 to BPCIAMSO,C),

DEC ACC Lo SITREP 2

Email

1217 .AEST
(0217Z)

aPc FICG-A
LO

ipc (AMSOC)

Email

13PC (AMSOC) RCC-A Liaison Officer releases SITREP 2 , Update to Search Plan - to Bpc'
(AMSOC).

I3PC ROC LO SITAEP 2- Update to Search Plan

Ernst

1220 AEST
(0220Z)

DEC RCC-A
LO

apc (Amsoc)

Email

DEC (AMSOC) ACC-A Liaison Of/car releases SITREP 3 to CPC (AMSOC).

13PC

1241 AEST
(02412)

RESCUE 451

NASA RCC-A

Log Note

RESCUE 481 (AMSA Cornier) off task .

AMSA Log Entry. 'Off Task report from RSCLI461 112 (2012410813,554981'

1255 AEST
(0255Z)

FiESCUE 252

WA

Log Nolo

RESCUE 252 (RAAF AP-3C ORION. ) on-station

JOG Log Entry: - RESCUE252.(RAAF AP-3C ORION) ['opens Darr& end was on-stagan in search area at 1255 AEST"

1332 AEST
(0332Z)

Espo rscc-A
10

DEC (Iiilsoc..)

Email

ppc (Amsoc) FIGO-A Liaison Officer releases SfTREP 5 to BPC (AMSCG).

DEC ACC LOSITREP 5

Email

1351 AEST
(0351Z)

SPC ROC-A
LO

DEC (AMSOC)

Email

13PC (AMSOC) ACC-A Liaison Officer releases SITREP 0 NERO (ANISOC).

BP° ROC LO SITREP 6

Emelt

Poopfo Smuggling Oporational Grasp Mooting - Muittaboiloy dloaucoion regarding °mule of
maritime people smuggling imeats end SAFI 2012/4106

N/A

-

a al'

Acc

LO S1TREP 3

Email

AMSALog
JOG Log

AMSA / BPC

1400 1500
AEST
(0400 - 0500Z)

P505

1415 PEST
P.4102,1

13PC FICC-A
LO

13PC (AMSOC)

Email

BPC (AMSOC) RCC-A liaison. Officer *leases SITAEP 7 to. RFC (AMSOC)..

SPC RCC LO 2/TREE 7

Email

1451 AEST
(04514

BPC ACC-A
LO

DEC (AMSOC)

Email

EEC (AMSOC) ACC-A Llaisen Officer releases S1TF3EP a to OPC (AMSOC).

13PC ACC LO S1TFIEP 8

Ernal

1505 AEST
(05582)

RESCUE 253

.10C

Log Note

RESCUE 253 (FtAAP AP-3C ORION) depans Learnnonlh.

..10C Log Entry:RESCUE 253 IRAAF AP-3C ORION) departs LEARMOUTH, On-stadon In search area al 1000I11

1523 REST
(0523Z)

13PC Ficc-A
LO

13PC (AMSOC)

Emelt

EEC (AMSOC). ACCA Liaison Oilleer releases SITREP 910 EEC (MASCO).

BFC ACC LO SITREP 5

1551 REST
(05512)

VH-UAR

AMSA RCC-A

Log Note

VA-URA (CivAlan Aircraft) advISes it has completed as search task.

AMSA Log Entry: •vri-urwi completed all legs - lots et debris sighted and a shark - no bodies sight'.

1554 AEST
(05512)

BPO ROC-A
LO

0PC (ANISOC)

Enroll

DEC (AMSOC) ACC-A Liaison Officer releases S1TREP 10 to DEC (AmsoC).

EEC ACC LO SITREP 10

AFP MAC /

Vorbol
Adeitng

•Evont

JOG Log

Enrol

AMSA Log

Email
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Time

Source

1600 AEST
{0000Z)

To

Type

. RESC.UE 252

JOC

Log Note

1619 AEST
.03019Z1

GPO RCG.A
LO

BPO (AMSOC)

1657 AEST
(00S7Z)

SPC ROC-A
LO

.17130 AEST
t0700Z)

HMAS
WOLLONGON

,
I

Original information

Summary at Activity

Reference

RESCUE2S2 (RAAFAP-3C ORIONyolt-station

JOC Log Entry: `RESCUE252 cdt-slabon"

JOC Leg

Email

GPO (AMSOC) RCG-A Liaison Officer releases SITREP 11 to BPO (AMSOC).

13PG ACC LO SITREP 11

Email

GPO (AMOCO)

Email

GPO (AMSOC} ROO-A Liaison Officer releases SITREP 1210 BPC (AMSCO).

GPO PCC LO SITREP 12

.Email

NIA

Log Note

HMAS WOLLONGONG waives back on scene;

MASA Log Entry; . '.Cornmander of HMAS Wollongong advise arrival on scene. H. will proceed lo handever with HMAS
Larrakla and assume on scone commander. Master expressed interest In releasing at least two rrxwehant vessels. AGO
Ausuala acklowledged end loft decision to on scene commander.'

AMSA Log! HMAS
WOU_ONGONG

HMAS WOLLONGONG Ship Log: "On Scene - proceeding to lacatiori ci HMAS LARRAKA,'
1 706 AEST
10706Z;

AMSA AGO-A

Unknown

Log Note

MASA ROC-A Is advised that merchant vessel ICELAND is available for day Ibis° search

MASA Log Entry; "BBC ICELAND AVAILABLE FOR DAY THREE SEARCH OPERATIONS

1729 AEST
10720Z1

HAIAS
•
WOLLONGON
'G

WA

Log Nola

1-IMAS WOLLONGONG 01551.1M05 ell scone.cominander (050) role.

11MAS WOLLONGONG Ship Log: *Arrived on scene coMmender .for SAW

1725 AEST
t01.25Z1

GPO RCCiA
LO

BPG (AMSOO)

Email

DPC (AMSOC) RCG-A Llason 01/icar releases 5I111E1' 13 lo EPC (AMS00).

GPO ROC LO SMIEP 13

Email

1753 AEST
(0753Z)

GPO FICC-A
LO

GPO (AMSOC)

Email

8PC (AMSOC) ROCA Liaison 06Icer messes SURE? 1410 GPO (AMSOC)..

GPO BCC LOSFTFIEP 14

Entail

RESCUE 253

N/A

Log Note

RESCUE 263 (RAAF AP-3C ORION) on steam In starch area

JOO Log Entry." RESCUE 253 departs LEARMONT1-1. Oct station In search area all800K."

HMAS WOLLONOONG advIsesliMAS LARITAKIA did not locale any survivors in .(he life
.
rails.

I-I iVIAS WOLLONGONG worn advised almel possible assistance Iran Indonesian Navy Vessels. Discussed.toloaco
of 2 014 MVe on scene at last light.
It sass coltirmed.thai LAPIRMIA had levessgated all relic with reported sightings ol survivors, NO SURVIVORs
were lscaled in any of the rafts. LAM now returning to.Chriarnas Island.

EIPC (AMSOC) RCG-A Liaison °dicer releases SITREP 1510 BPC (A14800).

SPG RCG LO STIREP 15

1830 AEST
108004

1657 AES T
•
0e57z)

"

!WAS
WOLLONGON AMSA FICCA
G

Phone Coll

19021,251
. •
pozzy

GPO ROC-A
•
LO

OPC (AMSOC)

Email

150611(7.51
)on0e2 .

AMSA RCC-A

VH-KFB

Log Note

VH.KED iCiaan Aircraft) lashed lo pick up two life mks at Essondon VC {Instead of VIIRC.A).

NASA Log Entry; 'Tasked VH-..IRCA to lorxi at YSSY then procood to MEN to pick up LIN rafts, then proceed to Port.Noditual,.•
even-004 then to YPX0.*

1909 4851
.(090921

HMAS
LARRAMA

JOG

Log Note

1-0i1AS LARRAK1A commences passage reanimates Island

JOC Log Entryt".11MAS LARRAKIA commences passage lo OP

1936 AEST
(09384

VI-1-FMG /.
VH-TGG

NASA RCC-A

LOU Noie

VII•FMG (Oldies Aircraft) and VH-TOG (Civilian Aircraft) releesod hem task and returning to AMSA Log Entry; 'VH•FMG (GLEX) advised they have finished search. Released ham task...also advised ihal VH-1 ,130 (GLEE)
has finIshod search. 11100 released from task. Both returning to.YPLM,"
Lea
nth

1956 AEST
(0956Z)

RESCUE 481

1161511 ROC-A

Las Note

Alternative crew for RESCUE 481 (AMSA Domicr) sign on

AMSA Log Entry: 'RSCU4.81 2nd crew sign far a 0845 UTC dep.'

1058 AEST
(005ar)

GPO AMA
LO

GPO (AIVISOC)

Email

GPO (AMSOC) RCC-A Liaison Officer Wanes SITREP 1010 GPO ON1.500).

BPC HOC LO S1TREP 16

AMSA Log

HMAS
WOLLoNGONG
Log

Log Note

AMSA Log/ Phone
Message

Email

AMSA Leg.

100 Log

AMSA Leg

NASA Log

Erna
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Time

Source

To

TYPc

2040 AEST
(10402).

RECUE 253

itinknown

Log Note

HESCUE 253 (HAAF AMC ORION) off-station and Is le recover to Learmonlh

JOG Log Entry; 'RESCUE 253 ofikstatien and is 10 recoVor to LEARMONTW

JOC Log

RESCUE 481

AMSA RCC-A

Lag Noie

RESCUE 481 (AMSA roomier) on task

AMSA Log Entry: 'On Task report kern II20U4131 010 (20124196E.55513) '

AMSA Log

2127 AC- ST
(112721

RESCUE 4211

AMSA RCC - A

Log Note

RESCUE 481 (AkISA Dornlor) .01 task

AMSA Log Entry: "Off Task report from HSGU491 0213 (20124106E,55513) •

AMSA Log

2157AEST
01574

AM3A FICC-A

2(-KFI3

2}1-KF3 .(Civilian Aircraft) tasking cancelled (no additional life mils from Essondon. VIC
obtained)

NAGA L.L.g Eti1ir.'2K-4113 CNL eri EN klye to sufficient ACF7 uliceaLly Inukod end :curium youule on wono.'

AMBA

2355 AEST
(13562)

OPC RCC -A
LO

BPC IAMSOC)

Email

BPC (AMOCO) BCC-A Unison Officer releases SITREP 17 to EPC (MISOC).

BPC RCC LO SfTREP 17

Email

0133 ASST
(15332 22
JUN)

AMSA BCC-A

13ASARNAS
JOG
ASSOC
92W0

Entail

Aircraft movements ter 23 Juno are distritatteni to response agencies

Aircraft moVements for 23 June

Email

0135 AEST
(1535222
JUN)

AMSA RCC-A

RESCUE 253

Log Nolo

RESCUE 2.53 comp:god 100% or their search and rescuo and is en route to Lesrmontn

ASCU 253 completed 150% of their search and Is on rale Is YPLM

6436 AEST
(19.162.)

L1PC (AMIFC)

BPC (AMSOC)
HOJTF830

Email

HMAS LARRAKIA has complotod Me transfer of survivors to Christmas Island.

See.SITREP In email sent 0436 AEST

RESCUE 471

AMSA RCC-A

Log Nom

RESCUE 471 departs Ma mainland - ETA 0947 AEST.

RESCUE 471 deported 0641 AEST 23 Juno - ETA 2347Z

Log Note

RESCUE 254

JOG

Log Nom

RESCUE 254 (RAAF AMC ORION) departs Learmontlt for the search area.

JOC.Log Entry: 'RESCUE 254 departed LEARmortrii for search area On station at 1320K.

JOC Leg

AMSA FICC-A confirm that'll= (Customs DASH 8) is released from SAR operations

Email Overview; AMSA BCC-A confirm Met

2051 AEST
(10514

,
LD9 No.°

Summery of Activity

ONginat infonnation

Reterence

Log

23-JUNE 2012

0041 AEST
(0041222
JUN)
0057 AP.ST
(2257222
JUNI
1115 AEST
(01152)
1159 AEST

AMSA1100 - A OPC IAMSOC)

Email

test(

Log Note

Erroll

goof (Customs Dash 0)1s released from EAR operations

MASA Log Entryf 'On Took roped tram TISCU451 612 (2012410CF,65543)

Email

AMSA Log

RESCUE 461

NASA BCC A

Log Nolo

RESCUE 461 (AM6A Domini .)

1390 AEST
(03002)

RESCUE 254

JOC

Log NotO

RESCUE 254 (RAAF AP-3C ORION) arrives un-stullon

JOC Log Entry: "RESCUE 254 departed LEARMONTH ior search area On station at 1 300IV

1938 AEST
(03362)

RESCUE 461

AMSA FICC-A

Log Hole

Alternalivo crew or RESCUE 481 (AMSA Dornler) sign on

AMSA Log Entry: 'FISGU4131 2nd crew sign en 81 222200.UTC for noel days scorch!

NASA Leg

1400 AEST
(04002)

AMSA ACC-A

Unknown

Document

AMSA RCC4croloaso SIRE? THREE 420 NM of CHRISTMAS ISLAND

AMSA RCC-A SORE? THREE 120 NM of CHRISTMAS ISLAND

Document

1423 AEST
(042321

VI-I.TOG

AMSA RCC-A

Log Note,

VH-TOG (Civiban Aircraft) provides update on observations to FICCA

AMSA Log Entry: N1-1-T6G ADZ body shapo sighted (sni 74 rap ) Weather at time 010bservation was Wind 120/20. SG 1.
Cld Bkn 2000, Viz 19 nautical altos, Swell 0.5m .

AMSA Log

RESCUE 461

AMSA RCC-A

Log Nola

RESCUE 461 (AMSA Clamber) olf task

AMSA Log Entry.,Chfl Task report from RSCU461 063(20124106F55543(

AMSA Log

AMSAFICC.A.

VH-RCA

Log Nato

VH-FICA (Civilian Aircraft) tasked to bo on scene al 1530 AEST 23 JUN 2012.

AmSA Log Eniry: 'Tasked VH•FICA to plan en being art scene 2305302,111E10AI plan &pen VBRM 2302002, 'refuel YPKM,
search, refuel YPXM, search up to 1-1.5 hrs.then return to YPP1-1. Eslimalo 1.5 bra Yl3RM-YPXM Estimate 3:0 his vpx.m.
YPPI-1 Due to ecospeng RCC leaking, they had to cancel a charier/hat bad been originally schoduled for 23 June. This incurred
a charge at between sl000-52005. we will cover this cost. VH•RCA all include it as a raise, charge:

AMSA Log

(D1592)

1425 AEST
(042.02)'

1530 AEST
- (05352)

an

JOC Log
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Su Meierj ot Activity

Time

Seuree

To

Typo

1604 AEST
(66042)

HMAS
LARRAKIA

AMSA SCC.A

Leg Note

HMAS LARRAKIA arrives back on scene

AMSA Log Entry: 'WAS ViOLLONGONG were contacted regarding BPC report that HMAS LARRAKIA MS back On scone.
They had not had communications with the vessel, however. they confirmed they were expected.'

AMSA Lug

1639 AEST
(0639Z)

RESCUE 4131

AMSA FICC-A

Log Nolo

RESCUE 461 (AMSA bemire) in operation (unclear when on task)

AMSA Log Entry: 'Report received from FISGU461 ft-Maley vat° Dalinee'

MASA Log

1640 AEST
(6640Z)

RESCUE 264

AMSA RCC-A

Log Nolo

RESCUE254 (RAAFAP-3P ORION) Ott task

AMSA Log Entry: 'RESCUE 254 s ort task 230840 UTGenrouto YPLA..1:

AMSA Log

1856 AM'
(0656Z)

, RESCUE 461

MASA RCP-A

Lug NUN

RESCUE 401 (AMEA Derniet) oft task

AMSA Log Entry: 'FISGU451 oft task with ETA YPXM 0922 LiTG. P3 RSCU254 has already departed:

ANSA Log

Leg Note

VH-RCA iCivirieri Aircraft) elf task

AMSA Log Entry: "VH-FICA oit EisK230858 UTC Completed tip is Waypotnt 24 ETA YPPD 232231 LITC They have enough
crow duty to fly YPPO-YSSY, but cannot go vie YPPH. Request that lho observers be transported to YPPIfyie APT. VHRCA
has a prolcusly scheduled charier on Monday arid would incur significant cost (passed on to AMSA) If they
have to coned In ardor to meet crew duty regutrements far charter, they need to be back In Sydney this evening (to
allow 24hie elf duly ler flight crew prior to Monda)/.schOduled chatter).

AMSA. Log

Lag Note

AMSA ROC-A suspend $513 operations

Information from S1TREP FOUR and FINAL

Message

ANSA FICC-A request Local Earth Station (LES) to cancel Me dIstross relay inossago

Dneumonl ID 16686135 - DISTRESS 201214106

Lag Note

1-IMAS WOLLONGONG Is released horn SAR tasking - recovered a deceased.'

NMAS WOULONGONG Ship Leg: 'Releesed Item SAN tasking- recovoted a deceased.

Email

SPG (AMSOCJ retease SITREP FIVE (FINAL)

SITREP.FIVE (FINAL): 1 10pre.NW of CI $FTREP FIVE (FINAL)Os a12200 AESTSeturday 23 JLne 2012

Emelt.

Email

AMSA ROC-A release SlTREP FOUR (FINAL)

AMSA RGC.A. SITREP FOUR 1FINAL) .

Email

AOF conlirros.that HMAS LARRAKIA and WOLLONGONG are released kern SAR tasking

N/A

1850 AEST

(aagaj

VH-RCA

AMSA RCO-A
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Note

HMAS 'WOLLONGONG transfers eight deceased to Chilskras Island and commences
reconstitution i do -eentaminaiion. HMAS LAARAKIA remains ln.the search area for an
additional throe hours.

JOC Entry: ' WOLLONGONG transtorrod8 deceased to Cl and commenced reconstitution / do-contarniaellon, LARRAKIA
conducted three how search iron first Ifghl In vicinity of Ills hull &patch area
HMAS WOLLONGONG Ship Log: 'Embarked pusher barge • APP decontamination commenced.'

HMAS LARRAKIA translate six deceased Is Chnsunas Island and commences reoonstitution
JOC Entry: '1..APIRAKIA transferred six deceased to Cl. commenced reconstitution and decanter -Aviation:
I de-coetamlnation:
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